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Perhaps no author ‘has shown, behind
and through worka which the world has

in, a finer or more gracious

personality,a purer and a nobler life, or
a more thorough earnestness of purpose
and industry, than have -the poet-sisters,
Alice and Phebe Cary. It must have
chanced with them, as with many another
author of greater or of humbler fame
than they, that their writings, especially
their well-known poems, have been
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of Schiller.

JORDAN.

Men talk and dream of future days—
Days fairer than the present,
And race and chase thro’ many ways
TR
* A golden aim and pleasant.

grows young,

The world grows old, and then

Yet hope still lives mankind among.
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This record,

in

aim,

of

theAwo

character/ and

the Christian Ar-

and

her lack of culture and of the attainments

she might have gained, had opportunity
been hers in youth, she yet wrought on at
hér own work, in her own way, and the
thanks she knew in her life-time were
multiplied when the singer was no more.
Not many would thus have striven in the
face of difficulty and trials which would

records of

actual

and

Such biographies have an

sisters,

one

the

outcome

us who are cast in other years,

and

can only know them in their

completed

who

work, lessons well worth the heeding.
After the death of the sisters, a lady,
well-knewn to American
readers, and a

prepared a memorial

including
tribute,

interpreter,

of

their poetical

so

truthfully

and

such

as

few

authors

have possessed, of their works.

Perhaps

not

it

every

author—we

with

write

with

such . result

hard woa

«lation

and

to—spout: furiously

sourse of study in Ridgeville College,
iy not conform to Dr. Thomas Hill’s
true order, but it meets the want
hen one completes the English
he wishes

to go farther, he is

two

mneced on the scientific course.

On

ation of the scientific course, one can
classical course in two years, for he

vo years study in that course. The
n of the college opens March 21.
Chicago Inter Ocean bas been wagWg «» i .8t relentless war upon

the

gamblers

of that city, As the result of its work, Mayor
Harrison has issued orders to his chief of police
toclose at once all gambling houses and to arrest all gamblers and confidence men under the.
Vagrancy law. The vigorous enforcement.of
this order has driven a large number of these
Professional villains out of the city and put an
end to their work for the present. One fact,
at least, is demonstrated: viz., that the laws
Against gambling and other é¢rimes are sufficlently effective when faithfully executed. We

earnestly hope that there will be no withhold-

1g until Chicago is purified from some of its
Wickedness, and becomes a worthy example to
other large cities.
is a settled conviction with

the people

of Oberlin, O., that intoxicating liquor must
not be sold as a beverage. Under the guise of

8 drug store they met their old enemy some

months ago. After much effort they accepted
this druggists proposal not to sell intoxicating

liquor within the limits of the township, if the

other dealers would sign a pledge to the same

effect. The people of Oberlin have never held
that it is wise to attempt the. suppression of all
intoxicating liquors.
the sale and

They

hold the

use for mechanical

Sud medicinal purposes is legitimate. Doubting the sincerity of this man, but wishing to
excuse, they

induced

beauty and

more

of

a

the other

dealers to sign this pledge. After seeking various pretexts for breaking the agreement, he

deserved

In their purity

and beneficence of character, and in their

'asssge of the Anti-immigration
14 the Semate is a remarkable

National

y

inspiration,

tire:

not

isters are

less than

help

threugh

their poems.
They lived, with what toil aud difficulty,

the aphorism of Thoreau: ‘* Let each man
be occupied, and with the highest work of
which he is capable.”

There have been a

few writers whose preparation of education and surroundings seems in all respects
to have been in all respects the fittest for
their vocation and their undisturbed endeavor. Mrs. Browning, whatever was
her lack of strength and its attendant
privileges, had certainly resources of
leisure, of friends, of opportunities of
study. But these sisters belonged to the
other and perhaps greater class whose
way must be striven for, as well as pursued.

These two writers, at a time when

their young and vigorous womanhood
would be most ready to receive impressions, and to give them again in poetic
thought, with the hours-of daylight given
to what was to them dreary and laborious
toil, among surroundings barren of the
influences of society and culture,to whom

the teaching of painful experiences and
the voices of nature were the most potent
of earthly influences—lived and thought
and wrote, and laid the beginning of that
career of letters which must at first have
seemed so uncertain and
forbidding.
These years of unpaid laber, of lonely
work, of sorrow, through which they
still sought
to fulfill, as they were capable,

what seemed to them their vocation

owner,

Rowland.

The contest,

endeavors to convince of wrong,

ou the one side, and on the part of Bronson
2 Stubborn
persistence, and
coarseness.

Was the state of affairs until Monday

t, March 6, when Oberlin was in a blaze

ol fifty thousand dollars went up in flames.
How fire included the obnoxious drug store,
his Principal book store, ete. From private

oudency we learn that the opimion is

fin

al ‘the rum-power is responsible for the

PP
: —
i

id attention is called to the longnote under “ Obituaries.” We have

erable number of

obituary

notices on

Fro, Which will appear just as fast as pessible.

ity rulé, we follow the order in which such
i “68 are received. Pald notices, however,

w
. .
nd
th ©

entitled to early and fuller insertions,
find that we shall be obliged to insist upon,
conform more closely to, the provisions of
note referred to, ‘Will writers of obituary

otices please bear this in mind ?

lonely sojourn, reof the most sickenentry, of June 20,
Gomera, belonging

to the harem

of Katikiro,

have left, in weaker minds,

p)

no room

for

Hers was the higher

receiving

good

from all,

and

she received.
poems published
Alice Cary, lines
and addressed to
In if she says:

1 made my poems for a sign

her refusal, reported her to Katikiro, who

had her éars and mouth cut off, the latter
from her nose to her chin, leaving: the
teeth and Jaw bone bare. Mr. Pearson gives

Such a tenacity of purpose, with
deeds

which

showed

its

hardly failof its reward.

reality,

This,

the
could

also,

authorship, are encouragément to “like
perseverance and steadiness of purpose,
and forever a rebuke to low aims and

do

who has

left

numerous traces of her character

more

phase, a self-reliance both strong and
fine,

and

natures.

not

often

found

in

sensitive

Alice's life and writings

brings his

tribute

of

tion of the saying of

Milton:

¢¢ He

who

would write heroic poems must make his
whole life an heroic poem.” Such are
some of the thoughts which come as we
read the poems cf Alice and Phaebe Cary,
and turn again the record oftheir lives.
oo

seem

It was written of her: ' *¢ Her personal

with

The central

moon grew

The

larger and

other moons were subject to it.

the

Two an-

gels appeared and ordered him to call on

Allah.

He now engaged heart and sul

in the horrible slave-trade, sending out
bands of men to make raids on neighboring tribes. ‘ Sekibo returned on one occasion from aun incursion into Usoga. with
heavy spoils of cattle and ivory, and upwards of & thousand

women

slaves.

Mr.

Pearson saw these captives file into Rubaga, and he says the sight was such as
he never saw before and hopes never to
see again. Of the king’s portion, there
should have

been

500,

but

hunger,

fa-

tique, and ill usage, bad reduced their
number to a little over 300. The women

were not young, and many carried infants
born on the road.

The

babes

were

in

many cases tied by the arms areund the
mothers’ necks, the

poor

creatures

having strength to hold them.

not

Such a

sight! The women could hardly walk—
mere skin and bone. Their ribs could literally be counted. They had had no food
for days. All the young, well favored
women had been kept by the chiefs.
These were M'tesa’s share. July.19, says

Oh

what a country!” After describing his
‘unsuccessful efforts to save the life of a
wounded Woy, he wrote, ** 1 could not re-

strain myself at the sad fate of this boy,
and of 80. many of the Wasoga

captives,

torn from gfeir peaceful homes to suffer

and die jth siriag Joud: 0 God! do
these

children

weeks later, he wrote

cutioner’s for alleged
princesses,

M’tesa’s

of

thine.”

gloomily,

adultery
daughters,

Some
‘ Noth-

with the
who

are

as bad as he himself.” Two hundred
people had just been sacrificed on the occasiop of finishing the rebuilding of the
houses where are the royal tombs. From

July to Oct., Mr. Pearson suffered much
from lack of food.
His scholars were
taken away, and spies from DM’tesa were
prowling about him.

>

In Nov.,

coming, and gradually chiefs and others,

even the most violeat of the upholders of
the lubare [demon worship], resumed
their visits and friendly relations with us.
We findtbg people willing to listen to
us, and many of ther, as a proof of their
sincerity, throw
away their charms.”
About
this period, Mr.
Litchfield, in

writing home said, ‘Do not give way
an inch, if the place is proposed to be
given up.

It is true, we

ourselves

have

Even the fickle king was again encouraging his people to' learn, saying to his

chiefs, * Why are you not continuing to
learn to read?

You are all only trying to

all the flowers and

herbsof wood and field was as intimate
as that she had with people.” From her
impressions of country life, the scenes and
gounds of woods and fields, come her
word pictures of such sights, which, in
their truth and exquisiteness, might well
send us to the fields and forests to see the
original whose details she knew so perfectly. So’ exact, so constant, and so
appreciative, was her
observation. Nor
does her power seem less in that nearer

them, and ask for papers and books.”
About the 1st of April, 1880, Mr.
Litchfield was compelled by failing
health, to leave the mission for a season.
Mr. Mackay accompanied him across the

lake, made

a tour

through several lo-

calities, and Dec. 16, returned to Rubaga,
having

been

absent

over eight

months.

Meanwhile Mr. Pearson’s situation had
been more (rying even than Mr. Wilson's
during his lonely stay after the murder
of Smith and O'Neill. In June, M’tesa
wal quite ill, and his death being thought
to be near, his nine sons were imprisoned,
yt

journeyed from sea to sea, and from coun-

work.

tryto country,
never

till

would

they

reach

thought

their

the

The

:

A DAY IN CONFERENCE.

they

. Tspent a day in Conference last week with
the Free Baptist brethren in Philadelphia.’

destination.

reached

Thames,

described London:

;

horses in London are so many

that no one can even count them. And
the houses, they are made of stone! Oh!
my
master,
wonderful! wonderful!!
They make two long fences of stones
[stdes of the street], very long, as far as

It ‘was a pleasant occasion. These brethren
are makiog a good beginuing
in the City of
Brotherly Love and, by the blessing of God
-and a little aid from abroad, a permaneiit inter est will be established and maintained in Philadelphia. There is one organized church of 50
members, of which Rev. L. L. Harmon is pastor. They have
a chapel. and ;are making an
effort to build a parsonage. ‘Besides the
church, four missions are under way and these

are flourishing and enjoying some degree of

can count how many people live in one
housefone side of a street-being continuous

to the work, by the’ blessing of: God, mean fo

was supposed to be one house].

the denomination should

aries to teach, was, that they should pro-

cure for him one of Queen Victoria's
daughters to be his wife, and then he
would abandon all his present wives.
Dec. 23, M'tesa sent forth two fresh
armies to bring back plunder and slaves.
Said Mr. Mackay, ** Qur blood could but
boil within us as we beheld the mad excitement in the whole court, as these fellows were ordered off to murder and

human king as he, gave his orders: i.
‘Rob, pillage, plunder.’ One's heart |
sickens at the thought of the carnage—
rather cold-blooded butchery, that will
. This is the fifth time
follow. . .
in the course of two years that a great
army has been sent by M'tesa into Busoga, to devastate, and murder, and bring
and
back the spoil—women, children,

cattle. The crime is awful! The most
heart-rending of Livingstone’s narratives
of the slave hunts by Arabs and the Portuguese on Nyassa and Tanganyka lakes,
dwindle into insignificance,compared with
the organized and unceasing slave hunts
carried -on by this ‘enlightened monarch
and Christian king.” Again he writes,
“I may safely say, M'tesa keeps a fresh
force of 10,000 men, all the year round,

without a month's intermission, avowedly
employed in devastating neighboring
tribes, merely for the sake of slaves and
cattle. M'tesa is the greatest slave hunter
in the world.”
.
The king's embassy to England return-

&d to Rubaga, March 22, 1881, accompan-

They said they saw cannon

riage], which
it.”

went itself with us all in

told the Queen

back to
yet.

that they

Uganda;

You

and

wantedto go

but she said, * Not

have not seen

my

So they saw the animals.

animals.”

It was a won-

The Free Baptist people throughout

birds.

At the

agricultural

show, they

saw many thousand pigs, and each pig
had six children. These pigs were the
food of the Queen.
tens
“Oh! my master, we ‘have not got
any country at all. The estate of one

chief in England,

is as large as all Bu-

ganda, and Bunyore and Busoga together,”
¢‘ Say. that again,” said M’tesa, who
never would believe

the Queen’s

place it beyond

is that with

look to Philadelphia

domin-

a failure.

the detention of many of the brethren by their

ing and-cheering

influences of the occasion.

Rev. Dr. R. Newton, Reformed

Rev. J. Gray Bolton, Presbyterian, preached
in the afternoon.
It was good to be there both

and afternoon.

and

every

wife

has

You may

get some

idea of the willingness of the people to listen
and wait for God’s blessing when it is understood that the evening service commenced at.

64 o'clock and closed at 10 o’clock and all remained

till the close.

Let these people be re-

membered.
ER

" OBSERVER.
HANNE

fH

QUOTED.
Those who fear that our colleges are becoming more and more the hot-beds of
skepticism and irreligion should find some
comfort in Professor Barbour’s notes on
Religion in Yale College in a recent number of the Religious Herald of Hartford.
lege is not declining.

wife

Episcopalian,

preached in the morning a sweet sermon, and’

Professor Barbour

one

there will

business, and in the evening the. chapel was
fall. The prayers, singing and exhortations
breathed the right spirit and all felt the revive

like to hear a man speak the truth.” «“ We
have no country, my master.” ¢ Do you

man has

the Lord

in Philadelphia and vicinity. The Conference
was well attefided during the day considering

ions were half so large as his own; ¢ I
hear that?” said M’tesa, ‘‘ we have no
country at all?”
In England every

The prospect now

the help of

soon be built up several Free Baptist churches

morning

derful collection. They spent three days
seeing the lions, and six days seeing the

(1.)

makes

several

points:

The interest.in religion in Yale Col-

last entering

class

The majority of the
are

professing

Chris-

tains. In a class of over a hundred and
fifty, more than eighty are evangelical
Christians.
(2.) There is a growing interest in Biblical study in the college. At the

thirty children I” [All the chiefs * Oh! “request of the students,two new Bible-clags-c:&
es have been opened in addition to those
many many, many children]. ‘They -already
in operation. (3.) The Young
have othef women in the house, which Men’s Christian Association of the college
are not their wives; they only do work. . is in an active and healthfal state. (4.)
The Queen’s house is all made of lookingglasses, and gold, and silver, inside, and

we

sat on

ivory.”

chairs

M'tesa

made

altogether

said, ¢ Stop !” and

of

then

dismissed the court, telling Saabadu
he was to tell no one but himself what
they had seen in England.
The foregoing facts and incidents regarding this mission, have been culled
from

the

Miss.

Review,

Gospel

in

all

Lands, and N. Y. Ind., and grouped as
pearly as they could be in chronological
order.
Oo

NEW
NEW
THE

YORK

CITY,

BROOKLYN

March

9,

1882,

BRIDGE.

Doubtless many of your readers who have
come to New York via Long Island Sound and
the East River have noticed the Brooklyn
Bridge, and have observed how slowly and almost imperceptibly it has dragged its slow
length along towards completion.
A few statistics of this great structure may not be uninteresting to the reader. The act of incorporation was obtained in 1866, and the construction

commenced

in

1870,

The

first

rope

was

thrown across the river Aug. 14, 1876. The
New York tower contains 46,945 cubic yards of
masonry, weight 124,000 tens, with a founda

tion 78 feet below high water.

The Brooklyn

tower has 388,214 cubic yards of masonry,
weight 03,079 tons, foundation 45 feet below
below high water.
Both towers are 140 feet in
width by 59 feet in depth at high water line;
and each is 278 feet above high water.
The to-

tal length of the bridge is 5,989 feet and

the

width 85 feet. It is now more than twelve
years singe this work commenced,
and it has
cost the two cities $13,439,690.66.
This is a
cost of about $2,245 per running foot. And it
is now said that, including the proposed railway, it will take $1,500,000 more to complete
it; so that the complete cost of this pathway
between the two great cities will be $14,939,
590.66, over $2,500 a foot. This is an enormous sum, Will it pay? It is believed it will
even though pedestrians be allowed to go free,
This thoroughfare. is much needed, for Brook-

lyn is the home of thousands and tens of thousands of men and women who do business in
New York.
Ferry.boats are uncomfortably
crowded mornings and evenings, and gometimes the fog renders it dangerous crossing,and
in winter ice obstructs and much delay and annoyance are occasioned thereby:
This wonderful structure will soon stand forth complete—
a creditable monument of modern engineering
skill. Its cost is probably much in excess of
what it should have been’; but of the need and

the utility of this pathway

from

our over-

crowded Island, there can be no doubt.

Mr.

Henry C. Marphy, President of the New York
and Brooklyn Bridge Company, thinks that the
bridge will

be ready

for foot

passengers

and

vehicles by the end of the year, but that the
railway portion of the bridge will hardly be

done _before_the spring of 1883.

With

the

Brooklyn bridge and a tunnel under the Hudson, New York may increase its business tenfold and
its working thousands find rural

homes elsewhere.

The number of large ‘wire
this bridge is 4;

diameter of

each cable, 15% inches. Each cable contains
5 206 parallel steel wires; each single wire in
the cable is 8578 feet in: length; and the
weight of cach cable is 1,782,086 pounds.
The
strength of each cable is 24,621,780 pounds and
ar

The general religious interest inside the
college is as great as that manifested in
any of the churches in the surrounding
regions.
The regular prayer meetings, .
which are more in number. than those
which most churches sustain, are well attended. At the last monthly communion,
four students
united with the college

church on profession of their faith. These
facts should certainly be a sufficient ref-

utation of the baseless, but
charge that Yale is growisg
— Religious Intelligencer.

oft repeated,
in irreligion

We learn,says the Standard,from the St.
Louis (lobe- Democrat that quite a valuable
reform has taken place in the management

of Nebraska State
It is thus stated :

YORK LETTER.

cables supporting

what they saw and learned dn England,
causeda reaction in his. feelings. The
Arabs were again losing ground, he was
supplying the missionaries with excellent

requiring a

Then they returned to London,

gether with the reports of his

of

succeed.

Lon-

ton of powder for a charge, and sending a
ball seme seven miles. They attended a
reception of the Queen, and saw many
ladies who all looked alike. After some
days, they left London for another place,
going in a ‘‘ wooden house[a railway car-

jed by two new missionaries, Messrs,
Stokes and O'Flaherty. The king was
delighted with his presents, and these, tochiefs,

Oh!

don isa very big place!~ Nothing but and aid these brethrenin their struggle. in that.
houses of stone as far as from here to .city. “The interest is one that at this juncture
Buhwezi [some 20 miles].
needs help, and a little timely assistance will

he made

and raised a flag-staif for the king, who
M'TESA, KING OF UGANDA.
~{ then treated him very graciously,but with
BY MRS. M. M. H. HILLS,
only good words. After Mr. Mackay's return in Deeember, vigorous efforts were
Subsequently, Mr. Mackay wrote: ‘¢ As made to obtain the king’s assent to liberty
I fully expected, the decree of M’tesa
of worship in Uganda, but in vain.
He
against Christianity was only temporary. declared that the only coadition on which
Some of my own pupils never ceased he would grant liberty to the mission-

‘gather riches for this world. You had
of their. being, and in obedience to a all better prepare for the world to come.
‘higher than human influence. For 'her- Here are white men who have come far
self she thought and felt and saw, and from Europe to teach you religion. Why
her songs aré her own thoughts, ‘fancies, do you not learn? At the times of such
longings, beliefs. As she wrote :
talks, he gives out reading sheets furnished by the missionaries, and, seeing the
¢“ 1 shall be wise, if I ever am wise,
king do so, others have courage to visit
Out of my own ears, and of my own eyes.”

acquaintance

her.

ing but reports of blood!”
He tells of
* five moré men burned alive at the exe-

often,

the plough and we must not look back.

elder,

relieve

Time, most

in her

Alice, the

to

from

more voluminous works, showed, in every

:

It seems to us, also, that they, especial
ly

his ‘efforts

necessary for the fulfillmentof nobler and
of lesser purposes; that to such effort,

success.
The Christian lives and thoughts of
these poet-sisters, with all their pure and
holy isfluences, are a beautiful illustra-

The report of M’tesa's envoys was quite
amusing.
They told the king that they

680 tons, and the transitory weight upon the’
bridge is estimated at 3,100 tons. These fig~
ures will give some idea of this imniense:

changeful king now turned Mohammedan, you can see and the house is inside the prosperity. - Rev. Joseph Taylor is the prineisaid he hid a dream, in which he saw&' fence. It is all one house, but divided, pak organizer of is, ifesios ‘work, and he
moon susgounded by ten other moons. 80 that lots of people live in it. No one with his co-laborers who have put their hands

her'life and her writings teach,—that a thow deliver this couthry from the power
like determination and perseverance are of Satan, and lif¢ off the chains of slavery

times, but when the storm has blown over
a little, we always recovered and went
on working. On Dec. 23, we had that
crushing vote to reject Christianity and
stop our
teaching.
Now, things are
changing again, and public opinion coming round in our favor. The hand is on

sluggish effort.

and

Some bloody deed is being enacted.

And this is much.
I know what I resign,But at that great cost I would have thee mine."

the bridge from anchorage to anchorage is 14,-

:

one to visit her sick fa- they saw such a lot of ships that it made
ther, was met on the way by another of them think of a forest with the trees
his wives, who ordered her back, and on growing on the water. Saabadu thus

women are sounding trom the executioner's across the swamp, 400 yards distant.

Besides, that ever comes to womanhood.

be observed.

the total strength of the four cables 108,487,120
pounds, or 54,243 tons. The total weight of

leave irom some

Mr. Pearson, ¢ As I write this, shrieks of

Of the great melodies I felt were true.
Pray thee accept my sad apology,
Sweet master.” ——
* T would not lose thy gracious company °
Out of my house and heart, for all the good

food, and gave orders that Sunday, as
well as the Mohammedan Friday, should

a chiefygot- Wien at last they

of written in an almost despairing spirit at plunder. *Nyaga, Nyaga, Nyo' said the
e.

findlly sold out—a pretended sale, it is belloved-to a man by the name of Bronson. - modeled after no human life or thoughts.
What they were, they were by authority
Fouson was to stand, between the people and
has gone on—prayer-meetings in the churches,

womanly

the Cary

the

. the utiseen and inner lite.
the

and

the exponent of the other, yet in no sense
absorbing its energy and beauty, have for

are

praise, have held up beside that which
the world had studied and applauded,

12th of April
: solutions!

Ty

pose. - May I again emphasize that singleness of aim which was the more
remarkable because of the breadth of their

authority in their example. So, as it
seems to us, the writings and the lives of

ciation,

hightened

ie of this country has issued a call
al convention to meet at Washing-

i

I have spoken of their tenacity of pur-

were hers, with none of their frequent
neglect of the lesser duties and amenities.
So have her works at once the force of
truthful thoughts and the graceful tenderness and beauty which belong to gentle
lives and pure thoughts. Conscious of

strongest of influences,
excepting, of
course, those of actual contact and asso-

md in Germany.

Visitation and

self-forgetfulness, real, be-

their tenacity, their wisdom of discerning,
and toiling for, great and far-off ends,

hy little the Papal power is regain-

Irish

modest

tastes ? Alice, especially,almost compels
our wonder. The constancy of great minds,

er interest—where such were hardly
needed— to their work.
Thy
It is well said that among the best and

regret—could

__t remarks, the bill ought to have
* .thder the table.

true

reserve and

interests, and their gentle

affection, gives a higher value and a near-

us an

70 call their prayer-meetings.

©

the same

to see, to the last,

This

[Editorial]

Temove all

Itis a pleasure

also

works.

the

to

chil-

dren, of their charities.

could.

gracefully written, revealing not only important phases and circumstances of their
career, but also many details of temperaanfent, habit and character, making very
real the personality of the authors, is to

CS

Opinion that

It is pleasant

read of their home, of their love for

giving again that which
Before a volume of
in 1865, was placed, by
entitled an ‘* Apology,”
the ¢ Spirit of Song.”

eive our hopeful hearts.

sale of

despite its earnestness.

edition

of

own generous

Theirs was no narrow life,

in an

e inner mind imparts

—It

sympathies.

1 age we do not bury.
way ends at the tomb,

Executive

she. cessor ofithe father, could be carried out.
Mr. Pagrson’s journal of incidents dur-

of

God and in man, and their

wisdom,

for this country. As

the

early life, ing this period of his
and the tardy recognition of their works, cords theiperpetration
His
we cannot but notice, in passing, the ing eryelties.
ever-increasing faith of these sisters in gives the! following:

nection with their later poems, and finally

g-drills” is what

in order that the horrible custom of kill-

garner ‘ing all bgt the one named to be the suc-

the lessons
Eis

Despite the hardships

i o'er youth it flings,

fon, falde
and fair,
y 8 foolish fretter;
it doth declare
a for something better.

I

wise
:

thought of else.

ere hope doth bloom,

nw

from these fields;
drew thence.

rich

ibeir lives, which was published in’ con-

round the child so merry,

Ea

lives.

so united

friend of both,

to life it brings,

a-

their

lives

héroic livés.

HOPE.
From the German

or

hardly fail to be interested and moved to
admiration and to sympathy by the stgry

.
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little

if it were possible, for their songs,
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know
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Hail for
may be so—Garfield
Polygamy ~Shall

holt

and lovedby many who

read

Very

experience

OER

81 nothing of the writers. It must also be cause arising from a sincere interest in
a very painful account of her sufferings,
= true, that some who knew or cared little, other things than self.
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University

at Lincoln.

When Prof. E.. B. Fairfleld
became
president of the university he found ecertain members of the faculty and of-the
board of regents hostile to the Christian
religion. In fact the college has been disturbed by these

men

for years.

The

versity was becoming noted for
ticism. . It is a matter
that the university has

this respect.

its

of congratulation
righted
itself in

The board

of regents,
out

gruous element,

institution

the

the

now

in authority, have dropped

dnd

uni-

skep-

undoubtedly enter upon a new era

inconof

will
use-

fulness.
BR

¢¢ What!” say you, ‘‘ would you interfere
with a man’s religion?” Oh, no! If these
Mormons . want to believe that Joseph
Smith was God, or that Brigham Young is
the second person of the

has no right to

Trinity,

interfere

Mormonism not only
tianity, it antagonizes

with

the

law

them; but

antagonizes Chrisgood morals, and

the infidel. and the Christian stand side by
side in denouncing Mormonism as a foe to
free institutions.

it!

Then,

,Moral persuasion

I say, away

first,

but moral persuasion, I tell

if
you,

with

possible;
will

not

accomplish it. They have declared over
and over again they will let their city go
down under the bombshell before they will
surrender polygamy; and I tell you that
Mormonism will never be destroyed until
it is destroyed by the guns of the Upited
States Government.
. . . If there be

any truth in the¥trausmigration of souls,

hope that the soul of Andrew Jackson

I

will

get into the body of some of our Presidents, and make proclamation that within
thirty days all these Mormons must de-

cide upon one wife or go to jail, or quit the
country.
Arbitration, by all means, but if
that will not do, then peaceful proclamation. If that will not do, then. howitzer
and bombshell and bullets and cannon-ball.

If a gang of thieves should squat on a territory and make thieving

a

religion,

how

long would the United States Government
stand that? Yet a community founded on
theft would not be so bad as a community
founded on the grave of desolated, destroyed, embruted womanhood.
. Iplead
for
womanhood
in Utah—womanhood
under

foot,

womanhood

home;

womanhood

in

the

sewer,

womanhood crushed until it cannot weep,
womanhood
looking out
of the barred
windows of a perdition of anguish toward
what seems an unpitying heaven, crying,
«0 Lord, how long, O Lord!” womanhood
in theypandemonium of & polygamous
with garlands

of

hope

and affection amd honor. torn with the
swine’s snout of incestuous abominstion;
womanhood that, if it had a chance, or had

had a chance in the past, would have been
as-pure and good as that which presides at

your table to-day, or which long ago bent
in benediction over your peacefal cradle,
before yon began the strmggle with the
worl .— Talmage. °
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the skeptic of generous sentiments, the
scoffer who may at any
noble-hearted
time, if patiently endured by religious
people, become a flaming messenger of

truth
to

He has developed io-

to lost men.

the unscrupulous

thé

of

blasphemer

Son of God, the slanderous witness
agaiost the church, the apologist for pestiferous literature, and the slave of greed
who can do any service for the floating
irresponsibles of our cities for ¢ filthy lu:

:

:

cre”.

Ingersoll’s violence against

Christians

and the church, his recklessness of asser-

tion and denunciation, together with the
fact that his type of religion is an aged
« and exploded theory,—these make his attacks powerless to stay the progress of
the truth. That he has poisoned and will
poison many minds is. doubtless true,

Society and the Board are both committed to its payment, we may expect to have
to

means of return will allow the Board

ish practices, at ‘the end of the year the
father gathered all the children together
at the homestead for ga feast, and here
«offered burnt offerings, according to
the number of them all.” This was Job's

to .the

serious detriment

do it without

with .them.” But, for fear they might
have conformed to idolatry and heathen-

the

just as soon as

a fund of over $7,000

missionaries now in the field.
.As sormhe people will give much larger
than to

sums to an endowment fund

cur-

rent expenses, and as the certificates or
securities of funded property may be very
helpful in procuring tempotary relief in
some

unexpected

niversary.
He gave a most« solemn
¢s sanctified” turn to their ceremonies.
Such watchful care Job exercised over
his children even after they were married
and settled in life away from the homestead.—** Thus did
Job continually”,

must

all

emergency,

method of celebrating their birthday an-

admit that a small fund and the opportunity for its increase are exceedingly desirable. And if so as a secondary basis

the estab-

of operations, why not make

¢. e., from year to year, after the children

lishment of a large fund the primary rule
of action—the one grand end to be secured, to which every other effort should
besubservient?

had held their anniversaries.

Bit

and

Echo says, why n

the

heathen

nations

celebrated

their anniversary birthdays with honor to

their gods and the indulgence of their
passions. In Egypt it was the practice
‘ fearfully true;
but his method creates
This proposition is an important one, for many years to observe them with spe. public suspicion and, besides, stimulates
cial regard to the worship of idols. Sir
- and provokes counteractive resistance. and before accepting it let us'look.at all
at
John Gardener Wilkinson, that distinth
thought
first
‘The
it.
of
sides
And so, despite Ingersoll, the kingdom of
presents itself is the universally recog- guished traveler who visited Egypt five
God will come under full speed.
times and explored the country thoroughBut, worse than Ingersell, more to be _nized fact that some things are important
ly, says: ¢¢ The birthdays of the kings
#nnot
would
that.
place
secondary
a
in
feared, many times more, is the positively
were celebrated with great pomp. They
The
place.
primary
a
in
all
at
swer
--base and worldly element which is workwere
looked upon as holy; no business
ing itself into the church, and coercing proposition looks well on paper; the thewas done upon them, and all classes inbut
one,
hopeful
a
is
presented
as
ory
her recognition and endorsement. "Asa
dulged in the festivities ‘suitable to the
rule, only the grossest immoralities are from whatever standpoint I look at it, the
Every Egyptian attached much
? Can occasion.
practicable
it
Is
come,
will
inquiry
excluded by the churches. Business men
importance
to the day and even -to the
it
of
hold
take
to
induced
be
people
our
in the churches, many of them, do busihour of his birth (Smith's Dictionary of
its
of
hopes
the.ardent
realize
to
as
80
ness on the same questionable policy as
men out of the churches,—the policy of author? Will the effort to inaugurate it the Bible, article Birthday). So full of
self-advantage and gain without conscien- be a helpor a hindrance to mission work? idolatrous observances were the heathen
Is this plan for promulgating the gos- birthday festivities that the Jews came to
tious regard to the rights of others; they
advertise as recklessly and buy and sell pel a scriptural one, in accordance with believe all such anniversaries were necas selfishly. Corrupting popular amuse- the genius ard spirit of Christianity ? If essarily idolatrous, and downright rebellments are patronized from within the it is; would it not be wiseto first test its ion to God ait his‘government.
This was true * when Herod's birthda}
churches ; not as largely as from without, practicability on a small scale by encourbut still in such a degree from within as aging a few churches in both country and was kept” and- he ‘‘ made a great supper
tends to lessen the antagonism of religion city to try it in defraying church expens- to his lords, high captains and chief esIn the midst of their
to vice.
Extravagances of fashion, use- es by raising a fund large enough to have tates.of Galilee.”
festivities, to increase their sensual pleasless expenditure of money, waste of time its annual interest pay all the bills ?
Men tell us that churches with a con- ure, the daughter of Herodias, & girl that
and talent, are to be seem in the churches
fund are less active‘in Chris- had been trained for the ball-roem, came
siderable
to a most damaging degree. Here is the
chief barrier to the progress of religion. tian work, less spiritual and less benev- in and danced before Herod and the lords
olent according to their means, than those and captains that sat with him, and they
Here, for actual, immediate, widespread,
obstruction to the work of saving ‘men, that pay their bills from their own pock- were sp well pleased that he promised to
is the ‘worse than Ingersoll”. If the pro- ets. In other words, as it is blessed to give her whatsoever she should ask, even
sin, who shall condemn it?

response?

If the right-

eousness put on exhibition excel not ‘the
evil it professes to antagonize, where is
the motive to reformation? If the patients
set forth as samples of the healing skill of
the Great Physician be yet themselves as

lame, mairhed, blind and dead as béfore,
what is the hope of others, sick-and ready

to the half of his’kingdom.

influ-

reflex

the

give to a_noble object,

fessedly best people in the world endorse

in the

is there anything more than echo

ence of constant benevolent work blesses-inquire

and sweetens Christian

life.

Secure a

tund, and so remove tlie necessity of
ing to sustain “the mission cause,
will not a very large number that
give annually be likely to withhold
contributions and lese the blessings
sweetness they now enjoy ?

givand
now
their
and

prove nor conceal that other

fact, that the

proportion is small among

the churches

whose personal fidelity to conscience,
whose unselfishnessof life, whose willingness to bear burden for Christ, whose
spirit of anxiety foglost men, and whose
direct, persistent effort to save them,

comport with

the spin

Messiah,

Exemplar of ‘those

the

and

life of the

had just put.in prison because that man
lawful for him to marry his brother's
wife. So the king sent the executioner

{gid cut off

would bear his name.
With all the unprecedented progress of the church in
our day in its great mission, unless the
present be very largely increased, how
long must not the day of victory be delayed?

Is our

‘worse

than Ingersoll” a

- had saying?” - Doubly hard because true,
having only too many proofs. Ingersoll’s stab

at

Christ is from without, this

is one thing; quite another thing is the
wounding of our Lord ¢ in the house of
his friends.”
The church is the visible body ef Christ
on earth, and

the power of the church

to

some men is according to the exactness
and fullness with which the church represents both the spiritual and practical life
of its great and glorious Prototype. - The
exhibition of an un-Christlike spirit and
life falsely represents the Saviour of men,
exposes him to reproach, embarrasses his
approach to and power over men. ‘‘Be
ye separate” is an inspiring and awful
injunction.
Oo
40+

FOREIGN MISSSON FINANCE.
The article on this subject in the Star
of March 1st was evidently well considered, and was prompted by an earnest
desire
for greater success in our mission
work. In his study over the question the
writer has matured a plan: that to him
seems full of promise. It is substantially this:

Use

all the

income

from

our

churches in establishing an endowment
fund; and while raising it reduce our

force in India to the lowest possible number, retrench the work, avd find money
for the current expenses outside of our
church contributions.
The nucleus of this plan had its origin
at the General Conference in- Maineville,

Ohio, in 1856, when the first money was
pledged towards a permanent fund, the

interest only to be used.

After sixteen

years of careful gathering, without interfer-

ing with church contributions for annual
work, it amounted to $7203.02..
During
the next six years the sum of $1,200 was

added. A thousand or more was lost by unfortunate investment, and thé balance
was borrowed and used in paying current
expenses, with no other thought than that

of speedy replacement. Three or four
years ago the Board decided to borrow’ no

money for catrying on mission work, and
make no appropriation without a reason-

able expectation of incoming money to
ineet it. By the last report of the Treasurer
‘$1268.68 of the borrowed money has been
LS

When

[A paper read at the last session of the Ash-

Delegates and Brethren :—The question
which is to engage our attention in this.
discussion, is contained in the following
words: How can Birthday and Marriage
Anniversaries be conducted and celebrated so as to promote and not retard the
cause of Christ? Although these gatherings are somewhat new to us in the common walks of life, they are byno means
new to the world. Birthday celebrations
are of very ancient origin, and must have

been practiced most extensively among
distinguished men and officials—men of
wealth who
had the means that would
a
to make their day a success.
One of the Pharaohs of Egypt, that oldest
of - heathen nations, seventeen hundred
years before Christ, Moses tells, celebrat-

writer,

much

ceremony.

Gen.

¢‘And it came to pass,” says the

‘the

third

day,”

* gath-

of the place

ete., of their

feast, ‘‘ which was Pharaoh's birthday,

years

B.

C., he

took

quence to the person who believed that
he was to live forever.” Hence the an-

cients looked upon their birthday as the
beginning of most important interests,
the interests of a life that could
end.
;
So

Abraham,

1879

years

B.

never

C., cele-

three

years

old.

Moses’s words

are:
‘And the child grew and was
weaned:
and Abraham made-a great
feast the same day that Isaac was
weaned”
(Gen. 21: 8).
The
Jews
weaned their children when they were

three years of ‘age.
birthday

Hence this was his

(See 2 Chron.

31:

16).

The

name.”

His stirring and deep reformation reached
the hearts of men, and the unsaved were
saved.
Such is a most happy manner of

conducting a feast.
.
il
:
The paper will be concluded in another
number.

’
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A POSITIVE PULPIT.
What in these times is most wanted is
a positive style of preaching.
There are
many who like to find entertainment in
the jokes, witticisms and eccentricities of
preachers ; but the majority want a gos-

pel that conforms to the moral and spiritual needs of human nature. Ft is not from
the pun-makers that the sad and bur-

dened hearts of the weary and heavy-laden get spbstantial comfort and

tion.
cares

AN

OPPORTUNITY.

~ If a person wishes to help a worthy object he need ndt wait long for an opportu-

nity.

In every

direction may

be found

now

be pushed 'to a speedy completion.

consola-

While all life is pressed with
and responsibilities and trials, it

needs a helper indeed, who

1%

1

your thousands here in this magnifica:

city must bear in mind that this doetring

of the atonem

ent”
and sacrifice Comesgq
chances to invest. in enterprises of charian example
to you.
You cannot set
ty, benevolence and reformation which
apart a few to bear burdens and make
are invitisg and. deserving.
Within the
sacrifices, while you enjoy the blessin
scope of our own denominational work which
their self-denial may bring to you
there exists a variety of excellent open- and
your children. You cannot party,
ings for men and women of liberal minds
of the rewards of Christian labor if you
to do good according to their ability.
sit idly by and look on. You must sacriProbably many of our readers gave
fice your money, yon must sacrifice your
careful and gratified attention to the letter
time, your social enjoyments, if need b
from Harper's Ferry in the Star of last |
to educate, reform, purify and Christian.
week, and rejoiced to know that the work
ize your fellow-mer. “ And when the
on Anthony Hall has progressed so far
Christian church of our land, in the gs.
that severalof its rooms are already in
ferent bodies that represent our common
use and furnishing to the school better acChristianity, are ready to make the goo. |
commodations than it has ever had betrine of the atonement a living example,
fore. It.certainly seems very desirable a
law of life and action, when they com,
that so important an enterprise should

can give ade-

Less than three months remain before
the time at which it is wished to dedicate
the completed edifice. If only funds
enough are received from week to week
aflirmative, direct, positive and dogmatic,
this can easily be done. It has long been
making its basis the inspired Word, is:
apparent that no money pays better refound to be the most effective in supplyturns to the cause of Christ and to our deing to men and women of every class
what they are longing for and feeling nomination than that expended at Harafter.
In vain will the pulpit seek to re- per's Ferry. Here is an opportunity to’
tain its proper place in public regard, help in a work already proved to be of
when it sinks into a mere rostrum for great value and one that has passed bethe setting forth of human opinions or yond the stage of. experiment. To itevspeculations. Its real power must con- ery one can give with confidence; with
tinue to be the great power of God, as it full assurance that every dollar will be
quate’ courage for the daily encounter
with evil.
:
That pulpit, therefore, which is most

is manifested in his revealed will through
the Holy Spirit.

an example.
You, brethren, who are
business men, ‘you that are piling y

In other words, the

su-

pernatural must
have its utterances
through the sacred desk, or preaching
will come to be regarded as of no more
authority than a mere expos of purely personal notions.

wisely and carefully used and made

to

yield a full hundred cents to the work in
hand. Let us have no long-drawn-eut
extension to the finishing of Anthony
Hall, but give it the last touch of completeness before Anniversary Day.

te be willing to live over again in_theirown lives the life
of
Lord Jesys
Christ, to think ovef his thoughts, to fee
for his emotions, to have their hearts day
by day heave and swell with emotion like

that which filled his heart as he bore the
cross of Calvary, then, no doubt, the fut.
ure of our country, morally, intellectually
and politically, will be safe. The Lor

will take care of any Christian country,

any country whose society is permeated
by the influence of a body of Christiag
who day by day live over again the lif

‘of our Lord Jesus Christ.

1 have great hopes for the future.

am not inclined to look on the Christi
church
power.

|

as effete and losing its life and
I believe there never was;

time, since our Christ ascended up o
high, when the pulsations of spiritual lis

were more vigorous than now. I belien
that the triumphs of the cross in the pix
will be more than répeatedin the fatur..
Choosing the Hard Places.
It has been charged that the pulpit is
‘In the past how was it? A few Jewish
At Plainfield, N. Y., some sixty years
losing its prestige and influence, that it
ago, a little boy, ten years old, gave his fishermen, following the teachings of 3

no longer holds the place it once did as
plain Galilean carpenter, moved out fron
the respected source of religious influ- heart to Jesus; and ‘with the sweet Judea, and in a few centuries those prin.”
sense of pardon came”, he said, ‘an
ence. There may be a partial truth in
ciples that filled their minds and hearts
abiding conviction that I was not my
this-allegation. It is hewever only parhad permeated the Roman empire. I:
own, but the Lord's, to do his bidding,
tial. For however the changes in the
has overthrown the civilization of hes
and serve him, as he should direct.”
constitution of modern society may have
thenism and replaced it by a society es.
The peculiar feature of this Christian's
been wrought, or whatever the antagosentially Christian.
These principles
character seems- to have been the selecnizing oppositions there may be to the old
met again the rude barbarisni of the
tion of the darkest spots as those most
evangelical faith, still it is seen, that
North, conquered, and to-day we are the |
needing the ‘light of God.” This trait
where the gospel is being preached in its
inheritors
of the blessing.
led him first' to choose the Foreign Misfulness, it retains its hold on the comThe
importance
of taking a moral hold
munity. Heresies attract only ‘as novel- sion work in preference to any home of our own land eannot be exaggerated.
field; aud when he was already on Inties, and their attractions are gone when
dia’s soil, to select from all the tribes Our trust is held for the whole world.
their novelty has gone.
A religion of
Relatively to the world at large, we ar;
fanciful theories, being wiihout life or about him the one most degraded and
substance, soon disgusts those whom it uncared for, the rude, barbarous Santals, like an army operating against an eneq
most aims to please. The so-called lib- a numerous aboriginal race, hitherto my. Here, in this land of ours, is o
eralism of certain creeds has never yet wholly unkvown to missionary workers. military chest for Foreign
been welcomed by that average common
well as for home work.
If
sense which prefers Divine to purely hu- The Santals were wild, jungle men, wor- hold our position in’ this, lan
shipers of devils, and without an alphabet
man authority.
Liberalism, in recone
structing the gospel to suit the conceits or any symbols by which to represent Atlantic to the Pacific, and fi
of human philosophy, has driven: ‘multi- their language; which vontaiuocd not oven zen ocean fo the tropics, we,
tudes into infidelity or inta the embrace a word for God. Their very dwelling- Christianize the world, we
Taken

into thé forum

of

experjence, and tried there by its results,

liberal Christianity is seen to be lacking
in that vital energy which always is present in the evangelical system of truth.
There may be and there is a style, or
fashion, of preaching
without vivacity,
earnestness, or enthusiasm, and thus

the

Foreign Missions, our repub

place was in rude hovels on the borders
of a dense forest, known as Hatigard,
‘elephant fortress,” from being the

at his execution, and died with his eyes
fixed upon it. Polycarp,
Hildebrand,
Huss, Columbus, Xavier, Melancthon,.

Jewell, gave their last breath to the
words of a Psalm. One Psalm alone ha
engraved itself on the lives of men. The
penitence of the contrite soul has loved
to breathe out its ygiserere. Thomas Ar-

ull

that is noble

fail.

in our civil

All, under God, depends

‘abode of droves of wild elephants, that

intelligent

roamed
depths.

day.— National Baptist.

at will
through its gloomy
It was among these ignorant

Missions.

I

translations ot

the Bible into French,

which is to recommend : the adaptation of
one of them to Protestant use, or that an
entirely new version be undertaken.—
The work of M. Saillens in Marseilles,

Nice and Corsica is unsectarian. He has

associated with him five gentlenien and
three ladies. The places of worship in
Marseilles have 1,725 sittings, and those
in Nice 1,875 sittings. The work ieen~
tirely independent

of any society or or-

ganization, and was begun on Nov. 28,
1878.——The priests of France are diminishing in number and learning. Over
8,000 parishes are without priests.—

Russia.—The terrible persecution of the

Jews in Southern Russia, which has
raged for more than six months, has attracted the attention of civilized nations,

and it is hoped that outside influences
will be brought to bear on the Russian
Government which will cause some alle-

viation of their position.——Spain.—
While there is nominally liberty to
preach the gospel through the press or
pulpit, there are so many restrictions that

ill-disposed officials are able to give
Protestants much trouble; but on the
whole

the outlook

is favorable.

‘Pastor

Fliedner recently appealed a case of oppression, where

the decision had

beet

adverse in the courts, to the king; avd

the decision was at once reversed, snd
the king paid the costs. Pastor Fliedner
has also made a fall report of his recent
arrest

and

imprisonment,

which has been published by the Govern

versity recently delivered an address on

ment papers; and the attention it has ex

Problem before the Ameri-

can people” before the “Chicago Social

‘Union.”

Missionary News,

EUROPE.—France.—A commission has
been appointed
to examine existing

unwarranted

President . Anderson of Rochester Uni-

‘¢ The Moral

action, the fidelity,
the

sacrifice of our Christian people of

We quote an extract or two as

nold had thedifty-first Psalm read to hirfi they appeared in the Standard :

cited seems likely to result in some effective laws for the protection of Protest

ants,——Italy.—Count Campello, recent

‘* Whenever I turn my face toward the ly converted from Romanism, proposes
was, ‘“We must hold a feast unto the
in the interests
Lord”
(Exod. 10:9). Their three great Taylor transformed it into a prayer. 'La- great West, I feel myself so impressed to publish a daily paper
of
.
evangelical
religion.
— Bapt. Miss.
with the importance and the dignity of
annual feasts commemorated God's! do- dy Jane Grey repeated its cry for merc
Magazine.
pt
nn
as
she
ascended
to the scaffold, and” Sir the moral problem set before the Ameriings at the Passover; Pentecest apd TabMoore as he laid his head upon can people, that I can have little thought
ernacles. They allhad a good object and Thomas
The Cherokees, Choctaws, Creeks
the block. Augustine
at their gatherings ‘the Bible wag read, wall opposite where had written on the or interest for anything aside from this Chickasaws and Seminole Indians, to the
he lay sick, “The

@ and divine service held.

brated the birthday of his son Isaae when
‘he was

his

his

that he made a great feast unto his servants, and he lifted up the head of the bad ones; feasts unto the Lord and feasts
chief butler, and he lifted up the head of unto Satan; feasts of solemn sacrifices
the chief baker.” Bringing in other inter- and offerings in divine worship, and of
ests he made his day serve the interests drunkenness and débauchery. The wreng
of his kingdom. On these words Dr. in any feast does not lie in the thing itself
Adam Clarke says: *‘It probably had its considered but in the object and manner
origin from the correct notion of the imof its observance. When the children
mortality of the soul as the commence- of Israel went out of Kygpt, their plea

ment of life must appear of great conse-

believed in’

dullness of the preacher is often made the and debased savages, sunk almost to the
occasion or the excuse for cevsuring the level of brutes, that the Rev. Dr. Philfather and his mother and ¢¢ thirty com- doctrines he aims to unfold. But howev- lips, who died a little more than a year
er much the Word may seem to fail
panions to be with him,” and ‘‘ made through
the imperfections or defects, or ago, after forty-four years of mission
there a feast”, which continued * seven
faults of its ministers, still it is certain work in India, went as a young man;
days ;” and to show how common it was that the strongest and best sustained pul- | planted the standard of the cross on the
to make a feast at their weddings, the in- pits are those in which capable men pro- « elephant fortress,” preached to the rude
spired writer adds, ‘for so used the claim, without hesitation, or reluctance, Santals their first gospel sermon, reduced
the indestructible matter of the inspired
young men to do” (Judges 14: 10). At record. The people who go to church their weird language to writing, gave
this gathering Sampson put forth his not- show in the main their 2unger for a bread them & grammar and dictionary, estabed riddle, ¢“ Out of the eater came forth “that came down from heaven,” rather
lished schools, translated large portions
‘meat, and out of the strong came forth than for little cakes, baked in the of Scripture into their language, and
ovens of perverse imaginations.
A
sweetness,” which his friends could not positive theology, and a resclute utterance
founded several Christian churches.
guess in seven days. Jesus not only at- of what God had caused to be revealed
To-day the Santals have sixty prospertended the ‘‘marriage in Cana of Galilee” concerning the way of life, will preserve ous schools, five churches with about five
with his mother and other relatives but the pulpit and insure its abiding strength. hundred members, and about the same
contributed to their supplies when the — Illus. Christian Weekly.
number of pupils in their Sundayore
wine failed.
“aia
schools; a Biblical school, with sevenTHE PSALMS.
teen young men preparing for the ChrisThough we find no direct reference to
The Psalms have much of their power tian ministry; an active printing-press,
the gatherings and festivities of marriage
in that they are the utterances of real life
anniversaries, such as we have in our in its changes. The men believed, knew, and scores of native teachers and preachday, there undoubtedly were feasts that felt; therefore they wrote.
We. see the ers sending out a continuous stream of gaanswered to this end. Kings made feasts hand of God and the heart of man. cred truth; while the fortress, no longer
to be. called Hatigard, is now a flourishing vil
in honor of the day when they ascended the Such men have never ceased
change, life keeps its course. The lage, known as Santipore, ¢ City of
throne (Hosea 7: 5,18am. 13: 1). * Bel- Names
thoughtful man, whose years are man
shazzar made a great feast to a thousand can sing the psalter through, and set h
Peace.”
of his lords, and drank wine before the own name for the pronouns. It has been
Who shall say that the Master of the
thousand.”
And while doing this he called the ‘sacred book of the world.” vineyard does not select his own laborers,
How old it is, and yet ever young.
The
praised the gods of gold, silver, brass,
churches have worshiped in its inspiring appointing to each his appropriate field,
iron, wood and stone, and committed
and preparing them by his own special
strains, rising in its exultation, bowing
sacrilege by desecrating the golden and in its confession and lament. The people training for the work he designs them to
silver vessels—the Jews’ communion set have sung its melodies—merchants, sail- perform?
But while praying for the
sages, soldiers, divine guidanee, we must watch the fin—taken from the temple in Jerusalem. ors, and ploughmen;
priests; mothers with their children,
But God gave him a most frightful re- kings with their people.
Cromwell led ger of his Providences, so often the index
proof by the glaring handwriting on the his men to victory at Dunbar, with the to the path of duty.—Mprs. F. R. Feudge,
wall,”
:
nia
sixty-eighth Psalm ; Luther strengthened in American Messenger.
There were good feasts and there were his heart with the vigor of the Psalms.
Wallace had his psalter hung before him
President M, B. Anderson on Heme
Timnatb, 1137

AND MARRIAGE ANNIVERSARIES.
ada)

with

father,

years

and made a great feast” (Gen. 29: 22)
dnd continued their festivities for a week.
When Sampson went to marry his wife at

tabula, O., Q. M., by the Rev. Rufus Clark.)

his

his wite’s

ered together all the men

HESITATION,

40: 20.

Jacob was married, i779

B. C., Laban,

unfortunate relig-

many

of Romanism.

anniversaries.

Para+0
rw

ed

God

So also

large gatherings and- festivities were
commonon wedding days and marriage

to adopt the new plan.
If there .is more
light in reserve, let it shine.

x
Be

and a crime against the church.

ious speculation!”
i,
These are some of the thoughts suggested by a practical consideration of thé
subject, and many of us are not yet ready

BIRTHDAY

Thus this wick-

such a celebration was a sin against

not much longer pay more than four
per ceut., and
that care
must [be
paid for. And when speculators pool
their interests, make ‘‘ corners” and a
financial panic comes,. then the investments may be locked up where no dividends are-paid, crushing disaster blights
the fair fields of missionary labor and the

‘‘ An

John’s head.

ed king celebrated his anniversary birthday with a vain dancing girl and the
murder of a holy prophet. Of course

unless it is in government bonds that will

who -world exclaims,

she should

of God had told the king that it was nat

We have no words of sanction for. the like other property, are liable to take to
pessimist. The world is not growing themselves wings and fly away. It will
worse. The church is not a failure nor require a vast amount of care to safely
on the retreat. The progress is visible, Keep the principal and collect the interest,

steady, rapid. = Bat this fact does not dis-

She went to

what

ask,and her mother told her to ask for the
head of John the Baptist, whom Herod‘

"And then, invested funds for missions,

to die?

of her mother

feast day,

gether too much, and take it too little
gg

-|

is no longer regarded as

Conductéd by the Rev. G..C. Waterman.

a

He

he is bad

the

as

and

with the donors of this fund,

the fature of oy

whole country.
tell you, We’ theoriz:
about the doctritie of the atonement alto.

ET

enobigh,

Ingersoll, and

Job's seven sons kept their anniversary
birthdays ‘‘ and feasted in their houses
every oue his day, and sent and called
for their three gisters to eat and to drink

pudiates the obligation to keep good faith

BAKER.

E.

ar

attempt to forecast

Missions.

They answered

as a kind of protracted meeting, of eight
days each, with revival

ing them.

interests attend:

At one of the Jews’ Passovers

when Jesus wrought most earnestly for
the cleansing of the temple, making those
dishonest speculators leave their halls of
trade, the work of grace went on among
people most effectually. Displaying his
miraculous power at a convincing rate
and with his scourge of small cords driv-

when he lay dying, and John Rogers recited it as he went to the stake.
Jeremy

sacrifices of God are a broken spirit,” and

Bernard died with this verse on his lips.
We

days.

draw

these

instances

from

other

They might be found nearer to

our time and in our time. The Hebrew
parchment lives in the reverent sentence
which looks down from the Royal Ex-

change

in

London,

down

streets and the hurrying
claiming ownership and

possession in this world:

on

the

busy

throng of men
holding in brief

Ji

“The earth is the Lord's, and the full-

ness thereof.”— Dr. McKenzie,

great question,

moral future of
which we dwell?

How shall we control the

this vast continent in
How this thought has,

number

houses.

of 60,560, have

over

16,000

During the years 1879 and 1880,

from the 273,000 acres they have under

been emphasized in my mind this day,as cultivation they raised over half a mill
wheat and

176,500 tons ©

I have ridden through the avenues of
your beautiful city, a city born in a day,
yet a city endowed with all the beauties
and glories of our Nineteenth Century
and still just in its infancy.
civilization,
[am awed as I attempt to forecast the

Ye"
‘scholar, 2,660 of whom learned to

future of Chicago; -still more so when

the same year.

I

of

bushels'of

hay. They have 195 schools with 6,250
scholars, or one-tenth of the populatio™
For education during the year they €

pended

$156,856, or $20.00 for esd

pmo

than

O.

:

ing out of the temple all those who
charged exhorbitant prices for oxen,
sheep and doves which they sold for offerings,the apostle says (John 2: 23) that
«in Jerusalem at the passover, in the

pyr oon

"Worse

REV.

THE

at two (Al

I

pp

BY

Koran 81: 14).
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Sogoopproodong
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Sunday School.
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For Questions.

i

see Siar

recreation, of convenience;
he is away from home on

26.

X1IL---NMarch

Lesson

Lesson; Papers.

|

DAILY READINGS.
2: 1-17,

The Pharisees answered. Mark 2: 18-28, 3:
1-5.
$
Disciples, foes and friends. Mark 3: 6-35,
x.
PF. Parafle of the sower. Mark4: 130.
the tempest. Mark4: 2141.
8. The kingdom;
8 Evil spirits, diseas: and death, Mark 5:1

' .%,

—43.

v

!

felt, and impart a tone to the class which
is very helpful to the great end in view.
5. He will take great pains to prepare
thé lesson of the day beforehand. His
teaching is not perfunctory. He does
not just go through a routine of questions
in a book and receive such answers as

:

GOLDEN TexT.—** Thou shalt call his name
Jesus; for he shall save his people from
’
thar sing. "—Matt 1: 21.

the

contained

resorts

in the first five. chapters of the Gospel
according to Mark, have taken us nearly
the

we were

told of

tion to his elass.

6.

her

pronounced actually dead by

al hold
rated.
world.

to those

is or

who

cause

n

has

isting
rench,
ion of

to

some

connectien-with the notes on each lesson,

and is given as an additional help to th

hat an
[] |

with three poetical recitations given

eilles,
le has

full, which will be acceptable to schools
that observe the day. A Class Record
will be found on

hip in

marking the attendance of scholars. This
will save the expense and care of separate
class-books. - A new map, prepared with
great vare, is inserted on page 80. This,

those
ines
or orwv. 28,
{iminOver
3, oe
of the

has

as-at-

tions,
ences
18sian
y allenn.—~
ly to
@ss or
s that

give
n

the

Pastor
f opbeen

; and
d, and
jedner
recent
ment,

yvern-’
a8 exeffecrotestpcent-

in all essential

page

29,

in

n and

features,

prepared

for

is a most

ex-

cellent map and will be found a serviceable help in the study

the year.
filled

of the

lessons

of

hymns

appropriate

to

the

several lessons, and selected to be sung
after the teaching of the lesson. ‘They

be

satisfactory to all classes, but

Link, Golden Text, Central Truth,
Thoughts and Applications, and Topics
for further Study, it is believed that
enough will be found to occupy all the
time at the command of -the teacher, and

the

Quarterly. The chief object of the questionsis as a help to the study of the les-

son,

It is not expected that any teacher

will be contented to read off the printed
questions and require a correct answer to

them.

‘We believe that this number

of

the Quarterly will be found better than

poses

any previous one, snd we shall

erests
Miss.

to make the next better than this. To
this end we invite suggestions from prac-

endeavor

16,000
1880,

under
iil lion

ons of
6,250
ation.
y

ex

each

rend

>

lected the one who was a regular

attend-

boys

rarely

turn

out to be ras-

noise

in

still-

but delightful to rise early when there is

tical Sunday-school workers.
reeks,
to the

He se-

fuss to quiet a fuss, nor a

such

classes using

There may.

ing a noise... He will not wander around
the room during the session of
the
school, but remain upon the platform,
and issue his instructions there, accustoming' both teachers and scholars to
obedience without question or discussion.
— Gospel Teacher.
The Religious Telescope mildly puts it
in this fashion:
‘It would perhaps be
uncharitable to say that some people who
find it very difficult to get up early
enoligh to go to a 9 o'clock Sunday-school
on the Lord’s-Day, find it not only easy,

can be selected as will be adapted to the

grades of

adorable

ut the recent Institute in Boston that it is

tention is givente the Daily Readings,
the History and Analysis, the Connecting

different

to see’ that the

a good plan for all teachers to place their
resignation in the superintendent's hands
once a year, that he may have a chance to
get rid of those who make a failure in
their class work.—Congregationalist.
A good superintendent will have order
when he wants it. He will not make a

at-

that from the material presented,

himself he will

Rev. Smith Baker,of Lowell, suggested

entirely

if due

he be

cals.”

given in con-

nection with the lessons will

If

the proprietor is not a Christian.
“Such

It is not expected that

the brief list of questions

them

man

sin.

ant at church and Sabbath-school, saying :

are in familiar meters and can be sung in
the tunes suggested, or in others, as may

be convenient.

body

Nine boys applied, not long since, for
a situation in a commission honse, where

The two remaining pages are

with

and de-

going to be a show in town”; and then
maliciously adds, * And people, too, who

ro-re

would grow very impatient if the minis-

THE IDEAL TEACHER.

I. The ideal Sunday-school teacher is ter should chance to be five minutes late,

8 true Christian,

He has the love of God | will sit on boxes or stand on the streets

Shed abroad in his heart.

His practical

for two long hours, and patiently wait for
the coming of the grand procession.”
In Kentucky 40 per cent, of the Sunday-schools
continue
their
sessions

life is consistent with his profession. He
is an every-day Christian.
© 2. He loves the souls” of men, ‘and
realizes their danger. He is in conscious

Sympathy with the mission of the Son

throughout the year, leaving 60 per cent.

of

which close in the winter.
Be grateful to those who have in any
way benefitéd you or done you good.

God, who came into the world * to seek
and to save that which was lost.” This
isthe motive that inspires his labors in
the school, .
j
8.

Honor is like a shadow,

aoter to interrupt his attendance. He will

on
a

-

Pha

which,

flees from those that follow it, so
lows those that flee from it.

He suffers nothing of a trivial char-

o

A

po

as

it

it -fol-

Commotion

caused

by

the

same means.”

statement

“a subject of much

both

physicians and friends.”

‘“Yon speak

in

professional circles and on the street. Apparently it.caused even more commotion
in Rochester, as the following from the
same paper shows :
ay
Dr. J. B. Henion,

in

nearly

—TWord and Work.

{

O0-0-0-O

the validity of the

article,

but

ing of life, he sat

down

to compose.

his

us to be a beautiful one;

and no less true

than beautiful. Think of John, the strong
and loving young disciple of Jesus bidding the stricken mother of our Lord to
dry her tears, and take him as a son in
place of her glorified one. Think of the
opportunities of these two, mother and
son, to know the inner life of Jesus.
How delightedly would John listen, and
how gladly would Mary tell, not to the
world, but to: him, ‘best beloved of the
twelve, the disciple whom his Master
drew nearest to Himself, every minute

detail in the early life of Christ. How
gladly would he learn from her llps the

soul-history of her

wonderful

Son, the

words of wisdom and of love which he
had uttered in his daily contact with the
members of the loved home circle.

Mary rhust have seen deeper into his
heart, undoriood
better, and thought
more about Jesus’ words, than any human being of that time. Who could so’
know the heart of a son, even a divine
son, #8 a devoted mother? To whom
would he be so likely to speak of his hopes
and fears, of his struggles and aspirations, as to that mother who bore him and
tenderly loved him even unto death?
That mother-swiit to hear, but slow to
speak, who listened and hid his words in
her heart, pondering what it all meant
and what might he yet be and do. And
then, when

his

*“ hour

—eamec;”

and

his

|, Was it?”

have

it

announces the

pains

about

but

go

the

kidneys, the source of most
ments.”
¢ This, then, is what you

¢ Yes,

mission on earth than she, who for atime

at his

Easter Music

.

rejoice in his

exhibi-

¥or

some

our humanity is not in the doctrines
which we conscious]y elaborate, but in

the faiths, which unconsciously dispose of
us, and never slumber but to wake again.
What treatise on sin, what philosophy of
retribution is as fresh as the fitty-first
Psalm? What scientific theory has lasted
like the Lord's Prayer? It is an evidence
of movement that in a library of books no

books become sooner obsolete than books
of science. It is no less a mark or stability that poetry and religious literature
survive, and even ultimate philosophies
seldom die but to rise again. These, and
with them the kindred services of devotion, are the expression of aspiration

and

faiths which forever cry out for 'interpreters and guides. And in proportion as you

carry your appeal

to those

deepest

seats

of our nature you not only reach the tirmest ground, but touch accordant notes in
every heart, so that the response turns

out a harmony.—Dr. Martineau.

ALL

IN OHRIST.

con-

of Health,

of

could

re-

examination,

stances.”
.
]
We publish the foregoing statements in
view of the commotion which the publicity of Dr. Henion’s article has caused and
to meet the protestations which have been

made. The standing of Dr. Henion, Mr.
Warner and Dr. Lattimore in the community is beyond question and the statements
they make, cannot for a moment be doubt—
ed.
They corclusively show that Bright's

or

when

yianding have been cured.

Indeed,

so

and

think

CONTIN

the Sabbath, and I suppose they are needed.
We, for the present distress, divide

up the whole of goodness

into

and fight the battle of evil

in

sections,

*‘ pieces,”

so to speak. But when God comes to
deal with us he takes purity and goodness and holiness as a whole, and by putting the inspiration of childhood to God
and the hope of eternal life into our lives,
he sets us to purify ourselves even as
Christ is pure. That includes everything.

Go,

too,

and

way by which-it ‘can be escaped.”
Fully satisfied of the truth ard

timely

When you are intent upon being as Christ

was you will be temperate,

you

will

be

manly. You will love God and hate evil
and Supitess it, first of all in yourself.

You will be pure in life because pure in
heart, and pure in heart because you expect to see God.— Dr. John Hall.
>

Labor

Saving.

The demand of the people for an easier
method of preparing Kidney-Wort, has induc-

ed the proprietors, the well-known wholesale
druggists, Wells, Richardson, & Co., of Burlington, Vt.,to prepare it for.sale in liquid
form as well as in dry form. It save all the
labor of preparing, aid as it is equally efficient
it, is preferred by- Hun
persons.
Kidney-.
Wort always and everywhere proves itself a

perfect remedy .~—Buffalo News.
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WANTED

FOR

an

1t portrays the

“inner pe”

the scenes,” “as
a
wide-awake woman
oes
438 fine Engravings. Zhe best selling
book out. Aeents Wanted
Ladies Jogmandle. Extra Termsgiven. Send forcirculars to the
NG 09., Hartford, Cone,
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It gives his

ears Rem

ner ie2," Darin’
Daring Dots,
Decds, Customs,
Custor
Exploits,
i
Puined by Authors of, end full Introduction
Sherman
£0
mo Plates, and Jine Engraved Authors.
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Elegant New

&

Style

and

It sells at sight.

1). Bend for circulars to
Hartford, Conn.

Chromo Cards,

in Gold and Jet, 10c.
West Haven, Ct.

American

name’

€ard

Co.,
13t4

GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
Prices reduced 33 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.
5243

Original

than

that

of

It

must

be

plain to every one that something

must

be

complaint.

to check this increase or there

The Harker Family,
Christie's Old Organ,
Frank Oldfield,
Tim's Troubles,
True to his Colors,
The Distiller's Daughter
and other stories,
Greyledge-An original book,
Rachel Noble's Experience,
Doing and Dreaming,
Mother Herring's Chicken,
Brought Home,

Jennie’s Geranium; Lost in
the Snow,
The Brewer's Family,
Sidney Grey,
Froggy’s Little Brother,
Jessie's Struggles,
Dot and Her Treasures,
Jessie Dyson, John Worth,
Faith Hayne,
Scamp and I,
Calev Neane’s Clock,
Black Bob, Scrub, theWork-

The Cousins,
Under the Curse of the Cup,
Bunyan's Pilgrims Progrese,
Louis’ School Days,
Blossom and Blight, A Candle Lighted by The
Lord,
Bruey, a little worker for
Christ,
History of a Shilling, Toil
and Trust,
Wee Donald, Chips,

1.25/127, Grandmother Dear,

1.00] 146. Mabel’s Experience,

1.0

1.25|128,
1.25
1.25/129.
1.25{130.
1.25{131.
132.
151133.
1.25{134.
.90|i35.
1.25/136.
1.00|137.
15|:33.

147.
1.00{148,
90} 149.
1.00} 150.
1.25/151.
1.00{152,
1.00
1.00/153,
1.00}
1.25/154.
1.00]
155.

125
1.25
1.50
1.50
1.00

.75

«house Boy,

1.00{1c6. Digging

a Grave

1.
1.00
75
1.00

with a

number of the Library, and which answers not only to protect the books from wear, but as a library member's
exchange card. It has printed on it blank for name, residence, and class number and library number of memThe enber, catalogue of books, library rules, and a simple plan of exchanging and keeping account of books.
velopes cost but 12gc. each ; no more than ordinary library cards,
H
All other Sunday-school goods at marvelously low prices.
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FRENCHRELIEVES
BATTERY

is no

148 Madison

St., Chicago.

Orleans

medical

of this terribly malady were.
| draw the contrast between

EARL
EN ES it, 0.

PARKE R'S GINGER TONIC

col.

rs, as to make itthe greatest Blood Purifier and

to res

thful color

to gray hair,

Startling Exposure «tz Liquor Traffic
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e ent rely from drugs. Extracts from a whole
fsements of essences, fucsimiles of la-

command

both left him and in a trembling voice he
sald: ‘Gentlemen, I have made a painful
discovery; I havedt
48 disgase of the
kidneys;’ and in less"than a year he was
dead.”

“You believe then that it has no symp-

toms of its own and is frequently unknown

who is afflicted with
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quently death is the first symptom.
The
slightest indications of any kidney difffculty should be enough to strike terror to any
one, I know what I am talking about for
I have been through all the stages

of

kid-

ney disease.”
‘ You know of Dr. Henion’s case?”
‘Yes, I have both read and heard of it.”
«Tt is wonderful, is it not?”

:

¢ A very prominent case but no more
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different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,
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his own fluid to the usual test.
As he
watched the results his countenance sudand
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nnhealthy fluids he had provided a vial the
contents of which were drawn from his
own person.
‘And now, gentlemen,” he
said, ‘as we haveseen the unhealthy indica.
tions,I will show you bow it appears in a
and
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knowing where it may end.”
“ Do you think many people are afflicted
with it to-day who do not realize it, Mr.
Warner?”
‘ Hundreds of thousands.
I have a
striking example of the truth.which has
A prominent
just come to my notice.

¢ It has no symptoms
very often none at all.
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establishment on Exchange street.
At
first Mr. Warner was inclined to be reticent, but learning that the information desired was about the alarming increase of
Bright's disease, his manner changed in-

changed—his

secured

a

air
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the Doctor’s words, the reporter bade him
good day and called on Mr. Warner at his
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ever
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| of Bright's disease, its simple and deceptive symptoms, and that there is but one
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Perhaps no
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done

nations,
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moi@facts than I can.

any other known

many

maintained it so long,
a8 AYER’S CHERRY PECIt has
been
k
to the public
about forty years, by a
long continued series of marvelous cures, that have
won for it a confidence in its virtues, never equaled by any other medicine. It still makes the most
effectual cures of Coughs, Colds, Consu
that
can be made by medical kill. Indeed, the CHER-

1 have » positive remedy for the above disease;
its use thousandsof cases of the worst kind and of 3)

Dr. Lattimore, the chemist, at the Univer-

Bishop Haven
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Lungs,

wense sales of this fran

am helping others to see the facts and
their possible danger also.
Why, there
are no end of truths bearing on this subject. If you want to know more about it
go and see Mr. Warner himself.
He was
sick the same as I, and is the healthiest
man in Rochester to-day. Hehas made a
study
of this subject and can give you

creased wonderfully,

but

must

oF

“Every one of them, and might have
been cured as I was by timely use of the
same remedy—Warner’s Safe Kidney and
Liver Cure.
I am getting my eyes thor-

stantly and

and

Consumption.

one

€!

at the time were caused by
‘paralysis, apoplexy, heart disease, pneumonia, malarial

oughly opened

in Great

The few compositions
which have won the oonfidence of mankind and
~ become
household
words, among not only

disease of kidneys is one of. the most deceptive and dangerous of all diseases, that
it is exceedingly common, alarmingly increasing, and that it canbe cured.

ail-

at first?”

of the Throat

* ANEma and

find it entirely

free from any poisonous or deleterious sub-

lege was lecturing before his class on the
We have our temperance societies, and
subject of Bright's disease. He had various
I presume they are needed. We have | fluids under miscroscopic analysis and was
our societies for the suppression of vice, showing the students what the indications

and I suppose they are rieeded. And we
have societies for the better observance of

Diseases

although

matters

Authors

such, as Coughs and Colds, Bronchitis,

im-

sir.”

upon critical

it is Bright's disease in some one

symptoms

all

Variety.
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Bright's disbad suffered that nameless horror when “Isee now were caused -by
:
well-meaning Joseph almost decided to ease.”
“ And did all these cases have simple
put her away? She, his pure, virgin
mother, could now

i

residence

Dr. Lattimore,

upon

.

cis.

diseases are torturing people to-day, when

in reality

Solo

50cts.

LORD IS RISEN AGAIN.—(Chorus

disease, is it, Doctor?”

Thousands

PASSOVER.—With

attacks.

stood: con-

would better remember his déepér- sayings concerning his divine work, and his

Dr.

unable with his “facilities, to

‘‘ Did you think Mr. Warner

you said said that more than one-half the
deaths which occur arise from Bright's
¢ Precisely.

OUR

it by you for
1 lect i and the wise will not. Keep
cover?”
,
the protection it affords by its early use yn sudden
: ““ No, sir, I did not think it possible. It
MANUFACTURED BY
was seldom, indeed, that so pronounced a |
case had, up to that time, ever been cured.”
PR. J.C. AYER & CO,, Lowell, Mass.
‘“ Do you know any thing about the remPractical and Analytical Chemists.
edy which cured him?”
AND DEALERS
‘Yes. I have chemically analyzed it and SOLD : BY ALL IN DRUGGISTS
MEDICINES.

of its
y forms. It is a Hydra-headed
monstef,” and
the
slightest symptonis
fessed before his wondering,. adoring, should strike terror to every one who has
Joving disciples and his mother as Son of ‘them. I can look back and recall hunGod as well as Son of man.
Who, then,
dreds of deaths which physicians declared
mission was revealed, and he

that

‘ What did the analysis show you?”
‘The presence of albumen and tube
casts in great abundance.”
_,
‘And what did the symptoms indicate?”
‘“ A serious disease of the kidneys.”

to the

meant.

it, and saw

which he is one of the analysts, courteously answered the questions that were propounded him :
‘Did you make a chemical analysis of
the case of Mr. H. H. Warner some three
years ago, Doctor?”

of

of these

using

nected with the State Board

more

body

directly

and

on Prince Street.

but try to help the lungs.
We should net
waste our time trying to relieve the headache, stomach,

Choirs.

CHRIST

form), introducing the hymn, ¢ Crown Him
with Many Crowns.”
By W. F. Sherwin,

busily engaged

We do not treat the cough,

other symptoms,

For

*

a year.”
I believe his words, would have
proven true if I had not fortunately se-

it to Dr. S. A. Lattimore

medical

coming

ANTHEMS

of his statements, and next day paid a vis-

profession have been treating symptoms
instead of diseases for years, and it is high
time it ceased.
We doctors have been
clipping off the twigs when we should
strike at the root. The symptoms I have
just mentioned or any unusual action or
irritation of the water channels indicate
a cough

saying:

The reporter left Mr. Warner, mach

to say that too few physicians do either.”
¢¢ That is a strange statement, Doctor.”

consumption.

day,

NEW

pressed with the earnestness and sincerity

ful malady. The fact is, few people know
or realize what ails them, and I am sorry

than

one

supply the medicine to thousands who
wanted it. I therefore determined, as a
duty I owed humanity and the suffering,
to bring it within their reach,and now it is
known in every part of America, is sold in
every drug store and has become a household necessity.”
:
:

meant

the approach of Bright's disease even

doc-

.
J.R. MURRAY.
:
Price Sets. each by mail; 50ets. per dozen, or
$3 per 100 by express. Easter Annual for 1881,
same price.

etc., by W. F. Sherwin,

Craig was

dications of the first stages of that dread-

The

on the street

MUSIC-—18S82.

‘There goes a man who will be dead within

scribing

anything serious.”
‘ Bat have these common ailments anything to do with the fearful Bright's disease which took so firm a hold on you?”
¢ Anything? Why they are the sure, in-

“But it is a true one.

the

“No, it caused me to investigate.
I
went to the principal cities with Dr. Craig,
the discoverer, and saw-théphysicians pre-

ple symptoms.
I did not think I was sick.
It is true I had frequent headaches; felt
tired most of the time; could eat nothing
one day and was ravenous the next; felt
dull indefinite pains, and my stomach was
not think

;

-cared and used the remedy now known as
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.”
|° Hod this caused you to manufacture

been so numerous that further investigation of the subject was deemed an edito-.
rial necessity.
:
With this end in view a representative
of this paper called on Dr. Henion, at: his

out of order, but I did

;

what

:

EASTER

BRIGHT, SPIRITED, CHARMING |

Easter Carols-

‘‘ A fearful one. I had felt languid and
unfltted for business for years. Bat I did
not know what ailed me.
When, however,

gentleman

In a public discourse, not long since, residence on St. Paul street, when the folupon the Gospel of John, Dr. Richard S. lowing interview occurred: ¢ That article
Storrs brought out what seemed to him, of yours, Doctor, has created quite a
as it seems {0 ug, a new thought. And it whirlwind. Are the Statements about the
is this: After Christ's ferucifixion John. terrible condition you were in, and the
took Mary home to live with him as ‘way yotl were rescued such as you can susthough she were his own mother. And tain?”Every one of them and many additionwould they not converse often and freely, al ¢ones.
pesple eyer get so pear the
concerning Jesus her divine Son, John's grave as I Few
did and then return, and I am
revered Master ? And could it be other- | not surprised that the publi: think it marwise than that these frequent and full velous. It was marvelous.”
communions concerning him should have = “And how in the world did you,a physihad a very deep and ’ permanent effect cian, come to be brought so low?”
upon the lattér so'that when, inthe even¢ By neglecting the first and most sim<!
Gospel, it should influence his style and
much of his subject matter?
This thought of Doctor Storrs seems to

experience;

there was little hope and so’ did

every

they

of your

-

. By Dr. GEO. F. Root, W. F, SHERWIN and

tors. I have since learned that one of the
physicians of this city pointed me out to.a

part of America, sent an extended article
to this paper, a few days since which was
duly published, detailing his remarkable
experience and rescae from what seemed
to be certain death. It would be impossible to enumerate the persenal enquiries
which have been made at our office as to

Up the fafr hillside, like some sweet surprise,

:

I found it was kidney difficulty I thought

who was well- known

not only in Rochester but

'! “He leadeth mel”
I shall not take one needless step through all,
Tn wind, or heat, or cold;
And all day long he sees the peacetul end
Through trials manifold.

Waiteth the quiet fold.

conversation,

1882.
B®

‘ You believe then that Bright's disease
can be cured.”
“I know it can. I know it from the experience of hundreds of prominent persons
who were given up to die by both their

- An annual article from the Rochester,
N. Y., Democrat and Chronicle, was republished in this paper recently and has heén

“He leadeth me I”?
And though it be by rugged, weary ways
Where thoras spring sharp and sore,
No pathway can seem strange or desolate
is
Where Jesus * goes before.”
His gentle shepheding my solace is,
And gladness yet in store.

:

than a great many others that have come
to my notice as having been cured by the

of a Physician,

z
“ He leadcth me!”
And go I need not reek my own wild way
:
Across the desert wild;
He knoweth where the soft, green pastures lie,
2
Where the still waters glide,
And how to reach the coolness of their rest °
Beneath the calm hillside.

tions of Divinity, and through the after
ber the long-suffering of God. He will years, while John’s guest, live over these
examine himself to see if there ‘be §ny experiences and come to realize more and
fault in him in this matter. He will be more clearly his earthly mission; man’s
woe and want, and Christ's cleansing
earnest in prayer and labor for immediate - blood.
And can we not see now how,
fruit, but if it shall not appear he will sixty Jeats after the event, when Mary
have ‘ long patience ” and hope to see it doubtless bad passed away years before,
John with his mind freighted with these
‘ after many days.”
;
was able to write that
A school having such teachers will be precious memories
wonderful Gospel which opens to every
the means of saving many souls. But, Christian the heart of his Saviour r—
alas for the community where Sunday- Golden Rule.
school laborers are prayerless, irregular,
flippant amd slovenly in their work!—
RELIGION IMPERISHABLE.
Morning Walch.
Religion is reproached with not being
O--O-0-O
progressive ; it makes amends by being
blind
imperishable. The enduring element in
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.

new and valuable features in it.’
The Revised Version will be found in

understanding of the text. On y
is a programme for an Easter Concert,

imprudent

be no sign of good. The children may
be careless and wayward.
Months may
pass, even years. But he will not give
up the souls committed to him. He will
remember the parable that was spoken,
“ to this end, that men ought always to
‘pray and not to faint:” He will remem-

ready for delivery
attention

them from

the fruit shall mot appear.

idubian QUARTERLY,
ie second number of the Quarterly

or this year Is now

in

Saviour is all in all, the chiefest among
ten thousand and altogether lovely.
9, He will not.soon be discouraged if

»

and we desire to call

can save

indeed a converted

'n interest and profit
w

con-

8. At the same time he will be careful
to let them know that ite is Christ alone

and

guarter

avoid ' such

mands the consecration of soul and
to God.
;

filling the

the heart is the

next

‘@

and

it is all-pervading it "its claims,

“tion of receiving the choicest blesst Ged can bestow upon his chilhave been
‘hese instructions
ay choice and beautiful forms
and have been made plain
by significant parables.
qurse of study we shall

nD ene

a personal

tage of times of awakening in the church
to lead them to the Cross.
7. He will be careful to instruct them
in the duties of the Christian life as well
as in the doctrine of salvation.
They
must be sulemnly guarded against a mere
formal service of God—a mere.affectation
of the Christian life. They must learn
that religion is the paramount object; that

condition of the soil; that, though the
seedpf Christianity was small it shall by-

We ar

to

upon each one a present acceptance of
Christ. Especially will he take advan-

who rightly seek forgiveness, save only
the one sin of blashemy against the Holy
; that the harvest from spiritual
Ghost
seed-sowing is largely determined by the

ole earth ; that faith in

He will cultivate

his efforts,

the Sabbath ; that a

nd-by become a mighty tree

He will strive, also,

means as maydo harm rather than good.
But he will, as occasion may serve, urge

house divided against itself cannot stand ;

re the |

icforma-

his class. He will pray for each by name,
daily. He will, if possible, show them
attention outside of the class and during
the week.’ If one is absent at any time
Le will know the cause of it before next
Sunday. He will study human natuare,and
especially the disposition of each one of
his scholars, so that he may wisely adapt

friends and attendants; we saw him exercising control over the elements of
nature compelling them to yieldte his
; he taught us with authority conwill
cerning spiritual things; that thé new,
fresh active spirit of Christianity could
not be infused into the old dead fornis of
Judaism ; that the Sabbath was made for

shall be forgiven

important

cern for the salvation of each scholar

and leprosy, casting out evil spirits that
. had taken possession of the bodies of
‘men, and finally restoring to life a young

that all sin

Bible

not interested he will pot interest them.

elementsof nature; curing fever, palsy

man and not man for

commentaries,

enter into the spirit of the lesson. Otherwise he will not sdtBééd in gaining the
his
‘earnest attention of his class. If he ‘is

temptation in the wilderness. He was
then presented to us at different times as
the wonder-working Son of God, having
power -over human ailments and the

girl

sueh

him to communicate

to his

allusion was made

baptism and

to

EXOITEMEMTIN ROCHESTER.
=

MY SHEPHERD.

|

give, butis

fore-

the Baptist,

of Jesus,

rnnner

to

dictionaries,and other helps as will enable

through the first two years of our Savjour's public ministry. After a brief

notice of John

scholar may chance

ready to explain and enforce the teachings of Holy Scripture. To this-end he

THE WORK OF THE QUARTER.
The lessons of ‘the quarter,

and .even if
business, he

will hasten back, if possible, before Sunday. He knows how repeated Sheets
on his part will dishearten, disorganizs,”
and, at last, break up his class.
4. He is in his place in fhe school in
gqod time. - The spholars require his example and prompting to encourage and
instruct them in a proper participation in
the opening services. Beside this, the
siprit of promptness on his part will be

Quarterly
and

the Gospel. Mark 1; 1-28.
of g
The peginnin
Divine power manifusted. Mark 1: 20-45,

M.
¥.

Selections.

meet his class, if possible, every Sunday.
To do this he will make many sacrifices
if need be, sacrifices of preference, of

copy 80). Eighteen mouth!
knee-dde
nee

r# at 5c. each a year, (samples

of

for 10¢).
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of tracts.

A full line of
badges, 1 ledges aud
. all
and new plans of ** sowrts of the country.

says: “Your knee-deep plan, if adopted and persevered in, wiil reveBLACK, of Pennsylvania,
+, HON. JAMES
any
.
* Your work will do more to help our cause, if supported, than
says:
Nebraskn,
of
Hon. Jonx B. Fixon,
all other means combined
as I think of your splendid courage; they meet our
hallelujah
sings
heart
My
*
says:
Francis WiLLArD
nts.

Governor 81. Jonw,of Kansas, writes: *' I heartily Jurieve of your plans;” while Hox, Near Dow, of
to promote the cause, and I wish you abundant
Maine, adds, * Your publications are admirably calcula

An Appeal. wmaermfoetet
success.

utes’ time,
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temperance worker in the and, man or woman, with one
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ress; IREVOLUTION
say where you" saw this,

TEMPERANCE PUB-

HOUSE,” Davin 0. Coox, Manager, 148 Madison Street, Chicago, LiL

ng
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enough find a place in the history of re- |
ligious
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side
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pose.

“Whether stamps will be needed can
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not

return
We cannot
necessarily for publication.
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that pur-
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be de-

by reference to the list of accepted

arti-

cles givenat the end of this note each week. We
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‘we can

use contributions of any

length.
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special contributors and cannot pay, for articles contributed
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effect
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appear:
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Sometimes

into its would-be destroyers!

prejudice

.

+04

\

Jesus was willing to. sacrifice

on

will

the appointed conservators

of God's truth are degraded by

the

cross for the

himself

redemption

Othodoxy puts no- low

estimate on human life : men who do that
are grossly heterodox!
If the quiet conversion of one sinner
‘ after another, under the ordinary minis“try of the gospel, honors Christ, how
‘ much more the

of many?

simultaneous

conversion

It affords a visible and im-

pressive demonstration that God has made

that same Jesus who was rejected and
crucified, both Lord and Christ; that in

. virtue of his divine Mediatorship,

difference to those non-essentials to salvation that divide evangelical sects, may
be followed by such. favorable conditions
to ecclesiastical consolidations,

corporate

unity; as generations &
mci
controversy could not secure. These generations of controversy, by the way, may,
perhaps, be said to serve their end in

the

preparation of the popular mind for that
season of practical indifference which is to
be followed by a period of marked and
glorious advancement.
No servant of God can doubt that through
the ages advancement is to be made.. The
great thing, above all others, to be kept,
through all changes, for the salvation of
3
the individual who must fall by the wayside almost any hour, is the spirit of Jesus.
If we have that, we have a Saviour and the

of assurance of a blessed future.

humanity. He has thereby taught us unquestionably that human life in his sight
is of infinite—and from our stand-point,

priceless—value.

alto-

loose observance, perhaps nd observance,
of certain forms, and of the most utter in-

C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.
to
-

It is not

gether absurd to think that a period of

Eo

All communications desl

denominations.

Soon after the death of the late Presi-dent, a memorial service was held in the

F. Baptist church at Hillsdale. At the
close of the impressive exercises, a proposal was made; and heartily responded
to by the large assembly, to raise means
to havea Memorial Hall in the College to
be called Garfield Hall. The sum set was
ten thousand dollars, and an efficient
committee was appointed to take charge
It was deemed eminent-

ly fitting that the college should be put
in possession of this tribute to one so
loved and cherished. The subscription is

he has

~ assumed the royal scepter of universal
supremaly and
must reign till all his
enemies be made his foot-stool.” A re-

open, and invites the contributions
Jof all

vival, then, in an especial manner, honors

In divers ways do men honor the great

lovers of the man and of the institution.

the name of Jesus; and in no petition can
the plea for *‘ Christ's sake” be more influential and prevailing with the Father
than in the prayer, ‘* O Lord,’ revive thy
work.”
PS
ils

eveats of history and the memory of hej
roes and benefactors.
Festivals
have

been celebrated.

The Jews had the pass-

over and other yearly feasts; the Greeks
and Romans their games. Monuments
anon o
: The heavenly presentations and ‘tender were erected and temples dedicated, and
80, in all ages, the memory of illustrious
persuasions of the New -Testament are |
deeds has been perpetuated. Who will
more exhibitive of the Divine character
not say that this principle, when properly
and glory than the stern prohibitions and
regulated, has been a great help to civiliflashing penalties of the Mosaic Law.
zation and culture?

Wrong
isto be rebuked and uncompromisingly fought; butthe method of Christ

We combine the beautifal with the use-

fal. We erect femples to God, and the
worship therein is one of the best means
of training our hearts for his service. We
establish institutions of learning, and build
appropriate buildings, with requisite furnishing and means of instruction. Thus
we honor science and literature by pro-

will scarcely be improved upon by any of
his disciples. That man shows
igself
in a higher form, whose devotion to the
truth and the good of his fellows comes out
not so much in hot and incessant denunciations of evil as in the persuasive advocacy, and exhibition in his own spirit and
conduct, of that which is pure and true
and good. We wish the newspapers, re-

viding for the education of eur sons and

daughters.

zeal—the most of them—to

reform

there.are

‘objects and gratifications, there exists the

and

elevate society, were more fully given to
the Master's methods. We have the con-

viction that the press should devote

Inan age when

such lavish expenditures for questionable

+ ligious as well as secular, in their evident

itself

lygamic revelation.

In order to succeed,

the leaders readily saw

that they must

retain all their adherents, women as well
as men, and increase’ their numbers.

Hence polygamy was made

the cunning

and

secure

the

ends.

potent

‘Thus

device

to

far it has been

For thirty years, this

redeeming quality of supplying the intellectual and moral needs.
‘While the memory of that noble,

mar-

giving excellent

satisfaction.

—*Iam an invalid, and have but few | al fathers. If young men are going into the
church privileges; but I am u constant reader ministry, ought not the true state of the cage t,
of the Star, and would sooner do

We-shall

these

successful.

evil-natured scion,

are

blood-chilling, against which strinItis nota religion, but an im-

posture and a crime, and should be

dealt

with according to its deserts.

must

not for

. We

a moment lose sight of the

aeter and work of the foe which
fighting.

char-

we: are

Some one, who has had an

side view of the institution which

in-

has

its

head-quarters at Salt Lake, pertinently and forcibly says,—‘ We
must
bear in mind that Mormonism with its
polygamy, incest and murder is increasing. It sits in Congress and has its missionaries in all parts of the world, whose

converts flock to this

sands.
dians

country

by .thou-

It has gathered to its fold the Inof

the

West,

and

now

seeks

entrance to the South. It boasts of its intentions to supersede the government,
its sole aim being political power. Its

harems are constantly being replenished
by young women from abroad.
Its offspring can be counted by tens of thousands. These native born illegitimates
are multiplying and growing up in a
fearful state of ignorance and fanatigjsm.
They are trained to hate American institutions and to shed the blood of the Ameri-

can people: .. Conceived

and nourished

under evil influences, they grow into
manhood and womanhood fearfully corrupt. Women are held in abject slavery,
body and soul being” controlled by their
brutal lords.”
40>
“or

SHALL THEIR PROPOSITION BE
. MET?
In saying that the citizens of Pittsfield

will raise ten thousand dollars for Maine

$1.50

and

saw. Our curiosity was excited, of course;
Eve was our first mother, and Satan isn’t slow
to forget the relationship.
We dropped everything and looked further, just as perhaps a

next one we

saw

was,

* The

Prize

Fight;

Sullivan and Ryan in the Ring; Nine Rounds
fought; the Boston Boy whips the Trojan in

Eleven Minutes;
Stinger in the
he loses fight,

first Blood

for

Sullivan;

a

Neck knocks Paddy ‘ groggy’;
clothes and pocket-book; two

thousand people at the mill; the American
Athens proud of .its Olympian Hero!” Read-

school

danger:

ous rival to the library books. - What shall be
done? The first thing is to awake out of dis-

graceful lethargy and indifference!

While we

sleep, the enemy sows his tares!
——There
is one
consideration that the
reader of the article in the Star of March, 1 by
the Rev, A. J. Marshall, on * Foreign Mission
Finance,” should not overlook.
It is highly
important that the most vital and the closest
SPupuby be maintained between the home.
cliurches and the laborers in the foreign field.
The deepest interest is constantly manifest in
that work and the workers are receiving eon-

stant contributions. Let there be no immediate
and pressing want felt, and, in the nature of the
case; there will be smaller contributions and a
diminishing interest. From this point of view,

it is for the health of the churches and the wel-

and real estate, the better method, we think, is
to have afund in actual work accomplished

which, increased by interest, became

year make demands

al-

——Several copies of The Battle
lished by the Christian Army

and in the constant cutflowiug offerings
vf gen:

ous givers,

As each day witnesdtd the giving

of fresh manna in the

wilderness,

so

lét" each

in accordance

with the

Cry,

vacillation and some changes, retrogressions and advances, fluctuations, dead
calms, that to many minds shall seem to

mark the decline of religion and to imperil the” Very existence of the church,
are likely to occur.

:

The older and historic denominations,
in particular, cannot yield at once, nor
ever in any direct way, the points, how-

ever trivial, that for generations have

been their cherished distinctions, fortified
by iron arguments that ‘were welded together in the fierce heat of controversies
whose history is written even in blood ;
nor should they be expected to do so.
The issues will never be formally surrendered.
They are not, however, im-

mortal. In time, they will be shelved
afnong the relics of the past, and something better and broader will take their
places. How will it come about?
The manifest and growing indifference
to those religious forms which constitute,

very largely, the points of difference

be-

tween denominations, is not, perhaps,

a

tendency to be deprecated ; itis, however,
a tendency that should be carefully watched and judiciously managed,so far,indeed,

While it is true that Mormonism originated in bold imposture, yet, during the
first two decades of its existence, polygamy was not one of its distinguishing features. The book of Mormon explicitly
and emphatically forbids polygamy and
enjoins strict adherence to monogamic
principles. Mormon polygamy is the result of a second imposture which defies
trath and outrages moral sensibility.
As belonging to the whole subject in
data

less

than that of any other school of like grade

POLYGAMY NOT MORMONISM.

question, the following historic

probably much

are

worthy of attention.
The Mormon imposture was originated in 1830.
Joseph
Smith, its author, died in 1844. In 1848,
a part of the Mormons, under the leader-

ship of Brigham Young, migrated to Salt
Lake, Utah, their present stronghold. In
1852, Young produced and promulgated
what he claimed to be a revelation made
to Joseph Smith in 1843, the year before

his death, in which polygamy is definitely and peremptorily enjoined.
time this barbarism of ages

in New England.

Save the

six hundred

dollars received from the State, the tuition has paid, of late, the expenses; for

the teachers have worked hard and had
low salaries. The ten thousand from the
State will soon be paid if the twenty
thousand

‘are

raised.

If

not

raised,

then soon the interest stops, the ten thousand are forfeited, and Maine Central Institate, with all its power for good, dies.

While the greater part of this will doubtless

be raised in

Maine,

there

are

con-

siderations which appeal to persons

ing elsewhere.

liv-

Free the Institute from

debt, secure for it the ten

thousand

from

the State, and it can in the fatare as in
the past furnish tuition to very many who
thirst for education, but otherwise would
not be able to get it.

The religious interest there constitutes

a strong inducement to give. Our church
in Pittsfield is bound up with the school ;
nor is it in the least jealous of its in-

Since that fluence. On the contrary,it makes heavy
long past sacrifices to sustain a minister who can
has been, in the name of religion, the work acceptably among the students.
common and unblushing practice ot the The teachers also work for the converMormons. suceessively led by Brigham sion and moral improvement of their puYoung and John Taylor. What adds, if pils. Conversions are frequent. Many
possible, to the enormity of the system converted there are either in, or are preis the terrible doctrine that woman has no paring for, the ministry. That little church

as management of'it is possible, lest, falling from its true live, we go wandering
off toward other issues than that to which
it tends among the purposes of God. It
is possible, too, that much of, what, with salvation save in marriage, and even then has two of its members in theological
apparently good reason, seems to be only by the will of her husband! . In con- schools, and three others in college. who
pestiferous liberalism, may be one of the nection which these facts, and, in a sense, .doubtless have the ministry in view. It
opening doors through which, or one of ‘in contrast with them,it is stated upon relia- is for those who have money to say whethmeans by which, now formally. separate able authority that there are in the United
er this work is to go on. Ought not Bro.
but already essentially united denomina- States some twenty thousand Mormons who
Bachelder's question to be answered aftions are to be brought into organic unity. claim to be the real followers of Smith
firmatively? How many, desirious

Two men who have differed

sharply

and “who reject

the alleged revelation

over some matters in which neither would

of 1843, promulgated in 1852, as some-

make concessions to the other, may

thing unknown to Smith in

come

at length into such a state of indifference
to those matters that concessions are no

longer asked or even thought of. They
are then able
to become parties to a fra-

_ ternal compact such as formerly was
practically an impossibility. Such an
experience and result may naturally

and are decided and

his lifetime,

outspoken in’ their

opposition ‘to polygamy.
A deputation
from them has’ recently memorialized
Congress upon the subjeet of anti-polyga-

mic legislation, proving

the nntenable-

ness of the position. of .the
Mormons.
/

Salt Lake

of do-

ing good and honoring God, will help
to
answer this question aright by plediing

each a

hundred dollars?

Kingsbury

Bachelder, of Lewiston, Me., is the man

to whom pledges should be sent.
I

lls
A
li

4% Those who do not take the Quarter=

ly by

the

year,

plies for the

should

order their

mext quarter at once,

so

snpthat

they may be distributed in good season,

Maine.

it is better to be a man than to be a

president!

——The success of the American Exchange
(Limited) which was established in London,
by Mr. Henry F.

Gillig,

eight

or

nine: years

-

creased in numbers and interest.

It is unde-

cided whether or not he will remain another

year.
The clerk of Ellsworth Q. M. writes : “There
is a good interest in the 2d Hancock church,

Bro. C. E. Woodcock has closed his labors in

Phillips, and is laboring

with

us ut present,

He will lubor in this Q. M. during the coming

active, energetic

Publication

We

report
us,

answers as we are

they would ofttimes save themselves the troubJe of sending questions and us the necessity of
them, if they would

selves with

what

should

provide them.

certainly be in the

hands of all Free Baptists—a copy of our denominational Treatise, a little volume which
can be furnished by us to all who desire it, at
twenty cents a copy, with one cent additional

for postage.
statement

It contains a full and

of our doctrines and

detailed

usages as a re-

ligious denomination.
The

first set of questions

lows:

;

1.

before us is as fol-

:

J

Treatise

gives

this

definition:

“A

Christian church is an organized body of believers in

Chrisg}

There

seems

to

relig.

the

latter

who statedly assemble

to

worship God, and sustain the ordinances
the gospel agreeably to his Word.”

of

2. Whena minister or a church-member
transgreésses uny of the commandments, what
is ges of the chure fo the miter?
:
See the Treatise, under *‘ Usages”, pages 7
and 8. ‘ When a member commits a public
transgression—openly reproaches the cause of
religion—violates his covenant obligations, or
when there are reports publicly circulated unfavorable to the Christian character of any
member, the church to which such member belongs; through a cdmmittee or otherwise, im-

but

if gently,

be much

upon -

thought

and

feeling in regard to spiritual things, and every

few Sabbaths some persons avow their alle-

giance to Jesus Christ.”
The Rev. F. E. Briggs
and also of the

pe
of, New Gloucester

senior. class

of Bates Theo.

School lately received an invitation to visit

Parkman and Abbot churches with a view to
settlement.

The church at New

regrets his proposed departare,
to

maintain

him......G.

Gloucester

but. is unable

N.

Musgrove

Bates Theo. School has engaged

of

to supply the

Greene church for the coming year......The
Rey. B. Minard, lately of Halfax and now in
Bates Theo. School, acceptably supplies Gar-.
diver F. B. church......Rev. A. T. Hillman,

who has attained

considerable

success

leinperance speaker, now connected

as a

with

Theo. School; has engaged another year
the Lisbon Village church,

the

wit*
4

the name of the ~

. Through mistake

What constitutes a Christian church?

Our

‘ showers of blessings,’

rain seems falling constantly,

able to give, are here presented. While we
are willing to answer, to the best of our ability,
such questions as are sent us-and seem to merit
replies, we wish to remind our readers that

answering

The

ions interest is quite geod with us. 1 cannot

two sets of questions

which, together with such

Ty
* I'received

into the Auburn church, March 5, six persons;

Answered.

have received

We think Bro,

four by baptism aud two by letter.

Denominational.
“Questions

missionary,

Woodcock is the man we need.”
The Rev. J. J. Hall writes:

So-

Purinton does not appear in the RB

‘member of the Auburn church to
belongs, and in which
Bro.

his standin

has pastoral charge of thi

P.

ven church..... Twenty-six have }
to the W. Gardiner church as the r

glorious revival, under the falthii

“ofthe Rev.

Wm.

Cunvingbam....

Village church is being greatly blesst
the carnest labors of Mr. Churchil|

Theo. School.
verted.

Quite a pumber have
& as

|

New Hampshire.

The Rev. B. P. Parker, pastor of
toocook F. B. church, has,at the L.gent request of the church and society, withdrawn

his resignation and will remain another year.
The Rav. E. W. Ricker has resigned the pass

torate of the Charles St. F. B. church, Dover,
and closes his labors with the church

Sunday of this

mouth.

The

church, society

We learn from the Independent

F.

B.

so-

cietyof New Market is sorely afflicted with
sickness in his family. His wife dnd child are
in very feeble health. Bro. J. has the
thy of the whole community.

sympa-

Vermont.

The Rev, H. Lockhart writes: ‘Iam glad
to report the continued interest in our church.

Three

weeks ago we commenced

holding

probably be meetings. After several attempts to secure as“\ sistance from different brethren in the ministry, and failing, we eoncluded the work and
The second set’ of questions is given, with

ing which, in such a case, would
without precedent.

lgssing were

answers, as follows:

1. What relation to a church does a person
sustain who holds a letter of dismissal from

for pastor and people.

God

rd prayer. Written requests have continued to be sent in, which have been laid before
God with earnest pleadings.
Upwards of

2. After a person bas held a letter a year,
the letter is void, would he then retain his

88 800N AS young men come to the light, they

membership with the church from which such
jatter was taken, or does he lose his member-

conbine the advantages of an elegant resort for

ship

£0 to work earnestly for others. From three
to eight every night, of young men snd wom-

France,

for instance, and of

America. The

the French about

location secured

for the Paris

Exchange is 35 Boulevard des Capucines, a
quarter ‘‘ long ago chosen by Americans as

their chief meeting ground for business and for
pleasure.”
—=—A copy lies before us of the Minutes
of the
Thirty-Eighth
annual
session of

the

Cumberland

will

Baptists

Association

Church

of

the

Free

of Christ,”

Tennessee, last October.

The

held

Rev,

in

S. D.

Bates, of the Ohio State Association of F'. Baptists, was our representative at the session.
The Com. on Literature reported the follow-

that church? Can _he vote, hold office, and be
considered in any respect the same as hefore
he received such letter?

’

Our answer to all the above

particulars, in a

word,is this: a regular letter of dismissal from
a church has a prospective look, and is conditioned on the holder’s uniting with some other

evangelieal church.

Until

that

condition

is

met, we
do not see why
his membership
should not remain unaffected, to all intents and
purposes us before,
3. BSheuld persons under the watch and care
of the ehurch be reported for the Register as
members of the church?
:
Manifestly they should not.

4. What form of letter'of dismissal is given
to watch and care members?
:
The relation in question is somewhat anomalous, having no denominational recognition.
A letter, therefore, if given, should exactly
conform to the circumstances of the case.

ing resolution which was adopted: ‘Resolved,
that we adopl as a religious organ

the

Morn-

ing Star, printed at Dover, N. H.; we also
recommend Hillsdale College to any young
men in the ministry who wish a clerical education in thedlogy.””
Why need these brethren and weexist in separate organizations?

——The

Lowell

Courier

word for Bates College,

columns,
Although

through

its

a good
editorial

We clip the following :.
this college
Is so young, its gradu-

ates are already found

Jositiohs

speaks

in many

ogcupying responsible

different States.

rned to work hard while in college,

Having

it is not

Surprising that they are ‘in the main highly
successful.
Many of them are pastors of
churches, lawyers,
are rapidly taking a
professions.
~The

eminent

physicians, teachers, and
front rank in their several
good

sense

of the

Inde-

pendent came conspicuously out in its recent
severe rebuke of the

American

for refusing to ‘assist in

Bible

Sogiety

circulating Dr.” Jud-

son’s Burmese Bible among the heathen becuuse it translates baptizo by immerse. What
could be more pertinent and just than the assertion,—** The only question you have a right

to ask is whether the translation of Dr; Jud.

son is faithful to the Greek,”

| 4

Statesman

that the Rev. B. F. Jefferson of the

ago, has led to the establishment ef a similar
Exchange in Paris.” It starts with a capital
of half a million dollars, and is expected to
‘ play ap important part in the extension and
promotion of Franco-American commerce.”
As a convenience for American travelers
abroad, these Exchanges are invaluable. They
social intercourse with those of a bank and a
first-class commission house, and a library for
the general information of Americans about

|

the last

and community regret that poor health compels Bro. R. to resign, for he is beloved by
his people and respected by all.

Over-Supply.

the

gospel

minis-

try; itis overstocked. There are at least a
dozen applications for any eligible vacancy.
Every church near me has dismissed a minister during the past five years.” Is this an
actual condition
appearance with

of things?
Or isit only an
real necessity remaining be-

hind it? ‘What is the meaning of the following
facts? A pastor vacates a rather desirable
field fn Wisconsin, and in a very short time
there

are ten applications

for the vacant

pul-

pit. An undesirable location in Western New
York has threé or four or more coquetting for
the position. A minister nearly completes an
engagement with a small church in one of our
towns: The tommittee received a letter from
another minister offering to do the work for

less money.

The second niinister ‘was hired.

A small church on successive Sundays has two
of

our

best

workers

en rise, request prayers, come forward and
fall on their knees to be prayed for. There is
no excitement, but a deep feeling pervades

the hearts of the people throughout the village. Bro. Tracy of No. Danville was with

us two evenings,

and gave us able, earnest

sermons. Sister. Fitzgerald of Dover was also
‘with us a few evenings the first week, and gave

us earnest

talks.

Tuesday

evening we re:

ceived ten as watch-care members and two into full nembership. We shall continue the
meetings next week”
The cause of temperance is advaneing in
this State. Miss Sturtivant, State organizer of
Woman's C. T. Union, is very successfully
working in Caledonia Co., and in other places.

«+++'The Rev. E. Owen is te remain with the

Lyndon

church

another years......The Rev.

M. Atwood recently received a call to Lhe
pastorate of the church at Strafford; but his

The following startling statement was made
three or four years ago by a prominent New
England minister: “ I could not conscientiously advise my boy to go into

thirty have given their hearts to the Saviour.

One of the pleasing featuresof the interest is,

‘to inspect.

Why

not

court two or three women at once?
Let us hear from some of our denomination-

Wheelock so unanam-

people at Sheffield

&

to

present

ously desired him to remain,
remain in

another year.
©
a,

his

that he decides

pastoral

relation

Massachusetts.

The Rev. G. 8. Ricker, of Lowell,

will close

his seven years’ pastorate over the Mt, Vernon

church, July 1, to go to Norwich, N. Y.
people

His

unanimously declined to received his

resignation, but he insisted upon it. Bro. Rick-

er has had & very successful and pleasant pas:
torate in Lowell,and nothing but his own sense

of duty seems to require its termination.

regret to have him leavs New

We

England, snd

congratulate the Norwich church and the Central Association upon the sequisition of 8°
earnest, energetic and capable 8 minister and
denominational worker.
;
The Rev. A. J. Eastman closes

his labors

with the Worcester church the first of April
The first Sabbath in March was a day of great

encouragement to the High

St.

F. B. church

The pastor, the Rev. J. Mariner,
in Lynn,
administered the ordinance of baptism ‘to ten,

six men and four ladies, He gaye the hand of
fellowship to twenty-one, thirteen of whom

o

fas

—-y

:

The Rev. Uriah Chase ‘of East Raymong
is

pub-

tyred President is yet green and fragrant, most crushing ; but looking into the past actual needs of the work. Let permanent misfar more to the advocacy and exhibition
sion funds be the exception and not the rule.
we do well to cherish it in this most prac- will not avail. Pittsfield, not a large, and
of the good than to the ‘advertisement of
——Gen. Howard asked a colored school,
afar from wealthy town, promises to raise
the bad. We sometimes wonder whether ticable manner of consecrating a suita- half of the sum needed to remove the debt fifteen years ago, what message he should
heresies and foul sins may not seem to ble building in our Western college to and to secure an additional ten thousand send from them to the friends North. A boy
be denounced that they may be advertised, |. bear his name. It will be a worthy. tri- dollars from the State. Emphatically it of thirteen replied, * Tell em we’s risin’, sir.”
The following extract from the report of the
instead
of
advertised
that
they bute to his memory, and an important aid is now or never.
Secretary of the American Missionary Asso- | mediately calls the offender to account, examin
our
educational
work.
As
the
hundreds
For Tat
tha
may be denounced. Let us beware of
offense, or inquires into
last-fiftéen—years—the
Institute ciation; last November, verifies the boy’s pre- nes the nature of the
making ourselves, and the young, too of onryouth shall from year to year, study has done untold good. Several of its diction: “It is strikingly evident that the the character of the report; and if such member, on being found guilty, does not give satisFreedmen are discovering the extent of the
«familiar with the face of evil—lest *¢ we there, their minds will be enlightened graduates or students are in the ministry.
factory evidence of true penitence, after suitaand their hearts made better by the daily
horizon opening up before them through our
first endure, then pity, then embrace.”
Three are now in theological schools.
educational institutions, At one time many ble discipline,he is excluded from the church.”
contact and inspiration
of GARFIELD
Four or five of those
now in ccllege
“ When a minority of a church are aggrieved
of their leaders were attracted by the allureHArL,
Let
this
matter
commend
itself
IT MAY BE 80.
have the ministry in view. Others are ments of political preferment, and counted noth- with the action of the majority in a case of disto the fathers and mothers, the brothers
Greater unity of form among Protestfilling important places in life. The at- ing so good as position in office, and many such, cipline or neglect of discipline, and requests
- ant sects —fewer divisions and denomina- and sisters, of our whole community, and tendance has increased during the past doubtless, there will be to the end of time. that a council be called, it should be granted,
many will feel it both a duty and a privitions, the unition of some large bodies in
few years until it has equaled or exceeded There is, however, an. increasing nuniber and both parties should abide the decision.”
among them who-are coming to realize that
8. What course shall be taken when a Quarlege
to
unite
in
this
offering.
There
is
no
~ particular that are now made distinct by
that of elder and well endowed instituterly Meeting refuses to comply with a request
intelligence and character, developed by Chrisnothing save their histories and traditions restriction in place or amount, but it may tions. Its location is favorable. Stand- tian education; have a commanding worth and from twenty or more members of one of its
for a council to meet with the church
and a few forms that are not of the high- be hoped that especially from all parts of ing, too,as it does, between theold acade- solid value that can not be conveyed by an ap- churches
and effect an adjustment of existing troubles?
the
great
West
there
will
be
a
prompt
est importance, is, we believe, to be
my and the college in rank, it meets an pointment or imbibed during the sessions of
Nothing can be done, so far as we can gee,
among the facts of the future. But be- and generous response to this appropriate imperative need. The expense of attend- a legislature.” Well, there are some white except the making of an appeal by a respooft
undertaking.
people, North, who are slow to learn that able number” of the Q. M. to the Yearly Meetfore this fact can have existence, much

ing the Institute is

night
in praloud
Sta

ciety, of Chieago, have been received by us.

teachers, your cjafs” have something

thrust into their bands that is a most

asks: * ** Shall their proposition be met P”
What shall the answer be? it is true
that in times of inflated currencythe Lrastees were too hopeful and incurred a debt

Mr.

reach this office befyre Sa

year, if satisfactory arrangements
——The attempted assassination of Queen
can be
Victoria has given the American
press a made. He will attend the Q.M. to be held
with the Clifton church, March 17.
chance, which has been iinproved, to pat BritThe
churches in this Q. M. are in a low, feebls’
Ish heads that have done considerable wagging
state, and very much need the services of an
over Guiteauism in the United States.

to-day thai its ashy, demoralizing printed filth.
Parents, your children are reading it. Sunday-

year. Instead of accumulating a fund in stocks

town,

of which

[We invite the sending from all
our
;
items for this department of Bowe,
Thess hes 3
yg * be anid
XY rade
8 91 the wri

the largest success.
at liberty to correspond with any church ge.
——Another veteran reports. Bro, H.: N. sirous of obtaining a pastor. .
Plumb, pastor of our church at West Valley, -- The Rev. and Mrs. F. Cooper, Jr, expres
N. Y., has been in the ministry fifty<three
their warmest thanks to the No. Whitefie
years, the 8th day of next: month.
He crossed
and Jefferson church and community for
¢ the dead line of fifty” a quarter of a century
donation of $30 in cash and groceries,
ago, but is yet ministerially alive and in active
The F. B. church and soclety of North
service, we believe. ‘May God bless him, and
Shapleigh made the Rev. O. S. Hasty a dona.
all such, in the eventide of their useful and
tion of $55.88 in cash. He bas been their
honored lives!
tor for the past four years, during Which time
both the church and Sabbatb-school have in.
——A sermon by the Rev. J. J. Hall of Au-

er, are you satisfied? These are samples of
what we found.
We care to enumerate no
further. There is no greater curse in this land

be

the

€ommittee,

BXinisters and Chanrvcheg

hundred thousand boys and girls will do, at this burn, Me., has been put into pamphlet form
same publication, in the next ten days.
Such
for general circulation.
Its subject is God's
a mess of garbage, on which to feed the mind
Claim to Man's Worship, or Love for the
and heart of a young immortal, as we found}
Sanctuary. Copies can be obtained, by sendOne dish served up on this table was called, j ing address and six cents in stamps to Bro.
“ Fowl
Fighting;
an
Eye-Gouging
and
Hajl; twenty copies for $1.00, post-paid.
The
Brain-Puncturing
Exhibition; thirteen Batsubject is an unusually important one just
tles in Wisconsin, ete.”
We had no taste
now ; the treatment of it in this sermon is able.
for that dish, and so looked further.
The

Bachelder

Central Institute if the'same sum ean

State S. 8. Executive

Mr. Eben Shute, Tremont Temple, Boston, is
Secretary.
Itis a bright, eight page, three
column, cut and pasted, sheet, printed in large
clear type. ‘IL aims to secure * more and better Sunday-school
work.”
We wish for it

75

fare of the mission that, as a rule, the contributions of any one year be expended in that

raised outside

ber of the Progress, a new Sunday-school paper published quarterly by the Massachusetts

the same in’ size, but the larger book
contains the greater variety. The retail
is

ones, ought not that to be impressed y

them, so that they will understand fully
we
they are about?
~
E. M. Coggy,

Star, if they can’t have both, A person who
can’t live on two meals and the Star is not
likelyto live long anyway.
:
——We welcome to our table the first num-

found in the larger book ; or 553 fymus and

books

of

ling light in my home.” A rousing testimony,
this! We believe thére are many persons who
had better drop one meal a day and take the

330 tunes,at one half the price of the larger
book. The pages of the two books are

price of the two

be placed before them? If their ‘business
mist
its spark- | be building up new fields or restoring deskrip

without one

meal a day than to be deprived

-one for social worship. The smaller book
contains the best halfof the hymns and tunes

engrafted infu the original trunk, itseff
cents; for the supply of churches $1.20
ot ill repute, has grown and borne fruit.
and 60 cents each.
Indeed, it claims to be the tree itself, and
has become the pest which bath tnreatNOTES.
ens and disgraces the American honor
——*¢ Something to Read” came to our taand name.
;
ble the other day, and we are glad it did, be: While no good can be said of Mormon- cause it'affordsus a text for the present note.
ism simple and pure, it is the iniquitous, A large paper, having ten pages (supplement
pest-breeding and defaming system of and all), and showing for a head, Something
polygamy, the details of whose barbarism ‘to Read,” in staring letters, is ‘what we first

forced.

GARFIELD HALL FOR HILLSDALE.

‘ SPIRITUAL SONGS.”
This collection of hymns and tunes -is

surmise the considerations which gave_ be glad to supply individuals or churches
being and promulgationto the alleged po- with either book,the one for publicor the

gent legislation must be enacted and en-

0+

of the business.

The history of the subject and a knowledge of the Jesuitical character of the
Salt Lake leaders readily cause one to

a

B

a
af
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op

hundred and

It seems to satisfy a family want, and I wonder
Kelley -Heacox.—At the residence of the
The Ne. Redding F. B: chureh under the
bride’s parents in l.atrobe,
how we ever got along without Parker's Ginger
Co.
direction of Prof. Fisk of Hillsdale college is Touic. It cured me of nervous prostration, and I Fay, Bes, 2,01 the Rev, 0 Pi Westmoreland
larerave, assiste d
. 8. H.
Eisen
,
Mr.
¥
enjoying revival interest. Nine are rejoicing. have used it cince for all sorts of complaints in
| and Miss Letitia E. Heacos. E: Sswnel O Beller
our family.—Mrs. Jines, Albany.
in the hope of a new life.
os
Dow—Plummer.—In Whitefleld, Me., Jan.

Rhode Island.

ly recovering from his sickness.
The So. Litchfield F. B. church is destitute of a

idence; has been accustomed to hoid an annual

fair, but the present year witnesses a new departure, Tt was thought that the fair might,
under ordinary circumstances, yield $500, but,

pastor and desirous of obtaining one.

making sixty-four additions
still the good work goes on.

above, about $330 have been expended during
the year in painting and repairing the house of
The
worship, all of which has bee paid.

funded debt of the church is $4,000 at 5 per
cent. interest. In 1875 it was $12,000 at 7 and
Yon.

He will begin bis labors the first Sabbath in
April. This will be his third pastorate with
that church. His address is as above.
¢ The Mon:
From the Rev. H, Whitcher:
.roe Q. M. was held at Wheatville March 3-5.
It was a very good season, Indian Falls and Shelchurches

revivals and some new

reported

converts, withthe expectation of baptisms
soon. This old Q. M., so néarly run down, now
bégins fo look up and gives signs of once more
prospering under new ministerial gifts. Bro.
Moon has recently commenced labors at Shel-

by, and Bro, Hoag - at

good

Wheatville,

with very

Here

in Byron,

of success.

prospects

we hope and pray to see salvation, in the- con-

meeting

days’
ia

‘version of sinners in our three
the last of this month.”

Kendall, leaves April 1.

E.

at

church

B.

Rev. A. Steele of At-

Thefield at E, Kendall

tica goes to Parma.

Rev.
prospect.
encouraging
an
leaves Hamlin April 1. There is

presents
Mr. Cook

prospect of the early completion of the new
church edifice at Buffalo. Rev. B. Z. Van* duzee of Harrisburg has been spending some
weeks in New York City. Interesting meetings have been in progress in the F. B. church
in Springville. Very interesting and profitable concerts are being held monthly in the new
church at Buffalo. Dea, Chancey Bartholomew
donates $500 toward the completion of the
new building and Bro. M. McComb $1000.”
Our correspondent, in the Star of March 1,
was misinformed in regard to Miller's Mills
church.

a

seeking

It is not

Its

nor

pastor,

pastor, the Rév. W. Joy, a church, The Rev. T. A. Stevens sends the follow-

ing:

*“ We

until a
Meeting and,
Rochester Quarterly
tittle while ago, had the same number of pastors, but five pastors have resigned their pas-

torates this winter. Rev. T. H. Stacy of the
Fairport church has gone to the pastorate of the
Lawrence, Mass., church. He will be missed by
We
the people and by the Q. M. generally.

are thankful to receive in his place one so well
recommendedas the Rev. C. E: Brockway.
Rev. C. A: Hilton of No. Parma, being in poer
health, has resigned his large pastorate and
has accepted the leas laborious one at E. Ken“dall, taking the place of Rev. J. B. Randall
‘whose face is set Eastward. Rev. A. P. Cook
of E. Ham!in leaves April lit. It ecoms ab
with that
the present time that this church
at No. Parma will be vacunt, if not filled between now and April 1st. The remaining two
proba-

will

churches,E. Penfield and Lincoln

bly retain their old pastors, Rev. T. A. Stevens
at Penfield and Reve C.B. Hart at Lincoln.
Extra meetings have been

with

beld

last

the

two churches this winter with good results.
g session of Q. M.
and profitable
interestin
An
The first session
bias just closed at Penfield.
of the Wom,

Miss. Soc. , since its organization,

Lin-

Rev. G. P.

was beld Satirday morning.

Pro-

derman was with us as Agent for Marks

Bro. L. left us

fessorship at Hillsdale college.
on Monday with
over $300 with a
brick church at
by David Marks

notes and cash amounting to
The old
prospect of more.
East Penfield was dedicated
over forty years ago, -and .at

that chureh the Agent struck his first blow for
The Murry church
the Marks professorship.
will be pastorless also this spring. Rev. J.
A three days’
Kettle pastor, Has resigned.

meeting

has

provided

been

these

Who will fill

soon.

church to be held

this

with

for

send us good men.”

vacant places? May God

Pennsylvania.
Hoe
March&, the Kev. L. L. Harmon

SL

Ohio,

’

church last winter and about 60 were received
into the church through his labors. He is
highly appreciated by the church

and commu-

nity. . The Sciotoville church now numbers
i
165. The good work is still going on.
:

Michigan.

The F. B. church of Rich secured the services of the Rev. G. B. Cutler for three weeks
in a special effort to save souls. God blessed
the effort and 30 were made to rejoice in the
The

was

church

ants, insects.

that church this spring. - Any church
correspond’

and

River, P. Q.

largely * fostered......The

pastorate

is now

C. Weston and it is hoped

_. greatly strengthened. Bro. C. commenced a
meeting with the Lexington church last week.

second
he

desir-

and

finely and fully cu

CONSUMPTION.

he

engaged with the Halifax church and has
gredtly helped the cause there....The Rev.
N.S. Royal still labors with the Harmony and
other churches around....The Rev.-W.
Stur-

work, the pastor, the Rev. E. J. Doyle, com-

mences his tenth year April 1.
The Calhoun & No. Branch Q. M. appointed
the Rev’s F\. R. Randall and Robert Martin to
meet-

ings. Bro, M, gives an account of their labors.
discouraged.

It has 8 good house of worship, and they are to

hold meetings there.

They held ‘meetings

the Bt. Jos, River church
several conversions.

where

there

in

were

This church has reorgan-

zed and united with It the Clarendon church.
A fine house of worship Is nearly completed.
Meetings were held with the Cook’s Prairie
«church, where bro, R. is pastor,and the church

was quickened

and

many

Want,of space
compels us

were

converted.

to give a

partial

summary only of Bro. Martin’s letter,

The Montcalm Q. M. at its March session
granted a license to Bro. Geo. Merritt of Carson City to preach the gospel. He is preach-

ing at Carson

City

at present<s......The

Nevens’ Lake church, recently organized,

was

received into the Q. Mc A. B. Crossett, a
licenséd preacher, is pastor....The Rev, G. W.
Moffatt is having u revival at Crystal Lake.
Some

25 or 80 have

started

for the

De-

cure

:

the

escaping

that

no

have

Oilhas been removed.

Ithas three

times the strength of Cocoa mixed

strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.

|
\

5

\

3 ~

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

¥. BAKER &

$6.50.

gis

labors

with

‘the

church

«++2..Several churches in

at

Brookville.

King’s and Queen's

Cos. are without ministerial help. The
terest in the Harmony Q. M. has suffered

inthe

last few years by removals and death.
with help and care there is hope,
i

Installation.

The

Lawrence

Waldron,

church

Ricker,”

of cures 4+

0

Oil and

the Revs

Perkins,

Moulton

Salley and Malvern

to’

meet with them March: 8, for the purpose of
examining, and, if deemed expedient, install

organizationof

the

council,

Mr..

Marion

Iectings.

Seitz of the Seneca & Huron Q.

M.

the preaching.

did

April session with the Berwick church.
S. D, BATES,

Athens

(0.)—Held

with

the

1st

church, Jan. 28. Very bad roads and
weak

state.

Our

Rev.

Berwick
“Rev. I.

most

J TLPRAT,
SONS C0.

Alexander

need

church.

kingdom.

D.

Bates,

Treasurer

Ohio

Free

L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich,,

to

is

the Western Education So. ; to whom

ex-

Aroostook

tend an invatation to ministers and friends from
abroad to attend this session, Albany is an important point,
A. STRIEMER, Clerk.

March 24—26, commencing 2 P. M.

contrib-

contributions

Rev.

J. Boyd,

will be present.

.

L. V.TOWLE,

ham

from labors to rewards,

therefore,

J. M.

BAILEY, Clerk.

Ontario

(Ca.)

Association

has

concluded

a

The ministers’ conference was very instructive.
Interecting essays were read by Bro’s Huntington
and McElroy. We seem to stand upon a better base
done

for

several years. The

only thing seems to hinder. our progress in regard
to numbers is the high standard of spirituality
demanded by the Free Baptists as a denominii.
tion. Our
Yearly Ass. meels on Thursday, June
8, at Iona on the Cen. Southern Railroad. As we
have changed our time of meeting from the 4th
Thursday to the 2d Thursday inJune, correspond.
ing messengers and our brethren both East and
West
will note this change,
Bro. McElroy
is about leaving us. for Dakota, as many of the
brethren from his churches have gone there. We
shall feel his loss much. The people during the
three years that he has been with us have hecome
much endeared fo him. Rev. M. W. Spencer
from Alton, N. Y.,, is to take his place.
Other
fields here wish Bro, MoKlroy, but at present he
says no.
J.
M, POWELL, Clerk.
Huntington (Vt.)—Held with-the churth at
Warsaw. Feb. 24—26. Reports from the churches
were quite encouraging.
Delegations
from the
churches not as tull as desirable, buy the meeting
was one of profit and divine power. The prayer:
meetings were earnest and spiritual, while the
preaching by Rev’s Burgin, Dickey and Bean was
clear, forcible

and

convincing,

and

as a

result,

under God’s blessing, several rose for prayers,
desiring to commence a Christian life.
H.T. BARNARD, Clerk pro tem
\

[Clinton (Iowa) Herald.]
James Butler, #sq., Clerk of the Roxbury
et Co., Boston,

wands, in a late

Mass.,

employing

centmiunication

working of an article introduced

says: ~The;

famous

Old

eight

into the

German

Car.

hundred

concerning

the

factory,

Remedy,

St.

Jacob's O1l has effected several cures among our
men, who have been badly hurt in working in the
fciory, and they pronounce it a.success every

me.

:

H Butler—W

H

Buttrick—Annie

Brown—T

houne—E

H Cross—Chandler

& Estes—L

Capwell

—F Cooper—H Canfield—R A Coats—A B
Drew
—F O Dickey—G C Damon—Mrs E Durfee—A 'G
Day—Mrs N Durgin—E Donnocker—G Danbonker
—C E Emeérson—W
Fuller—E B-Fuller—T Fay

R Foster—M C Foster—N P Fellowé—C

S Frost—

D L{Guernsey—A A Gordon—G W Gould—3 C
Gibson—J M Gee—F D George—G E Gay—G H
Green—Wm Gunn—E H Higbee—G A Hartley—J
J Hull—L Howes—Mrs 8-Heacox—C E Hu
Howe—A L Holson—Hoyt, Fogg & Dunham—J

W Hoyt—Mrs P Hill-E Hodge—S

C Kilbourn—J

M Kayser—Mrs H Locke—B Loud-A ° Libby—J
Lewis—J McDowell—W H Merriman—A A
Moulton—J Mariner—B Minard—O T Moulton—Mrs T
8 Mitchem—Mrs 8 O Moody—J W Maxwell—Mrs
W Nelson—Mrs M 8
0 8 Martin—A L Morey—C

8 Palmeter—G R

Norton—E Owen—dJ 8 Orne—N
Prescott—C G Page—L

S Parmelee—M

M Quimby—W B Quimby—E
W Rendel—T

H Roberts—G

L Reed—E

W

P Platt—J

Rees—J

Rogers—J

C

Rob-

inson—A Read—P Roper—Mrs F. D Russell-C L
Russell—Mrs N Sperling—A Sargent—J A Smilie
~H Shepard—G W Shepard—A D St John—-M W
Strong—J S Stevens—S F Smith—M A Sprague—
Meyer &
T H Smithers—N E Thurlough—Vogeler,
Co—I

Wilson—H

H

Wallace—=J

Wiggin—8 D Wiggin—C E York.
Books

Rev
Geo
Rev
Bay
C H

Warren—a

8

O

Forwarded

ALL DISEASES OF
DYSPEPSIA,
THE STOMACH,
LIVER
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
COMPLAINTS,
&
Sob
&
BLOOD.
HEART DISEASE 2g)
(TRADE MARK.)

URE S zee:
D

G leman,
M. Whit-

Arvena Johnson, both of Topsham.

Olneyyille, R. IL,
Lovering-Harvey.—In
March 4, by the Rev. A. L. Gerrish, Mr. Nicholas
Lovering and Miss Mary A. Harvey, both of
Cranston.
Plaisted—Mitchell.—In Olneyville, March 8,

by the Rev. A! L. Gerrish, Mr. William 8. Plaisted

ol"

Providence

Palmyra, Me.

and

Miss

Hall-Caverley.—At

Lake, Deo. .81, by the
Charles H. Halland Mise
of Strafford.,
pe

Bertha

A.

Mitchellof

the parsonage

af Bow

Rev. H. F. Young, Mr.
Emme F. Caverley, both
—

Pres.

Send-

y26eow

WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.
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< If you want the Best Time Keeper forthe Money that:
. ‘can be bought anywhere in the World, get the

LANCASTERWATCH
Sold i

Jewelers throughout the United States.

iousness,

QUICK-TRAIN RAILROAD WATCHES,

KNOWN

.

EPILEPTIC

SINCE

It

Stimulates
which

to Man!

the

Ptyaline
the

of the food

and

stomach,

medicineistaken immediately
the fermentation of food

32

If

after
is pre-

ervous
look

syste ne

It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
Ie:
the pores of the skin and induces
Perspiration.

It neutralizes the hereditary taint,

in the blood, which

generates

Scrofula,

Ery-

and

internal humors.

YORK

DEATH

for MARY CLEMMER’S
O

'H

including

OF

a history

CARFIELD.

of

Address, The llartford Publishing Co., Hartford, Conn.

Perkins’s

=-

Anthem
Book ever
price.
$1 per copy;

Boston.

=

few

Anthems.

Improved Musical Catechism.
A new, short easy Catechism, with illustrations,
by H. H. Bullock. = With the help of this little
book mothers can easily teach their children the
elements of music in so simple apd plain a manner as to impart to young children facility in
sight reading.
More than
fills the
place of

any ether primer or catechism.

at

the

St.,

ORGAN

published. Notice the low
$7.50. per dozem.
Speci-

men pages free on receipt of application.

Art

years en-

them

Washington

of

Price 30 cents.

Reading

Music.

An entirely new method for the use of schools
and private pupils to develop rapid reading in vocal music.
The exercises are thoroughly practical and progressive, embracing all the varied vocal forms, from the simplest to the most complex.
This is the first attempt to present, in a lucid and
comprehensive

C0.

manner,

that

branch

of

which is most troublesome to every student.

HORTHANDI
wil or
verona:
pupils when competent.

ituations procured for
oha
for CreuiAr, We Ge ©

Graded

to supply choirs of ordinary ability with fresh, attractive anthems from the best popular composers,

R
ORGAN
A
N

ESTEY

WORKS.

A new Anthem book by H. 8. Perkins; intended

1, price 40 cts.

CITY

but, to my

St...

:

608

:

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my
Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
with no appetite,
I concluded
to vy Dr.
Clark Johnson's Indian Blood Syrup, although

I had little faith in it;

in

AND, DEA

free from technical difficulty, and yet of an interesting character.
Contains about one hundred
different pieces, is full music size, and is the best

All the leading artists of the past

There are no spirits employed in its manu.
facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
requi
in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL IT.
Laboratory,
77
West 3d St.
YEW

$1.50.

dorse these instruments as the best.
Send for Catalogue, and inspect
Warerooms, .

or poison

sipelas, and all manner of skin diseases

WANTE:»

Years

the best selling book out. 1t includes 48 fine illustrations with
rortraits of
ident and Mrs. Garfield. Send for circulars,
with Extra Terms to Agents. AA grand chance to make money.

ESTEY

X
PIANO
N
0

It Puna
th Digestion.
It Nourishés, Strengthens and Invigorates.
Hi

Franklin

HAINES

t acts yon upon the LiLiver.
It acts upon the Kidneys.
It Regulates the Bowels.

Tst Quits’ the

AGENTS

Ten

in the

Starch

in the

© advise any on
a cure
ress
- DR. AB. MESEROLE. No. 96 John St.. New Yark

. Publishers.

Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring

over 20 years’ standing, successfully cured by him. fe
has published a work on this
di
which he sends
with a large bottle of his wonderful cure free to any
Horer w 0 Jay dong tho express P.O. address.

D. LOTHROP & GO.

1870,

converts

Taso
usta an AB OLHOE TPG POYtan:Fh steooss
has simply been astonishin, 8 1 we Dive Doaid of ie

NEW MUSICAL

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
Saliva,

FITS.

From Am.Journal of Medicine,
Dr. Ab. Meserole (late of London),who makes a specan
er li
. His

larger than any of her previous

12mo, Price

11,000,000 Bottles
SOLD

A Leading London Phys
ician ‘establishes a:
Office in New York
for the Cure of

It portrays the “inner
life,’ Wonders, marvels,
mystcries,
secret doings, etc., of the Capital, “as a woman sees them,”
gives sketchesof The Ladies of the White House, and is

Nervous debility, etc.

The Best REMEDY

les

16 grades are not the lowest in price but the best for
the money.
All
Quick-Train 3{-plate Movements.
. Established 1874.
k for the LANCASTER, PA.,

LIFE

¢ [t is somewhat

EE, Oswego,
N.Y.

Part 2, price 50 cts.

music

Part

Copies of any

of the above mailed on receipt of price.

WM. A. POND & CO., 25 Union 8q., N. WX

[JONES

-

|

OF BINGHAMTON.

surprise, it

soon made a Fheut change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since.
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for-purifying.the Blood.

:

EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.

rylow.
“Eve
sizé equally

m

strength.

some

I purchased

This is to certify that I have used

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup
family medicine

years, an

known.

OF

BINGHAMTON,

of

dictionary and library of reference’"'— Leslie's lustraf
We have
information, besides being adictionary.-

1 bool
V'w-Christian Union, This won
times he
}
heinformationi contains is worth fniuy

family

‘consider it the best

When

took for bronchial

for the sale of the

Indign

don

and

Syrup in every town or village, in which“l
agent.
»

Particulars given on application,

Bleod

have no

everybody.

Agr iraind

fou.
a;

p

constipation, which has become chronic and
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
McPHERSON.
WILLIAM
cure me.
Agents wanted

ssession of

i

the children

difficulty

§

Binghamton, N. Y.

This useful and elegant volume is 8
« Complete Li
and
clopmgilt. No
onary in the world. Superbly bound in ci oth and language,
word in the English
useful
every
1¢ contains
et aftair, buts
volume,
absoof
amount
with its true ge
sffelling and pronounciation, and a vast
vation,
thology, Biography, American History,
lutely
necessa
Sc
Laws,
Webster's Pictionary costs $9.00, and
oy &¢., be oy . Jerfct Tiny rg ork
the American Pons ar Dicti
ly
81.
ctio;
costs
have examined the American Popular
RRE
SAYS.
WHAT THE PRESS
a valuable book, and is very cheap at
ta
Diction ary, and
work. Itiscertainly
he rice asked for it."=Chicago Interior, “We have never seen its equal, either im price,
a
ntents." Christian Advocate. “Worth ten times the money."—Tribune“A
finis

get a slight cold, and are threatened with fe«
a few doses will set them right. In m
ver,
own case 1 use it, and think it the best medi-

cine T ever

!

n
aiona
The AmerPopuilarcDict

Dr. Clark

in my

Sores rite $60

Scale is warranted five years, mad¢

FUL BOOK.
.A WONDER
ry, $1.0

:

Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood ‘Syrup, and
recoms
was great benatited by ito use.
mend it to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.
Manchester, N. H.
for the past two

book on Shales address.

JONES

be-

I never knew a well day

stan Rabe
stbont
gis
Every Jones Five Ton W.

I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
never. been
have
and
Complaint,
Liver

‘ wiagics
<4

25

in|

re

well more of

10
arlor
Trans
of
Flowers; 1
Puzzles
s to our reliability, we refer to
Franklin St
Publishers, 2%
Al

Faney-Work

Ent
enrass 1 pk. Fun cards; 1 pk. E
2
Chemical Puzzles, and the Home Library
¥¥press. Company or Bank
Mass. 1fyou make
1 oste
or Teaspoons and
Colin 51

months.

4
in Boston,
Address at once
{4
your first order for one dozen books we will Ziveyi
a beautiful Sil: or Plated Napkin Ring,
-

»
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St.,

IS READY.

Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil-

keep up

man, both of Stephentown,
.
Haley—Johnson,—In Topsham, Me., by the
Rev. C. B. Atwood, Mr. Wm. H. Haley and Miss

everywhere.

or
cure or Fits Epilepsy and

BY PANSY,

to attend to my work, as I could not eat to

Stephen.

‘Sold

Sent by Express.

a

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

West

bottle.

STOPPED FREE

RUGS,

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H,
1 had a very Weak Stomach and was unable

town, N. Y., Feb. 26, by the Rev. I. B.
and Miss Jessie
Mr, Elijah J. Bradway

18

wonderful popularity.”

Rheuma-

fore I took your medicine,

arried.
Bradway—Whitman.—In

CO.,

GOLD MEDAL awarded vy the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanic’s Association in 1881.

works—is superior in all respects, and deserves its

Li

Ague,

tism,

troubled since.

BY MAIL.
E H Higbee Mecca O
Whiston Box 111 Morganfield Ky
R A Coats Mitchell Iowa
Sparrie Beq Black Creek N C
Frowine Scioto O

&

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.

The Hall in the Grove,

Back-

us—J Bonner--J N Benedict—C W Bennett—I N
Bates—H T Brown—Mrs C Cummings—Mrs H H
Child=J Cain—S Cole—H J Couch—D Calley—C
E Cate—W. S Churchill—8 A Curtis—I B Cul-

THAYER

TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER, &c,

The Most Popular Author,

5

R E Anderson—C B Atwood—L L Andrus—M
Alwood—G W Anderson—S8 D Bates—C Bishop—

a

RED LEAD

—BY—

hy

Boney Letters Received,

Resolved, That while we deplore his departure,
we remember with respect and gratitude his long
lite of faithful and useful service in the cuuse of
Christ, and in this world of mistakes, we shall
always esteem bim as a man of pure motives and
of undoubted integrity—a worthy veteran of the
Sroes wie bas fulfilled his ‘mission ant gone to
8
res
That we as a Q. M. within whose limits he spent most of his life tender to his bereaved
family and friends our heartfelt condolence and
fervent prayers that this afffictive dispensation of
Providence may be overruled for their good.
Next session at Windham Center, May 31.

.

PURE WHITE LEAD.

i

the
eating

Clerk.

Cumberland (Me.)—At Cape Elizabeth, Jan.

25. Though the cold was very severe and attendance small, yet we were not destitute of the Spirit and the Jreaching was unexceptionally
good,
The following resolutions were adopted : Whereas,
The Lord has taken home the Rev. John Pink-

for

use

CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS.
.¢% BOSTON STAR BRAND.”

|

all

(Me.) with the Ft. Fairfield church,

State missionary,

n

y 18

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mags.

BOSTON.

4

may be sent in aid of those preparing for the
Gospel ministry.
:
Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Rensselaer
(N. Y.) with the Stephentown
Center church, commencing Friday, March 17, at
1p. MM.
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

efii-

We

its

best rem

BOSTON LEAD MANFNG CO.

i

(1362)
Y., Treasurer of

$1

Wharf, Boston.

560 Washington

:

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.- and Edncation Societies.
Ae my
(26¢t)
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Solel,
to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should
be sent.
(10128)
Rev. E. D. Lewis, Oak Center, Wis., Treasurer
of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
Should be sent for Home Missions within the Wis,

all

In.

P, 0. and EE
a FHF iy Dr. Bray 931
Arch St. Philadelphia, Pa, Seeprincipaldruggists.

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich,

N.

em as the

SAMUEL LITTLE,

Matting.

Com-

whom

the

for 32 page pambnlets, free, showing its wonder
ful cures.
H. D. FOWLE, Chemist, 14 Central

RETAIL.

And every grade and variety of Foreign’
and Domestic Carpeting, il Cloth and

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52138)
Rev.

AND

ORIENTAL
538 and

tions should ‘be sent.
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich., Treasurer of

Clerk.

LE.

(25122)

8.

of

I WARRANT ONE BOTTLEA PERFECT
CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to.4 do.
in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
RSORIASIS,
CANCER,
ECZEMA,
SALT
HEUM; RHEUMATISM,
KIDNEYS, DYSPEPS1A, CATARRH, and all diseases of the SKIN and

fucy, .

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributie
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
All money contributed for the Mane State. Mis
gion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Rev.

virtue

spplication.
:

CARPETS. from

THE MOST POPULAR WORK.

Me.

curative

The Phosphates of the Wheat are its most

Rotices.

the Central Association, to whom

cient ministers. Is there not a man in all our denomipation that will sacrifice for a year or two,
and work up some of these dormant churches ?
Albany

:

and

the country

8tJal8-Fblé-Mr15-Apl2-My10-Jn7-Jy5

VILBOR,

roprietor, A. .B.
by all druggists.

Societies,Concord, N. H.
Rey. J. H. Durkee, Pike,

of

unfavorable

present

uity.
_Sold.by. the
Chemist, Boston, an

the

mailed free. Address H.F.
Temple pl., Boston.
Mention this paper.

The
the preparation was of high intrinsic value.
combination of the Phosphate of Lime - with pure
Cod-Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr. Witbor, has
produced a new’phase in the treatment of Consumption and all diseasos
of the Lungs. This ar:
‘ticlé can be taken by the most delicate invalid

doah Mission.
Moses
B. Smith,
Treasurer of the
Freewill
Baptist Foreign, Home Mission and Education

weather prevented many from attending that
would otherwise have been there. This Q. M. is
in a very

the public

Rev.N. C. Brackett, Harper's Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenan-

(0.)—Held at Larue Jan. 14, 15.

B. ¥. Zell,” moderator.
Marion and
churches reported revivals in progress.

before

Cod-Liver

without lime. ~ It is’ prescribed by. the regular

Stacy made a statement of his religious. experience, and passed a highly satisfactory examination.
The installation services
were
held in the evening; the following is the order:
1. Organ Voluntary;
2. Invocation, A. J.
Eastman; 3. Reading minutes, Scribe; 4. Anthem, ‘* Almighty Jehovah, Choir; 5. Scrip:
ture and prayer, J. Malvern; 6. Hymn, A. J.
Eastman; 7. Sermon, A. T. Salley; 8. Prayer
of Installation, E. W.
Porter; 9. Response,
‘Thy will be done”, Choir; 10. Charge to
pastor, J. Mariner; 11. Right hand of fellowship, C. 8. Perkins; 12. Hymn; 13. Benedietion, pastor.
The audience was large and the
exercises apparently satisfactory. The sermon,
from the texts, Luke 19:10, John
17:18,
was an incentive to earnest Christian endeavor. Bro. Waldron was absent on account of
sickness.
J "MALVERN, Scribe.

Quarterly

been

to

ChronicWeaknesses.

~ AXMINSTERS,

valuable food property, and are, when propdf er’
the most acceptable nutriment

without creatmg the
disgusting nausea which
such an oojection 10 Coa-LiIVer Oil when tak

ing the Rev. Thomas H. Stacy as their pastd.
After thé

Lime has now.

Y PREPARED,
-+\ THOROUGHLY TESTED,
© ACOEPTABLE

]

twenty years, and has stéadily grown in favor and
appreciation.
This could not be the case unless

;

invited

Porter,

Mariner, Eastman,

:

Still

ve acce!

Absolutely Pure.

WILTONS, |
BRUSSELS,
MOQUETTES,

The Richest
BLOOD,
BRAIN and

Address

Consumptives.—Wilbor’s

witness

BLOOD.

7

|
To

Troubles

to the best of the

;, Ladies infthe most refined Circles of society

WHOLESALE

St., Philadelphia.

testimonials

Ovarian

£0 common

of ladies all over

Pills.
Names furnished up.n
dorsed and used by physicians.

Mass,

Iam as sound and well as ever

1032 Race

Thousands

~ | NT

with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far more economical.
It is dclicious, nourishing,

me.”

& CO.,

sex.

been

‘Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of

not Telos

Ship.
dying with

Misplacements,

Chronic Weaknesses

BAKER'S
Breakfast Cocoa.

has

druggists,

will

-

Many teachers of vocal music, and public singdeceived as to the character of an admitted adver.
ers, bear witness to the certain efficacy of Healy’s
tisement, they will at ence proceed to expose its
Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prepTonie
Pills, in strengthening the muscles weakreal characterto the public.
| aration makes such light, flak y, het breads, or
ened by constant use, incidental to this class of
luxurious pastry.
Can be eaten by Dyspeptics
professionals.
;
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878, without fear of the ills resulting from heavy indiSold by Druggiste or sent by mail u Jon receipt
fe
r
gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers,
| of price, $1 per
x3 8iX boxes $5.
are
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CoO., New York.
.- -| read and answered by a skillful female etters
physician.
Send stamp for answer.
A valuable pamphlet

WILBOR'S COMPOUND OF >
|PURE COD LIVER
OIL AND LIME. _

today than we have

somewhat

by

Compound

was

Send stamp for book of
from prominent persons.

continues

with a large congregation”
They have an
excellent choir.
The
nday-school
is
a great factor iin carrying forward the good

The Girard church is

the

aE
are prepared expressly for, and if used
as directed, never fail to cure the most obsti-

nate

will bear

time it shall Aphear that the managers

among

r bottle, or three bottles for

RADDOCK

may

Female Weaknesses.

26

Advertisers.

I was.”
SALLIE D. BENTON.
Jan. 2d, 1882.
Keysville, Crawford Co., Mo.
N. B.—This remedy speaks for itself.
A single
bottle will satisfy the most skeptical.
We know
that it positively cures Consumption, and will
break up a fresh cold in twenty-four hours. $2.50

most successful session.
The
attendance was
small but the presence of the Lord was with us.

days’

and

0. 8. BISLEY, DeKalb St., Lawrence Co., N. Y.
¢ Send another $12 box of CANNABIS INBICA [
for a friend.
Your medicine has cured me of

is improvéd and he hopes to serve the cause so
dear to him, yet for many years..The Rev. J,
I. Porter hus been engaged tofill the Yarmouth
pastorate and has got to work. Itis hoped

pastorate,

cured

At druggists.

favor

There

CHRONIC

Mr.

terrible death—at least so all the doctors told me—
when a friend advised me to send to 1032 Race St.,
Philadelphia, and get CANNABIS INDICA, which

has the care of the Sanford pastorate. His health

River

$1.

&c.,

Never Give Up tne
“ Twenty one years ago 1'was
CONSUMPTION.

10 months

for the

OF ALL

Notice is hereby given that no. advertisements
will be admitted to the columns of this paper of
whose
pure and
truthful
character
satisfactory evidence is not given, and that if any

_ For sale by all druggists, and E. - H. TR
,
_ Platt St., New York:
1y6,

be greatly

be blessed....The Rev. J. F. Smith

debility

oil, and the most delicate stomach

and

churches

To

MAN.

secured to the patientby a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

is greatly esteemed....The Rev. J. W. Freeman is being blessed in his faithful efforts.
He ** is instant in season,” and thoroughly devoted to'his work..The Rev. W. M. Knollin

that under his wise care all the

OF

to

26,

oy

most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

a tem.

pastorate,

Dover, N. H. -

Renewer.

Feb.

De-

QUERYU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The

blessed in his labors. ......The Rev. Wm. Mile
ler is doing good in the Argyle

Druggists.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s’ Vegetable

Barring-

will

$1.

sexual

H.,

World

im

PERMANENT CURE

March 7,
Mar
\
H. and Mary
E,

A. H. and F. M. Hill, aged 15' months and 11 ro,
Marson.—In Brooklyn,N. Y., March 4, Mrs.
Mary E. Marson, aged41 years, § months and 22

who have observed {is effects on the health of their
customers. Send to Mrs, Lydia E. Pinkham, 283
Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pamphlets,

The church at Capac is gaining ground fast.
They have preaching every alternate Sabbath
morning,
and
every
Sabbath
evening

visit the churches and hold three

weakness,

the Known

Glouces-

' Hill.—In Epsom, March 1, EllaM., daughter of

mankind, as Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for

filled by the Rev. W.

to minister to the Beaver

known.

Are the Most Effectual Remedy

Mr. Alverdo’

Died.

all

box.

rapidly made its way

is esteemed

the

and

of coughs, colds and consumption.

Scotia.

Education

by the Rev. A. L. Morey,

bistes and Miss H. J. Lane, both of New

No remedy in tne world ever came into snch universal use, or has so fully won the confidence of

perance community.
liquor drinking is ale
most unknown.
Moral und legal suasion go

ton

remedy

Wells’ Health

Moes

This is strictlv

Me., Feb. 4,

pot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dever, N. H.

can, trusting in, and holding on to the Lord.
The people of Cape Island are expecting a
minister.
The interest is good in the Barrington pastorate. The S. 8. keeps up its interest
and numbers,
The young people’s Mis. Soc.

hand.

liver

vous

ed, but the churches are doing the best they

hand in

15¢. per

DECLINE

:

The interests are not all that could be

of

re-

regulates

Constipation,

Putnam,

I
arley,
.
Emma B. Hill'of Putnam, A Y. B%y REQ
Mise
Estes—Land.--At the F, B. parsonage in Gray,

Impotence of mind, limb, or vital function, ner-

pas-

at

Yn

Nova

of the
- blood,

Curés

pot Lothrops & Pinkham,

desiring

with him

Congdon—Hill.—At
the parsonage,

SUICIDE AND DYSPEPSIA.
A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia ¢ Wells’
Health Renewer.” The greatest tonie, best bilious

tor of the Compton F. B. church for about
nine years,
intends closing his labors with

Next session with the

The Rev. Alva Crabtree has just closed a
series of meetings with the Sciotoville church
which resulted in 45 accessions to the church,
4 great number of them heads of families.
Bro. Crabtree also labored with the Tama

love of a forgiving Saviour.

of Quebec.

-

welcomed

three new members to the 1st F. B. church of
Philadelphia. One of them preached a good
sermon in. Bro. Harmon’s pulpit that day.
Ten have been received into this church during the past threé months.

moves all impurities

Remedy,”

same,

Baars the dar ach le, wy.

diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
1t is for-sale by all our druggists at ONE DOLLeighton.—In
Barrington,
LAR a bottle.
Elche nar rahi
Seton,
Leigtton.’
ghter of James
DON’T DIE IN THE HOUSE.
.
Ho
nson.—In
Epsom,
N.
Ask druggists for ** Rough on Rats.” It clears John
opkinson, aged 84 years,
out rats, mice, bed-bugs, roaches, vermin, flies,
y8.

twenty-two

The Rev. W. H. Lyster, who has been

his labors can

¢¢ Favorite

Liver and Kidneys.

making

cured

F. Dow

by the

J
Yea ih of f Augusta, and Mrs. Sarah
Suma
nele o. . Yeute

3

was

26,

bas so much helped....The Rev. F. Babcock is

the

in

churches

seven

have

and

additional members. Others are to follow soon.
The church feels greatly encouraged.
To God
be all the praise and glory.
Sika

continues to flourish.

J. W. Barker communicates the following:
«Rev. J. B. Randall, who has for several years
bad the pastorate of the F.

' Dr. Kennedy’s

The pastor, the Rev. D. C. Cur-

Province

Iron Bitters.

Is hard to believe Miss Whittier

The Lord has graciously visited the Buena
Vista church of late by the outpouring of his
Holy Spirit in the conversion of sinners, in the
reclaiming of wanderers and in the revival of

united with the church,

Cb, to preach for them the ensuing year.

by

since Sept.,

Brown’s

ine Rev. ¥. Cooper, Jr., Mr. Harry

iss Laura E. Plummer, both of Jefferson.

Mr Saton—Sumner.—Jan.

wn

such terrible sores by Hood’s sarsaparilla, but reliable people prove it.

tis baptized 13 ¥eb. 13, and admitted 17to
membership. Feb. 26 he baptized 5 more who

Catt.

in Elton,

and society

appetite, is

Towa.

the church.

The Rev. H. N. Plumb has accepted a call
church

Address

The good work still continues with the Carterville F. B. church. Fifteen more were added to the church the last Sunday of Feb.,

church and congregation, and the Park Street
In
_ Journal has yielded the remaining $200.
this effort great credit is due to the exertions
of Dea: Thomas G. Earle. Apart from the

i

An invaluable strengthener for the nerves, muscles, and digestive organs, producing strength and

Illinois.

and paid, almost entirely by members of the

from the

ness andjstrength.

J. A. DeBow, Litchfield, Hillsdale Ce., Mich,

instead of the fair, $300 have been subscribed

ee
3-10 per cent, Fass

There is untold suffering among the fair sex, 17, ¥
which Wheat Bitters will relieve, and turn weak-: and

The Rev. J. 8. Manningof Hillsdale is slow-

Fora long time, the Park St. church, Prov-

2

meeting.

r=

One

of families.

pinety-one were in the Sunday-school, and be..tween forty-and fifty took a part in the social

Zr Te
A aSESE
LE

were heads

T_T

ack
Star

©O.,
in addition tothe above, one set of 6 elega

Dros

S6

THE

Family Circle.

MORNING

STAR,

God reigns in love.
Within those walls all who in Him confide,
Forever serve Him as their King and Guide;-

God is good, and I will trust him, let

None but the pure and holy there abide
With Him above.
His hand shall wipe all-sorrow’s tears away.
Their white robes clothe them like the light of
R
day,
Their crowns send ferth a golden, gleaming ray
Like stars in night.
:

and

sweet

falls the blessing

Immortal life, that knows no grief or change;

And o'er those Eden-bowered fields they range
In sweet
By the river of life, ‘that
To the sea of glass, from
While they sing to harps

delight,—
flows adown
beneath God’s throne,
of celestial tone,

Triumphant Grace!

:

Oh, may we stand within that City’s wall,
To hear the music as it swells and falls,
To hear the loving Father when he calls,
And see His face.

AT LAST.

Thou who hast made my home of life so pleasant,
Leave not its tenant when its walls decay,
O Love divine, O Helper ever present,
Be thou my help and stay!
Be near me when fi else is from me drifting,
Earth, sky, home’s pictures, days of shade
and shine,

And kindly faces to my own uplifting
The love which answers mize. *

;

.

humble

door

among

Thy many man-

sions,

:

Some sheltering shade where sin and

ing cedse

striv-

tis

And flows fo

through Heaven’s green ex-

pansions

The river of Thy Peace.
‘There, from the music round
ing

about -me

steal-

beneath

Thy

trees of “heal,

ing,
.

through
blossom-

ed the little household.

were

as

homes.

strikingly

The

two

different

ladies

as

gray dress, with rose-colored ribbons at
the throat, was busily engaged in working a pair of slippers ; and ag the purple
pansies blossomed beneath the magical
touch of her swift fingers, she sent up a

silent prayer to Heaven for guidance, that
she might be enabled to speak

words.

comfort to her doubting guest,

who

of

was

wanderingin the dark labyrinthsof despair.
Although her brow was smooth and
face

peaceful,

there

was

without a word being

spoken

had suffered, and that the
been sanctified to her good.

a

about
irresaw

that she

sorrow

had

Mrs. Atherton, with her deep mourning
robes falling heavily about her. : reclined
upon the sofa watching her hostess with
a puzzled expression in her dark eyes.
At length she gave expression to her
5
“Cousin Helen, do you know
youare
a perfect enigma to me? I expected to find you crushed under. the deep

affliction that has fallen upon you, for I
reasoned thus: if I, with my self-reliant’
down, what

it be tor Helen with her affectionate,

must

de-

into your

daily

life far

QUESTIONINGS.

nothing but my lost darling, lying so pale

BY DORA BUTTON.

and still with the wind. shrieking, and the

Mrs. Atherton came in from a walk
with slow step and Sorrowful face. There
had been so much to remind her of her
lost boy. As she passed through the hall
on her way out, the sight of his coat and
hat on the rack, where his little hands had
placed them the day before that fatal

snow drifting so white and cold over his
grave.” While delivering this passionate

tears

to

eyes, as the sight of them

always

her

did;

for they brought to mind so forcibly the
thought of her bright,

bonny boy,

who

would never pass through that ball or
over that threshold again; never again!
Then her way ‘led her past the schoolhouse, and she

met

some of his

school-

outburst from an over-wrought soul, Mrs.

Atherton had risen, and was pacing the
floor as she always did when greatly excited.
It was some time before Mrs. Sherwood
could steady her voice to reply, and a
quiver of pain ran through it when she
did speak.
;
i
* Do mot think of our children as ly ing
in the grave,dear Mary ; it's only the casket that is there, the jewel is safe in. the
Saviour's keeping. Surely it must be so,
for He said, ‘Of such is the kingdom of

mates, who hushed their noisy mirth and Heaven ;> and if he numbers the very
greeted her in the subdued mannér that hairs of our heads he will keep our little
* had become habitual to them since Har- ones safely.”
ry’s death. Her heart filled with bitter*“ Oh, 1 cannot! I bave tried but I can
ness. ‘ Why," she asked herself, “were . not look farther. It all looks so dark and
they left, so hedlthy and rosy and bub- mysterious. Of all the millions that have
bling over with happiness, while her own died since Adam, not one has ever come
noble son lay silent and cold in the lit- back to tell us; not so much as a whisper
tle cemetery on the hillside, where three has ever reached us from that far off shore.
months before they had Jaid him?” Then Generations are born, grow old and die,
as she passed on, the shop windows were
and even their burial place is forgotten ;
filled with Christmas toys such «as -boys empires rise and fall; centuries come
delight in, and as she thought of that and go, and still their silence is unbroken.
time one year before, her heart grew Oh, it is all so dark!” said Mrs. Atherton
harder at every step. * Oh, what have I drearily.
done, that I should be punished thus!”
“You forget our Saviour, Mary, He
she cried, and harried back to her died. He lay in the grave, but he burst
gloomy home that she might give way to the band of death and rose ‘triumphant,
her sorrow unperceived by curious eyes. and just so surely shall our little ones,
As she passed thé library door on the just so surely shall we, and all that
way to ber own room, the sound of her numberless throng that have died trust.
husband's voice speaking in an excited ing in Him, rise to newness of life, immanner

* arrested

her

steps,

and

she

mortalized,

glorified.

God's Word

hus

paused involuntarily to listen, and this is said so, and that cannot lie. That time
what she heard: = ©
may seem long in-coming, but come it
“Itell you, Hartwell, I don’t know 1 [ will.” Mrs. Sherwood's face shone with
‘what
to do; this house is like .a. tomb. Tugpiration, and the light of hope illumin1 come in-from
my office,

tired and low-

spirited
only to find dark, silent rooms,

and Mary in tears; not that I blame her;

1 know how she loved our boy, he was

ed her eye as she spoke.

os

* Granted that be true. But why are
such children as ours, bright, promising,

with comfortable homes, taken, while so

, ‘her idol ; bat it is killing her, and I feel many are left; homeless, friendless, helpsometimes as if I should lose my reason.” less and idiotic? I can see no mercy, no
Mr. Atherton paused, and Mr. Hart- Justice,no love in it all.”
well answered in-his deep, earnest tones,
“ What T do theu knowest not now,
“1 pity you sincerely, my friend, but I but thou shall know
hereafter ;” the words,
can only do as I have done

before,

point

youto the great Burden-bearer who

came slowly, impressi

ym

the lips

is of Mrs. Sherwood. * Weare
not walking by sight now, only by faith. If all

/ able to lighten even this great affliction,
, 8nd cause it to work for your good.”

unfortunate

hen

=
some one in whose light he is standing, shoyg
be arrayed against this great evil, I don’t

the meal, he would sit upon his prey until
the danger of discovery had

passed.

He

an old hen, that he had failed te
—C. C. Ward,in The Century.

silence.

THE TEMPLE REBUILT.’

> i>

A WOMAN'S WIT.
A woman's advice

is

generally

worth’

having;
so, if you are in trouble, tell
your mother, or your wife, or your sister,

all about it. ‘ -Be assured

that light will

dash upon your darkness.

Women

are

too commonly judged verdant in all but
purely womanish affairs. No philosophical student of the sex thus judges them.
Their intuitions or insight are the most

subtle, and if they caunot see a cat in the

their

burdens, and besides there are none

are those

OUR

willing

Heaven—home—all in all—by aid by.’

in his

friend,

cease

these

A Poem.

We cannot reason it all out.
goodness

sees

fit

God

to veil

some

things frem our eyes, but He knows best 3

This is the Temple rebuilt.”

theme, surely.

let us trust Him

as little children

their parents and

leave

the

trust

issue

And you will sit in wonder;
While Zedekiah’s bass profound
Goes down so low
it jurs the ground,
And wakes the echoes miles around,
Like distant rolling thunder.

°

with

Bim; for « He is to wise too err, too just
to be unkind.’ ”. Mrs. Sherwood: éeased,

and a long silence fell between
which she was the first to break.

them,
One

A magnificent

attempts such a work as this, How

has

Talk not'to us of Patti's fame,

thought more, dear cousin; we as pro-

fessed Christians have no right to be. selfish, no right to impuse our troubles upon

force of her convictions.

others to the extent of

happy;

reproach

making

them

whenever we do this we

upon

the

cause

un-

And

bring a

Than cats sing like Tamasso.

Athorton.

‘Shell:

remembered her husband's words to his"
friend Hartwell,— Mary is a professed
Christian and
I cannot see that she re-|
ceives any help or comfort from it.” The

me, Helen, that the clouds may lift,- and
I may learn to cease questioning and
trust fully in Jesus.”

the weary storm-tossed soul, and the little

parlor seemed transformed into a Betkel.
It is said that *“ the healthy, uninjured

ad-

wr

No.

will form a
will form to

being of various

and sizes.
Sometimes short,
thick or thin, dull or witty,
sharp or flat. I am tasteless
odorless, but sometimes emit

an agreeable perfume.

Sometimes preserved
again

destroyed—im-

Sometimes anxiously watched and

waited
for, at others I come suddenly and
without warning.
Some receive me with joy
‘and gratitude, others with anger, while some
find in me only food for mirth.
Tam a great
traveler, making short journeys, and frequently go great distances and visit foreign coun-

tries.

I have even been known to make a trip

round the world.. I have sometimes
saved
life, and again been the means of taking it
away by bringing the guilty to punishment.
My influence is at times very
good, at others
evil. I am employed oftentimes by monarchs

his shell, a formless, repulsive looking
creature ; but now and then when a mussel shell is opened, there is seen a perfect

as well as by the poorest and humblest. ‘What
is my name?
Daisy.

a

king'sransom. It is a hurt thatthe creature has received, taking form asa pearl.”
So in the heart of Mrs. Atherton the pearl

25.

all;” and he, too, at

last found that

questioning: trust that alone gives
to sorrowing hearts.

un-

peace
;

*

habit of marching up

down,

while

playing, near a tame bear I had at the

time, The bear had a piece of stick about
two' feet long, which he tossed about for
amusement.

After a

time,

he

came

to

h#fidle the stick very much as my friend
did his flute. This annoyed my sensitive
friend, and in revenge he teaséd the bear
with uncouth noises. Bruin sniffed and
whined and waited his opportunity for

My sixth is in ground, but not in sky;
My seventh is in fall, but not in rise;
My eighth is in heart, but not in sigh;

This

bear

spent

miuch

of his

time

chained,

No. 26.

I am composed of 60 letters.
My 11, 5, 50, 56, 59,7, 18 is a city in the
Wnited States,
4
. My 2, 17,01, 8 is a river in the United States.

these things that trouble us so now, were firmed

his

suspicions.

When

Bruin

in

the

vague, and the “in-

affect thoseto whom
We canngt

we address

avoid the feeling,

our suthor

is gifted

ourselves.

sometimes,

of the face, »
girl’s name.
is something used
Me
a fop.
of Scripture.

with

for

thronging seraphim

and

white-robed

the star-gemmed skies ; the beautiful
earth ; the horrors of the

pit

scenes of the last day.”

and

the

A vowel.

OakwM

ts gE

EmbeR

Tbe illustrious bard of Avon is being honor1

ed with still anothér edition of his works, and

| this timé it is one that will
‘the

rich, who

are

delight not only

pleased

to adorn’ their

| libraries, with beautiful books, buf also the

millions of book-buyers, to whom the possession of a handsome edition of Shakespeare
has

leaded type, excellent paper, and tasteful sloth
binding, which they sell for only20 cents,

{+

; % MAGAZINES, PAMPHLETS, BTC. ©
The Art Amateur for Murch has. the usual

array of designs for china painting, needlework
and other art work, including a striking front."
design

for

‘a

portrait | plaque.

Fhe

by Clarence Cook, and some of the more
notable paintings are handsomely illustrated,

Interesting illustrations of Greek yases,
Limoges enamels, mgdimval fronwork and ©
stained

glass,

Arabic

decorations,

French

jewelry, and old furniture and needlework are

alse given.

Among

the numerons

P. J. R.

|

and

woman's

dress.

best

valuable
“Young
of . tha
© Photesuggédst:

Consult.
painted

The

Art

practical

mugazine is admirably sustained.

srt

Price, $4.00

by Roeckel = “ Qur Farewell” (85 cts). by
Lady Hill,
a fine English song; »* He was a
careless man”. (30 cts), ome of Barnabee's
comicalities; and ** Arthur and Martha? (35

terrible

ened

And rough with toaming coursers, racing on
In the wild whirl of waters, now ut rest,

young student. Office: 14 Dey 8t., N, Y.
The Childrens’ Museum for March carries

Golden Days

combat

the

*¢ wishy

a class of young ladies

It opens with

and gentlemen about

to graduate froma High School with tastes,
dispositions, hopes and aims as various us their
numbers—a very patural representation, The
author traces their varied courses after leaving
school, and their influence for good or evil. in
the circles in which they move,
Speaking of temperance Work, one of the
characters is made to.say, ‘* A man that is not

for u thing is against 4t.

I think that every

h ~

Rupp

“

superior

F. B.

:
LITERARY

NOTES.

Rev. E. E. Halé discusses the Alsthetic
Movement with the young folks in jhe forth-

coming April Wide Awake.
ed German

novel

A

of no small

translate

excellence

in the press of George W. Harlan, New

to wit: George

book whose

book,

and also how much obstruction artful, selfish

female influence may interpose.

its

ore

Bos-

washy ?

of

for March merits all the praise

delphia.

ton: D. Lothrop & Co. 12mo. Cloth, [llustrated. $1.25,

advocates, and

evidence

amount of good reading and * taking” pictures
for the young, for twenty-five cents, the price
of this publication,
James
Elverson, Phila

in one,

arguments of those opposed to temperance,
The book illustrates how much good, earnest,
faithful women can do in both of these causes ;

the

a children’s magazine.

which preceeding numbers have won: We
should not know where to look for an equal

redémp-

aggressive

on every page

character. as

Goddard & Co.. No. 6 Bond St,, N.Y.

——

terse,

:

The Young Scientist for March is full of
short, clear and valuable articles for the

The worth and wisdom of the grace Divine,
Which from its dire decay the temple builds,
Hews its rich stones, its massy columns reara,
And crowns it in the high eternal realm,
In the bright City, where no temple is
But the fair temples of His holiness,

sharp,

which is about the only

ly mean to deserve all the patronage they get,’
Price, 15 cents.
and they deserve much.
Musical Herald Co., Boston.

entitled “Hallelujah,” and is a truly magnificent

a

similar

77

The Musical Herald for March fs a valuable
number, The editors of this tnagazine evident-

His power in the use of majestic apostrophe
is abundantly shown in the last book which is

is

one of

Musical Weekly published,

wrénch

Morrison.

cts), which is

Musical Record,

To prophet, law, apostle, Son of God;
My lust the vile inspirer, till the Word
Reeked with my error, and the dreadful sense
of suttfluge and buseness almost heard
The thunder bellow, and the lightning felt
Leaping avenged from the polluted page!

THE CLASS OF 70, By Helena

titles
with
very
poet.
cts),
piece
Shot

but

pieces for the two instruments. With the
bundle comes an acceptable number of Ditson’s

i

his

and

“{Dream of the Lily Waltz,” that have for
the very peculiar portrait of Oscar Wilde,
tkose* poems of legs” which furnish
tangible means of support to the airy
Theu thereis the ‘ Dauntless March” (40
by W. F. Sudds, and a pretty and easy
* Best
for Violin and Piano, called
March” (35

of expression”

He concludes as follows

two

Waltz”

all

“ Too

pieces:

piano

sea,
Vexed with the fury of embattled winds,

us

send

also

They

by Lloyd.

cts),

The tumult ceases, and the angry sky,
Hoarse with dire thunder,petulant with storm,
Is soothed in sunshine. And the grim wrought

characters of the story are chosen and develop-

The Morning Star.
A soft answer turneth away wrath; but
grievous words stir up anger.
21, Hesiod divides
mankind into three
classes; those who think for themselves; those
who let ot
think for them, and those who
will-neither do one nor the other.
From Irving's Knickerbocker,
\
2.
Mousk

\

a

HamLET, PRINCE OF DENMARK.
By William,
Bnkespeare, Fen
Sh
The, Useful
vow
edge Publishing
Cox
i
St.
New York City.
8
eo
iy
:

Amateur's claim to be the

ange:s;

ed 80 88'to - reprove lukewarm ministers and
churches, rebuke mere nominal temperance

(Answers in two weeks.)

;

of

with.

out ever going far from home.
The book is in
all respects a capital one for the younger read.
ers in our families and Sunday-schools.

painting,

We quote the following specimen of Mr.
Abbe’s power of picturesque description :

This

le LL

work

enamels, embroidery for bedrooms, underglaze

things of

showing a high aim before the mind of the
author—the reform of church and society. The

A consonant.
Bilent.
Imitative,
An island.
A crown.
A termination,

Qr

the

a year; single numbers, 85 cents. Montague
We recommend our readers to peruse this
Marks, Publisher, 23 Union
Bquare, New
poem. It is a grand, beautiful and devout
York.
3
production.
* The author paints in vivid
language the various scene which rise before J . We have received from Oliver Ditson & Co.,
him during the progress of the poem; the [ of Boston the following specimens of their new
bright radiance of the heavenly courts: the sheet music: * Birds of a Feather” (30 ots),

So may the earth and all the heavens

No.27.

ANSWERS,

excellent and genuine missionary

ing Room,” and instructive articles on

something of the

With ceaseless hallelujah, still extol

DIAMOND,

19,
| 20,

to

a great deal

directions for furnishing a *“ Doctor's

that

“ fatal fluency.” His command of rich and
varied expression is remarkable; and, if his
lines have cost him much effort, we certainly
.
“have little reason to suspect it.

Song of Praise unto. the Lord for

41, 36 is the opposite of few.

7.

the gospel

features of this number are *“ Hints to
tangible; but the nearer we can come, without
Artists,” by President Huntington
EOI WO MF, DOT in wrong Qlrectlony; to “National
Leudemy y lnstraovions for
gealizing the method of our Lord in his way» griphic Painting in
Water Colors ”;

tive work.

My 25, 82, 23, 6,.58 is a river in Europe.
Bb,
20,46 is a river in Asia.
My 9, 31,33, 60 is to come together,

when climbing usually got . his chain
twisted over and under the branches in a
most intricate manner, but never fafled to

bear was the culprit. Close watching con-

of mountains

~My 1, 12, 21,67, 42 is a girl's name.

in

They

their experience that

heathen, and that one may do

ispiece

Making the evil good, the bitter sweet,
The narrow broad, and my own wishes key

ENIGMA.

and

take ont every turn as he descended. A
friend who owned a tame bear told me
that, for a long time, he could not account
for the mysterious way in which the
poultry disappeared, Observing, at different times, a good many feathe®
around
Brain's pole, he began to suspect that the

mysterious,

To twist the hated wisdom into lies;

fame;

My twelfth is in wild, but not in tame.
My whole is a noted poet’s name.

1.
2,
8.
4.
b,
6,

excellent mother.

of

| Water\Color Exhibition is pungently reviewed

in’ good taste

For pastime, or pretense, or devilish

My teuth is in lake, but not in strand;

My eleventh is in honor, but not\in

knocked completely over his eyes. He
escaped being scalped by dropping flat
and rolling ont of the reach of the bear.

a most

are saving pennies to send

resl
not
in
the

With a rude reason, pluming pompously
Her sickly wit, how have I wantoned through
Heaven's holy messages in mocker
i

My ninth is in humble, but not in grand;

My 10, 14, 1 is a part
" My 40; 48, 49,29 is a
My 52, 40, 13, 85,4, 19
trimmiog
dresses.
- My 89,
34, 27, 28, 86is
My whole is a passage

have

other things must not “be forgotten while we

the

even brilliantly presented.
We
they move intangibly through a
mist which™at first dazzles and
the vision.
To be sure, the
religion are necessaril y invésted

As an instance of his strengch

My fifth is in corn, but not in rye;

delivering a tremendous blow with his
paw at his enemy, whose tall hat wag

the tree to whichhe was

with the

reflections—all

take the following:

MARIA MERTON.

and

rated

‘learn in the course

Nor ean ‘the ¢“ Temple Rebuilt ” be bound tos heretofore been impossible, on account of the
gether with “ Paradise Lost ” and ‘ Paradise high cost. We have received from The Useful
Regained.” Our author cannot -sit of ‘the Knowledge Publishing, Company.
the above
throne with the monarchs of literature,”
and charming little volume, 148 “pages, beautiful,

My fourth is in post, but not in gate;

My 24, 30, 29, 20 is a range
Europe.»
'

Dwied Sanueh,

it the title. The Rosebuds are fortunate in
having the right kind of Sunday-school teach.
er, and the principal actors in the events nar.

Milton!

My first is in death, but not in life;

40-4

THE BLACK BEAR'S CUNNING.
I really think that Bruin possesses the
sense of humor; at all events his actions
point that way, and there is no doubt that
he is extremely cunning and observing.
I 6nce had an English friend visiting me,
who played the flute. He was in the

By Mrs. 8. E.

on:

We have in this little book four stories closely
related to each other, the first of which gives

to the

The singing seamen to their destined port,
With dolphins sporting in ‘the buried storm.

of great price— patience and trust in God | My second is in war, but not in strife;
My third is in love, but not in hate;
and exceeding peace—grew around

the
great hurt it had received, until even her
husband was led to acknowledge that
‘there is something in religion after

_—

that

Mirrors the heavens. smiles to the quiet shore,
Pets the trim vessel, and ia safely bears

CROSS-WORD ENIGMA.
No.

and. contribute

Hp. os

for the * Decorative Transformation ” of
or sing, the more surely shall we interést and ations
commonplace apartment into aa artistic one;

by my owner for. years,

mediately.

Paw

| side metaphors and parables, whétber we speak

24,

1 am difficult to describe,
colors, shapes
sometimes long,
keen or simple,
and commonly

mussel, on the floor of the sea, lies within

little globe of pure white light, worth

apd

‘RIDDLE.

|.

and heavenly things,

however, and
see forms, but
kind of golden
then wearies
the Star 4 sublimities of

disembark. Connected, they will form a New
England city.
Lura.

significance. + Oh,” she exclaimed, * I
have been so s¢lfish, so wicked? Pray for

—

TIE Rosgsup Jiissiox Bax.

cannot

great work: of building up-in- the earth
Temple of the Lord.”
fhe
:
We feel convinced that Mr, Abbe has
poetic ability. His. work, of course,. is
°| Without defects—how have the free lancés
criticism pricked with skillful thrusts even

~Sel.

A body of water.

2.
A bakery.
3.
A girl's name.
4.
.
The primals i
dowaward
gate. The finals read upward

words rang in her ears with startling

ones knelt, while Mrs. Sherwood prayed;
and such a prayer!
Mrs. Atherton felt
lifted vp as on wings, and they both
wrestled in prayer, as did Jacab of old
with the angels, until an answer came to

‘No.

1.

read,

The book cannot fai}

profitable to the thoughtful reader

whether old er young.

this poem is re-issued * with the hope and
earnest desire that it may, ina greater meas.
ure, interest, instruct and quicken in human

and abounding

DOUBLEZACROSTIC.

|

wherever

but it is far too faint, elusive, overladen with
lengthened descriptions, bewildering allusions,

..

.
We should cast our cares upon Him who |
——————————————
careth for us that the world may. see that
ENIGMATIC GEMS.
there is something in our belief, and that
(Everything relating
to this department of
we draw strength from a higher power, should
he marked * For Enlauatic Gems,”
dressed 10'W, H. Fastasany
reg Me.)
than our own,” A pang of self-reproachfl
pierced the heart of Mra.

which,

‘| some appearance of the narrative in the Work,

Zedekiab in-our choir,

of religion,

of being

does not yet appear. Whether his book shall
make him famous or not,he has the satisfaction
of having produced a work which is not unap-

ing its length, is, it seemsto us, its lack
of narrative interest. There is, to be sure,

Or Whitney ’s pond’rous basso!
~ They sing no more like Jane Sophia,
And Aunt Maria, Obadiah,

into the

of Nell Horton: ““I think he has

bor arguments clearly, strongly
and convine.
gly.
She evidently hates all half way people
and methods and puts into her pen all
the

Mr.

the spirit of his work shows that he has too
much good sense to think so. And yet, perhaps
it is not too much to say that his poem is one
of the best religious poems,
of the epic measure,
since Milton.
Its great defect,
consider

Or Nicolini’s tenor to me,
Or Cary’s contralto—but a name-—

—

religion means something more 10 me thay
an

It is no ordinary ambition that

glorious forms of our Shakespeare and

Just hear him sing ** Sweet By and By,”

clerg

hour twice a week of sleepy cburch-going
, 1
think if logic consists in laziness, we
have
tunity for human redemption secured by the | Plenty of logical Christians. IfI could under.
only-begotten Son of God; Mr. Abbe seeks, in stand why a little enthusiasm would be
amiss
ip religions work, I should be glad. It seems
pentameter lines, to make a third epic which
shall celebrate the process and completion of to me it would warm and give life to the whole
the soul’s salvation—the world’s redemption. spiritual existence.” The author sets forth
' Milton celebrated in sublime strains, the
primal ruin wrought by sin, and the oppor-

lieve him, when he tells us in his preface

Then Obadiah’s tenor high
Is unsurpassed beneath the sky:

In rebuking a worldly

puts the following

and |the same brave girl says, * I don’t belong to.
the church, and ‘I never mean 0 unless my
251.

to be told that Mr. Abbe is a clergyman to feel
assured that he is a devout Christian. We be-

And wish she'd sing till Monday.

question-

‘mouth

fail to awaken the loftiest though's and stir the
purest and holiest emotions.
We de not need

And Jane Sophia soprano sings,
So high you'd think her voice had wings
To soar above all earthly things,
When she leads off on Sunday;
While Aunt Maria's alto choice
Rings out in such harmonious voice,
That sinners in the church rejoice,

* Nothing but this,—that joy or pain
Lifted us skyward, helped to gain :
‘Whether through rock, or smile, or sigh,

accurate work.”

man, the author

no
right to be a half-man who can be a grand
whole-man, a perfect symbol of what
manhoog
By Fred- ‘can be made to mean.” Of a Jukewarm church

erickBR. Abbe.
New Edition, Revised
Enlarged.
Octavo, cloth-bound.
pp.
$1.25. Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.

~

preciated and

In our choir.

tread

the golden streets of the New Jerusalem,
it will matter—
:

Oh, dear

CHOIR.

And Aunt Maria,
With Obadiah
And Zedekiah

laid

feet

confidants of

There's Jane Sophia,

bear if we ask for it in a right spirit; and
our

make

wives.— Independent.

upon us that we shall not receive help to
by and by, when

who

yearning need of untiring, staunch, dete

chewed and dito be read only

in parts ; others to be read, butnot curiously ;
and some few to be read wholly, and with dil.
igence and attention.—Bacon.

was betrayed, at last, by the .cackling of

]

think any one excusable “When we see tp,

Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few are to be
gested : that is, some books are

&

mv

one, ifnot for his own sake, for the sake of

Table.

Book

he wonid
or chicken

one approached before he could complete

life

pendent disposition ? I knew you brought |. Then.and there those two sorrowing
religion

any

1882.

within his reach and devour it; but if.any

‘I knew they are,” returned Helen
with moistened eyes; * yes, they are
hard to bear, but it will not seem long
ere we shall be called to lay down our

their] ilngs.

Mrs. Sherwood, dressed in a dark

seize

are very bard to bear.”

cheerful aspect

more than I ever did, but I did not expect to find you thus. How can you sit
there working so calmly? I can think of

0-0-0

sickness came, brought the

15,

:
:
meal there 18 no cat there. 1 advise a Abbe succeeded?
- This new edition, enlarged and re-arranged,
man to keep none of his affairs from his has been brought out, we are told, in obedience
wife. Many a hore has been saved and to a demand on the part of the public. Never
haps the All-wise Father sees that we many
a fortune retrieved by a man's con- to have seen and read the first edition argues
need to feel the sharp pruning knife of fidence in his wife. Woman is far more ourselves.
illiterate, no doubt. But the author
affliction, that we may bear more abund- a seer and a prophet than man, if she be has reason to feel gratified that those who have
antly the blossoms that spring from a given a fair chance. As a general thing, read bis work are enough pleased with it to
the wives confide the minutes of their call for a new edition. He has not
pure love to Christ, and—" _
failed. In
plans and faults to their, husbands. literature, to make a favorable
impression is,
* But,” interrupted Mrs. Atherton,‘‘the Why not reciprocate,i
r the pleas- presumably, to succeed. Mr. Abbe
has made a
blows from the knife cut so deep,’ and ure of meeting confidence
with confi favorable impression
; he has succeeded. What
leave us se bruised and bleeding; they dence? The men that succeed best in is
the exact measure of his success, however,

it was wont to wear before sorrow enter-

your

The life for which I long.
~J. G. Whittier, in March Atlantic.

her

she had such a way of bringing her religion into every day life that, perhaps—but
I will see.”
Accordingly, the next evening found her
in Mrs. Sherwood’s cozy sitting-room.
Every thing about the room was in striking contrast to the home Mrs. Atherton
had left that morning. A bright coal fire

nature, am thus broken

I fain would learn the new and holy song,
And find, at last,

how

no stronger than myself, for she never
was so self-reliant in the old days, but

‘her sensitive mouth, that appealed
sistibly to. qne’s sympathy.
One

- I find myselfby hands familiar beckoned
Unto my fitting place:

Some

find

"| wistful expression in her eyes and

Suffice it if—my good and ill unreckoned,
And both forgiven through Thy abounding

grace

see

her whole

I have but Thee, O Father! Let thy Spirit
Be with me then to comfort and uphold;
No gate of pearl, no branch of palm, I merit,
Nor street of shining gold. _, .,
/

:

both of her children, and I will

she bears trouble; I fear I shall

ing plants, lent the same

When on my day of life the night is falling,
And, in the winds from unsunned spaces
:
blown,
I hear far voices out-of darkness callin
My feet to paths unknown.
=

Ea

Him do what seemeth best.” She rose
from her knees unrefreshed.
I know
what I will do,” she said at last; «I will
go to Cousin Helen’s for a few days. She
was always a help to me. She has lost

diffused a summer-like warmth
the room; the open piano, the

a

RO

EE

MARCH

«Don't speakto me of religion,” said | made plain there would be no virtue in | thought he was unobserved,

Mr. Atherton sharply; ‘ Mary is a pro- ‘trusting . 1 know no better than you why
fessed Christian, and I cannot see that she" ‘such things are suffered to be, but ome
be a ]
V
woeld scarcely
a roof woe
i
home without
received any help or comfort from it. I thing I do firmly believe, that when we
red
Woh indifferent home than a family unshelte
always
being
and the sense of
am
obliged to leave home on urgent busi- bask in the sunlight of God’s love in that
fy
by God's friepdshi
3
r
;
d
guidance.
rested in his providential care a
Bushnell.
ness to-morrow ; I shall be gone about a bright land whither our little ones have
gone, we shall look back upon what
week, but when I return I think I shall
arrange my business, go that I can take seems so dark and mysterious now,
her and go to Europe for a few months. * And know that for us as well as for them, God did the
BY E. U. FRENCH.
best.”
i
Perhaps change of scenes may benefit us
A city’s walls,
:
Perhaps He wishes to try our faith, to
both. I certainly can not endure this life
Jasper-built, flame out with shimmering light,
see if we are willing to lay all upon the
much longer.”
.
Se
‘With the Lamb's glory half transparent, bright!
altar
as we promised when we espoused
The sun faints, as the wondrous, dazzling sight |. Mrs. Atherton waited to hear no more,
his
cause.
\
It is easy to trust God when
Upon it falls.
but hurried to her own room in a tumult
¥o more we need thy shining rays, O Sun,
of conflicting emotions. She walked up no burdens are laid upon us, and we have
all we desire; but it is in times of trial
"To mark the passing time; thy race is run.
and down the room excitedly. *¢ What
that our faith is made manifest.
God is the light thereof, and Time is done.
I re.
am I doing?” she cried; ‘can it be possiEternity
os
member that I had a lovely rose-tree; it
1
ble
that
Iam
making
shipwreck
of
my
Begins its ponderous endless wheel te turn.
grew andflourished, but bore few blosown faith and my husband’s also?”
Twelve pearls as gates on golden hinges burn,
soms, so 1 cut off some of its branches.
The twelve foundations are of precious stone.
She kneeled down by her bedside and
It
seemed cruel at the time to speil its
Bridal city!
tried to pray, bat it seemed to her excitbeauty, but I was abundantly rewarded
Over thy streets and domes and spires of gold, ed mind more like mockery than prayer;
Q’er thy strange beauty never yet half told,
the next summer by. the increased numfor she could not” get feel submissive to
Q'er throne and people, glory cloud enrolled,
ber and beauty of its blossoms. So perher Father's will. She could not .say,

Down on them
strange,

ah

Horn’s

‘success and

language has prompted
1

* Count

Sylvius,”

a

interest in its own
its translation

benefit of English readers.
Record of the Mevtal, Moral

Life

is

York,

for

the

The Mother's
and Physical

of Her Child, a work prepared

by

a Massachusetts woman, will be _published by
L. Lothrop & Co. next month. Itis so arranged that the particulars of the chHd’s
growth during each year can be chronicled.
A convention for the reciprocal protec

tion of literary and artistic property has been
concluded between France and Belgium,——

Hungary

18 proposing to do justice by the

question of copyright, and a bill is’ now" before
Parliament fixing the copyright term at thirty
years,———The
commission
appointed
in

Germany to revise Luther's teanlsation of the
Bible, has held itd last sitting amd brought 'its
work to a close,~——Another relic of literary
London is about to disappear, the order bhaving been given for the demolition of the house

In which the poet Rogers lived, ut the
of Newington Green.

corner
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General Debility.

she is

much less nervous,
and in better spirits.”
A
gentleman, writing of his wife, says: “I

Colonel can’t believe in Jesus Christ, but he: does
bel®ve in Brady.
Well, that’t just as a man is

that

lutely sat down upon and refused

bave followed your directions as nearly as
possible. lave left off all the medicines and

raised.

gained twenty-pounds in one
baby elephant.

gerutiny of Maedler and the Straves, and
gained for himself one of the highest
positions among

at

so difficult that

they

the

o

astronomers

the

day engaged in the observation of these
objects. It was with this little instrument that on Mount Hamilton, California—the site of the future great Lick Observatory—he discovered forty-eight new
double stars which had remained unncticed by all previous observers.
* First among the objects which show
beautifully though moderate instruments
stands the moon. People who want to
see the moon at an observatory generally
make the mistake of looking when the
moon is full, and asking to see it through
Nothing can then
the largest telescope.
be made out but a brilliant blaze of light,
mottled with dark spots, and crossed by
irregular bright lines. The best time to
view the moon is near or before the first
quarter, or when she is from three to

eight days old.

most beautiful

LINE

age,

P.

under

the

preaching

of

Rev.

John

the

Province Road to another part of the town in

proximity to the 1st F. B. church, of which
she and her husband became members.
Mrs,

phere of beautiful chased silver carved
patterns witha
‘out in. carious round

of prayer and cherished the hymns of praise.
She was a devoted wife, and it is with deepest
grief that Bro..S.
mourns her who had been

Sanborn was

pect she then. presents is that of a4 “hemis--

the lunar surface, in which many, of our
astrongmers are now'so deeply interest

She

earnest

Christian

loved the voice

hér husband are left fo mourn

ed,he must use a higher magnifying pow.
general ' beautiful'effect ‘is “then
er. ‘The

her

Very

Hood’s
=

six-inch

-years and four months.

in Eaton, P. Q.

telescope: of the first ‘class.—

made the good

Nitinon Newcomb, in Harper's Magazine.

Co Baptists.

fonnd

Its warinns apecies are

in

Agassiz has

tative of the dinotherium, and it is most
probably. the creature which Columbus.
mistook for a mermaid.
It grows tebe
sometimes as long as seventeen or twenty

feet, but generally not

more

than

from

to weigh
having a

from
body

the shape of an elongated barrel, slightly
flattened above and below, with two
fore-limbs, but no sign of hinder extremities, and an horizontally flattened or
spatulate tail of about one-fourth the exmuch

is

Its skin

tent of the body.

like

that of the hippopotamus, and is very
sparsely covered with hair. Its fore.

limbs are far set forward, are more free in
their motions than those of the cetaceans,

and may be used as claspers, flexed over

‘the chest, for swimming or dragging the
up

the

banks of the rivers in which it feeds,

and

animal

along

the

or

bottoms,

to assist in the prehension of food. The
finger-bones way be felt through the

they are connected; but

skin, with which

no evidence of digital organs is outwardly. visible, except

the rudimentary

nails

on the edges of the flippers. The flippers, flexible and possessing much of the
powerof the hand, have given the .animn) its name, from

hand.

the

Latin

manus,

The head is conical, with a fleshy

nose, like that of a cow,

and

large

nos-

trils, and appears as if joined immediately on to the body, without visible neck.
Anatomy furthermore shows that one of
the cervical vetebre, of which there are
generally seven’ in mammals, including
the

dugong, is wanting.

The

mouth

is

small, and without front teeth, but is
provided with two mobile, lateral, bristle-covered pads, with which it seizes its
food quite dexterously. The mammm=
are on the breast, and so resemble those
of the human being as to make it easy to
‘believe that the fable of the mermaid was
derived from this animal.
The manatees feed in herds on the
bottoms of rivers and the shallow waters
along the shore, where they
browse on
alge and aquatic herbs.
They associate
together in the most peaceable manner,

and show a great community

of feeling.

They combine for defense when attacked,
young, by
taking especial care of their
putting them in the center of the group,
and , it is said, showing so much intelligent sympathy as to try to pull out the
weapon from one of their companions
whieh may have been struck with a harpoon.—W, H. Larrabee,

tn

Popular

ence Monthly.

Sci-

x

Insomnia.

One of the almost invariable results which

assisted

farm

widow kept the “wolf from the door” and

Of IT)

by

DR. HENRY BAXTERS.

MANDRARE: DITTERS
nent

for the

worse

cases of

Appetite, Jaundice, Ap*
oplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Disetc., all of which

eases,

these

Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause.

.

and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters

Being tonic and mildly purgative

PURIFY

they

BLOOD

THE

by expelling all Morbid

Secretions,

Price 25 cts. per bottle,

Send
For sale by all dealers in medicine.
address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions,
HENRY, JOHNS
& LORD,ON
Props., Burlington, Vt.

|

RY,
BUCKEYE BELLand TinFOUND
for Churchefl,

remedy,

Bells of Pure Copper

bilious-

gohools, Fire Alarms,

WARRANTED.

FULLY

Catalogue sent Free,

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.

FEN.

nae

wed

Sentinel.

oy

Farms, ete.

f

+

ever

established,

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Outfit free. Address PP. O, Vick
ery, Augusta, Me,
1y85

Vt.;

Rev.

F.

8.

Benefitted

Boston,

has benefitted me..
Liman

!

ax
have:

;

SCOTT

Him.

:

{

Mass., Jan. 19, 18:2.

Please send

me

them at your earliest convenience.

Liver

and

J.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Dr,

Mich.

REV.

Hi

1 have been afflicted for more ten years with
“ tliroat trouble.”
.Have used many kinds of
Troaches, but have found none so good as yours.
Indeed they are the only thing of the kind that

ym

LST
‘Member
Bi

some more

of

Address

REV. J, SCOTT,
/
House Representatives,
:
Boston, Mass.

To the Aferfcan Medicine Co., Mancheste, N. H.
8a

Price 25¢. 8 box;

-or four

boxes

for

$1.00.

paid, on Fecoint of price,
by mail, postage
| Sent
Manchester,
Medicine Co.,””
C Address “American
Geo. Cby leading druggists.
{ NUH. For sile
!
Agents.
General
Boston,
Co.,
&
1 ‘Goodwin

[2

B.) Melvin Village, N.

(F.

the Light: Cards, 1 pack Humorous Cards, 1 pack
1 pack Acquaintance Cards,
“ G13. Home” Cards;
Language of Jewels and Flowers, 1-Cards Puzzle;

2Transformation Puzzles, 9 Interesting Games,’
4
prot
Beate fad riches 2
ovale, Werk
4
ha
PRE

my sufferings, but about sixteen months ago,
cidentally found a box of Jour pills and comme

ed to use them immediately, and

found

once.

taken,” perhaps,

Have,

up

to

this

time,

relief

«

hrée twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that ‘I. amid;
free as people in general*“from

headache. "Have

|

not had one of those raving headaches for seggral
months, and feel that I am entirely cur
I
would recommend them to every one.
N. B. The above recommendation is voluntary
and of my own free will, without any solicitation

scholar.

Railroad and othe’ Lands;

N.

Fourth

Street.

County
T

EDSON
Sample packages free to all. Price
box. b for $1.00. Address all orders
DR. D. DYER, &
prietors,
Burpham Waldo
22

BRADLEY, GARRETSON
Philadelphia,

SS

GARFIELD.

temperance

live

Pianos

10 Set Reeds
$125

up.

wanted.

workers

Y, Washington, N. J.

CORRODERS

AGENTS
WANTED
Machine ever

AND

WEST

Thirty-six

PURE WHITE

ting

stockings, wil
EEL and TOE complete, in
knit a great variety of fancy20 minutes.
work for which there is always a ready market. Send
wombly Knitting
for circular and terms to the
Machine Co., 409 Washing ton St., Boston, Mass.

AND

LEAD

Diseases.

and-Brain

Nerve

AND BRAIN TREATDizziness, ConvulMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Mental
Depression,
,
Headache
gions, Nervous
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age,
leads to
which
gence,
er-indul
over-exertion or ov
misery, decay and death. One box will cure retreats
month’s
one
contains
3ach box
cent cases.
One dollar a box, 0 r six boxes for five dolDr. E. C. WEST'S

NERVE

Northern Illinois,

Tem=

Council

of price.
With
case.

nost-paid on receipt
oxes to cure

any

College,
after

Masonry

soon

Ohio.

He

his conversion

we will send the purchaser | jo
“

SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,

8,

M.

PETTENGILL

New

York,

&

CO.
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are our Agents, and

, Bismark,

Winona,

Jrosse, Owat-

Shore,

Michigan

Central,

Baltimore &

Close connections made at Junction Points,
Itis the ONLY LINE running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars

and
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Park
are

Sioux City,

Handle Routes.

societies.
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dr Bt to secret
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Row,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Ohio, Ft.
Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan

BETWEEN

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read
over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling
Accommodations

da

LEADVILLE,

Deadwood,

the Lake

Christ. Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avente, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
cents.

narantee to return the money if the Ee1

au-

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

you
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buy
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tickets oa

this
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wand LEAVENWORTH, is the GREAT STEEL LINK In tho EIGHTY CHAIN
CITY, ATCHISON
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and camfort of Its patrons Is provided
safety
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cod
Pacifie; | x.
across the Continent from the Atlantic to
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ns each

SLEEPING

way

COACHES
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run

over
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THROUGH,

RUN

rfect

track, and

every

and to all Express

Traing is attached one of those

FAMOUS

PALACE

DINING

which this Great Route has become renowned.
info the State of Kansas Without Chango.
One Company Running Through Cars from Chicago
This Is The Only Ralirond Owned by Depots,
and its Tickets are sold at all Coupon Ticket Ofces
Its connections are made in Union

A. KIMBALL.

Gen’l Supt,

route,

*2.AND WILL TARE NONE OT
.
All Picket Agents sell Tickets by this Line,
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gen’l Hang,

DINING

THE

Ne-

Utah, Colo-

for

onna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago & North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicago, close eonnections are made with

also keep a full assortment of Anti-Magonived by us for six boxes, accompa~ | ~ mhey
Books, and publish the ‘Christian Cynosure, a

or written
treatment
gued only w
8.

Wyoming,

Bluffs, Omaha,

LAKE,

Velga, F'

FREEMASONRY
:
EXPOSED!
late President of Oberlin

!

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines,
Columbus, and all
oints in the Territories and the West. Also, for
ilwaukee, Green Bay, Oshkosh, S8hebo
Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Ho
n,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
uron,

PIPE

nounced

Dakota,

Nevada, and

DENVER,

SALT

OF

D. D.
Preacher,

Iowa,

braska, California, Oregon, Arizona,

OF

By Rev. C. G. Finney,
A Distinguished Author, Noted

AND NORTHWEST

rado, Idaho, Montana,

LEAD,

MANUFACTURERS

BEST

It is the short and best route hetween Chicago and
all points in

St., Chicago,

GRINDERS

& North-Western

LEADING—OF THERAILWAY

sup-

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

Rare

RAILWAY]

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

and

The

148 Madison

evolution,

CHICAGO & NORTH-v ESTERN

RAILWAY

lar books for 6 cts. Plans for sowing whole towns
Song.
« knee-deep,” regularly the year round, for a
weekly
Band of Hope goods, including library and
paper, so cheap penny coltection buys them. Names
of
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apids1 L riEacO
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Chicago

Furfree.
column catalogue of goods and methods
kinds); Dolnishes monthly papers at 5 cts. a year (18

perance
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avenues

plying a suitable temperance literature.

le from a photograph

BEATTY

BEA

up

opening

general distribution
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was organized November, 1881, for the purpose of
of

5Co

Gerdes,

Revolution Publishing House

‘The Temperance

"AGENTS WANTED

ORGANS,27 Stops,

DUNTON.
25 cents per
to the preSON,
Co. Maine.

TEMPERANCE 2

Pas

AEC

AE

Iwas so low when I com-

menced using your pills, in 18¢8, that my friends
and physicians despired of my life.
I have been
cured by your pills, and now ehjoy comfortable
health.
“They work like a charm.
One
peculiarity in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,

Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont St., Boston Me.

ject to Sick Headache will find relief

Walcott,

Providence, R. I.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR:—I have used your Golden Ointment

-

circulars
address with
FROST & CO., Biddeford, Maine, to

stamp,

Bowe

ness and constipation, as well as for kidney
complaints, There is scarcely a person to be
a
found that will not be greatly benefited by
Kidney-Wort every spring.
thorough course of
If yougeel out of-serpe-and don’t know why,
So of Kidney-Wort and you will feel
try i

at night;, like # new creature,— Indianapolis

Dyspepsia,

Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Sick Headache, Loss of

health hers has been for a long time a home life,

Kidney-Wort

After constipation follows

Indigestion, Diseases of

death of

Circulars

AND
NARROW
SHEET
LEAD.
FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.
SALEM, MASS.
ly

the Kidneys, Torpid Liver

in
which faith and patience took the place of
the
old time activity, and proclaimed her read
for the Master’s coming.
She leaves three chil

true

cure,

Biliousness,

upon their removal to Bangor about ten years
Lugo, she came with them and cast in her lot
with the people of her early and only choice in
the Essex St. F. B church.
Owing to feeble

that tried and

No,wt

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a perma-

where she was residing with her children, but

Physicians

originto a disordered

state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

Amos Gordon, Dayton, Me., fifteen years ago.
She became a Christian at thirty years of age,
was baptized by Eld. James Gray
of Lyman
and united with the F'. B. church
in Waterboro’.
Upon their removal to Dayten she and
her husband united there. After his death
she aguin united with the Biddeford church,

Eminent

their

Morse,

of Representatives.

Dr. I. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:
1 have been subject to chronic headac.
eral years. At times the pain was so inv
1 had thoughts of a resort to suicide to get

EMPIRE

m8

Engraved in
proved

owe

W.

Afflicted for More Than Ten Years With
«¢ Throat Trouble,’’ and Dr. Warren’s
Troaches are the Only ones that

of 40 Years’ Continuance

for piles and your pills.

ablest Geographical

by

Homestead,

TURK|

ARAL

F. 0. Buzzell,
Susan Gordon,
38 days. Bister

the

Co.,

PRICE $1. SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.

Comstipsstionn

Dalton;

(Park St., F. B. Church,) No. 40, So. Winter St.,

:

every seotion, Sells to every class.

and a thousand other diseases that

Stone,

Member of Massachusetts House

DP. DYER’S
Pills.

P.

J. B. 8. Pillsury, Springfield: Elder W. M. Har
mon, South Barnstead, ; Rev.1.B. Hadley, Campton; Rev. H. Moody, Andover.

a ore

mail.

Dyspeptic

James

in like manner.
Any person—who—may—wish-to
communicate with me ean do so.
My address is
as follows,
DEA. THOMAS. G."EARLE,

2
agents wanted tor "Our

Farming,

There
13 no excuse for suffering from

Rev.

son, Milton Mills; Rev. L. H. Winslow, Center
‘Strafford ; Rev. Joelaah Higgins, Freemont; Elder

Rev. C.

cured. y State case.

Rev..S.P. Fernald,

portation, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious Con=
dition; Nationalities represented; Climate Soils, Products,
‘rofessions; all Statistics;
Wages. all Trades and
Rainfalls ; Manitoba, British Columbia, Alaska, Texas an

)

Carr, Barnstead;

give the best of satisfac’
“#* Your pills
H., writes,
tion, Please send me 40 boxes.
PROVIDENCE, Noy. 4, 1881.

W.H.Schieffelin&Co(
Just issued,

|.

Gordon.—Died of heart disease, at the res-

a widow

.}

g

mes WESTERIN

use Kidney-Wort atonce, (every
will recommend it) and it will
overcome the disease and
restore

Swain,
Lyndenborough; Rev. H. 8. Parmalee,
M. D.; East Canaan:
Rev. A. R. Sylvester, Gorham; Rev. John George, Barnstead; Rev. W. U.

A
IS.
6 Beautiful Face Pictures,
99:
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says, i
: ha i” . 1 Bho riate Alnus
Yerose 2
« | .take great pleasure in recommending your. i
them.»
for
claim
Pieces
New
Music,
full
size,
1
Package
*
HO
0
pills, for they do more than you

‘Highly com-

tasteand smell. For sale by Druggists.

&

SITATE;
ggist
d

Rev.

church, Hampstead ; Rev. N. F. Tilden, Toba on;
Rev. Geo. W. Pierce, East Rochester; Rev. W.S,
Packard, Madisen; Rev. J. H. Brown, Stark;
Rev. J. 8. Bachelder, Stratham; Rev. Isaac C.
White, Newmarket; Rev. W. R. Cochiane, Antrim; Rev. James Holmes, Bennington; Rev.J.D.
Tilton, Rumney; Rev. I. H. Shipman, Lisbon;
Rev. E. P. Moulton, Rochester;
Rev. ¥. H. Ly-

TESTIMONIALS.

Maps of every State and Territory in colors, every RailTells of Mining,
road and Town beautifully illustrated.

“KIDNEY =

Northampton ;

Sith Richmond, Me. ; Rev. F. R.Wait, Litchfield,
onn.

been Cured ty Them. They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

CM <OURDY & 00., Philadelphia, Pa.

Superior to
"§
any. Highest
medical authorities
testify to its delicacy of

article.

ove
7 thousands and tens
the country to be the SUREST CURE
red
ever discovefor all

church,

¥.J. Fairbanks, West Boylston;

COD-LIVER OIL | or reward from any one, and only with a desire
that other sufferers like myself may ‘be benefitted
AAA

& CO., Burlington,

dye,

Rev.

Geo. W. Ryan, Franklin.
#
id Hzmnpshire SRevs B.T. Sanborn, Fremont;
V.
e
atson,
pastor
Congregational

pressure

dy

years

DPR.

:Ricg’s SUPERB PORTRAIT OF -

SE adied for 10 ota:
Vis

D
Zl HAS BEEN of PROVE
thousands all

the only son is mow the strong staff of his
mother, the other two daughters have gone to
their rest. The mother has seen all her chilWhen our
dren brought to the Saviour.
young sister came to die she was willing to go
A
and passed away without a struggle.
worthy Christian and faithful worker in the
The funeral rer.
Sanday-school is missed!
vices were in the Pine St. F. B. church and
The principal of
attended.
were very fully
the High School and a large number of her
classmates were present (she was in the last
year of her course) and paid their tribute of
respect in tears and fragrant flowers.
** The
good die first while they whose hearts are dry
as summer dust, burn tow in the sockets’
CoM.

Gordon was left

rg.
‘k'g.

8. RECITARDSON
L®

Unitarian

-

E. Smich, Abington ; Rev. James N. Nutting, Fall
River; Rev.
J. M. Avann, Southbridge; Rev.

Mrs. Pinkham

Marsh, Quincy,

PRESS,

:
Engraved, Acc urate, Elegant, Artistic.

Han

N. A. Prince, Auburn; Rev. Joshua B. Gay, Hanson; Rey. Addison Brainard, Savoy; Rev. James

MORPHINE
HABIT,
No pay till cured. Ten

!

Headaches

more
package will color
log
24

KIDNEY -WORT :

the

are prescribing

night, bad no appetite, and my cough was 80
troublesome that.T had no rest. Since I com-

a

Two of the young ladies are teachers,

idence of her son-in-law, Dea.
in Bangor, Me., Dec. 26, Mrs.
aged 83 years, 11 months and

:

HOW TO PRINT, which gives with

MODEL

Rev, John Brag-

ational chiuioh,

C. N. Smith, Ipswich; Rev. R. D. Bury, Ayer; Rev.

by its use.

EAL

1s is easy, durable Ard fink

>

OM strongest
Bud most rRriant
Dyes ever made. Onel0 cent

one can color any fabric or fancy

cured

gL

Headache

4.

burn,

“Eggleston Truss Co. Chicago, iil,

tain,

a hundred Gther things, cuts, descriptions and prices of the celebrated

Cheapest

any 18 or 25ct.dyeeversold.

children ut school until three or four were
raduated with honor from the city High

chool.

#=

MOLLER Suhiv

ia

‘“ Since usSays a patient:
are abandoned.”
ing yeur remedy my sleep is natural and good.
My spirits ure in a much more healthy condl* tion.
I have no need of anodynes.”
Another
writes:
‘ Before I commenced taking it (the
Compound Oxygen), I did not sleep any at

healthy and refreshing sleep, and all anodynes

well

\
%)
8

church,

Rev. 8. Kelley, Quincy ; Rev. David Metcalt. Au-

the Hernia is held securelyday and night, and a radical
cure cer-

SPLENDID ORGANS.
S45, 450.860 up. MAGDP Ianos.stoolNIFICENT 7: oct.
and Coveér.only $190. Warranted 6 years. Xllustrated Catalogne mailed. Agents wanted
HORACE WATERS
& CO. Manuféturers
and Dealers, 826 Broadway, New York,

3Tables

SENSIBLE J I So

a

1 EXTRAORDINARY
111 ORGANS
PEANOSprices
1 LOW
for éash. Instalmentsreceived.

»’

quent

| Has a Pad differing
from all others,
- Self-Adjusting
Ball1

J

J5

pastor Fourth Con

TESTIMONY

921 Chestnnt St., Phi
2cent stamp and get by return mail a
handsome forty (40) page book called

D. D.,

Rev. Charles

Rev. John A. Goss, Portsmouth; Rev. H. P. Man-

$8 a

A GREAT OF

and
the

«follow the use of ** Compound Oxygen” is to
give the patient sound and refreshing sleep.
*‘ The contin.
A lady writes of her daughter:
ued use of Compound Oxygen soon gave her

slept

yours,

Duncan,
Bantist

freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

J;

TO PRINT.

First

ford, Littleton; Rev. E. H. Prescott, New Hampton; Rev. A. Sargent, Wilmot Flat; Rev. T. 13

& CO., Boston,

)W

.Sarsaparilla .

WV"

and the

. ar Sold by all Druggists. “68

d F

2 CENTS,

pastor

St. Jerome’s” church, Holyoke;

don,

is unsurpassed

Ric

Domestic SCALE Co., Cinoimfati,

\

youngest daughter of Sister L. A. Banborn,
who lo&t her husband 14 years ago, and whose
modest and ‘worthy
life deserves mention in
this connection.
After the husband and fa-

sold the

New

D.,

Rev. R. J. Adams, D. D., Holyoke, Rev. G. E.
Fisher, Amherst; Rev. G. M. Smiley, pastor M. E.
church, West Medford; Rev. P. J.
Harkius, pastor

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They curé constipation, biliousness,
and -torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.

# Weighs up to 25 Ibs.

and

Deerfield,N. H., where they then lived,
moved to Manchester.
By rigid economy

make

Arents wanted.

|:

E. Wakefield (Ditciple).
D. R. BARTLETT.
Sanborn.—Miss Clara O. Sanborn died in
Manchester, N. H., Feb. 14, aged 18 years and

ther died, Sister Sanborn

Pills

D.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE OOMPOUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Sixbottlesfor $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on

Bangor, Ble.

BES. 8. 8. MOODY,
No, 75 Broadway.

The Simplest,

ts,

receipt of price, 81 per box for either.

,
mended
¢
endd hy: members of f his Cabinet, and householil
‘most intimate. political friends.
Cheap picture:
“thrown aside, and people are now ready to bu
¥
cent'engraving. ~Send for fill description an
before buying any-other + Liberal terms 10 good Canvassers.

by the

The decensed was the fourth

& CO.

§

“Newly

Rev.

8 months.

Compound

GC ARFIELD

mention of some ‘favorite tune, she would
grow, calm, her eye ‘would brighten, a. smile
would play on her counténance, and she would
join in singing and would carry her own part
with all the sweetness and beauty of early
yeurs.
In this helpless condition she was
cared for with all the solicitude and tenderness
that & fond husband and loving children could
bestow until (Jan. 12) another shock rendered |
her totally unconscious untilthe 16th, when her
happy spirit was released from the shattered
casket, and borne away to the bosom of her
Saviour.
Sister Rice possessed a brilliant mind, wrote interesting articles for the papers, and was the lite and joy of the family
circle. She was a skilful nurse, and it seemed
her greatest joy to visit the sick; to administer to
their wants and speak words of comfort to the
ing. Her skill in ascertaining the nature of a
sease and prescribing the proper remedy ots
ten surpassed that of able physicians. Her:
sympathy was with the afflicted and sorrowing, and her hand was ever open to their
wants.
But she has done her work well and
has gone to receive her crown of righteous:
ness.
‘She leaves
a husband, three sons. and |oné daughterto meurn her departure. - Fun-eral services at the Disciples church, conducét-

dren. Her mortal remains rest in Dayton by
her husband's side.
R. L. HOWARD,

meneed taking it I have

formerly

She was married to E.'F.- Rice in 1841. In
1851, she with her husband united with the F.

ed by the Bev. E. H. Higbee,

Purgative

1. 8. JOHNSON

bad a paralytic shock which almost totally impaired her mind, still she retained. her. love
of music, When restless and uneasy, at the

termed- the animal the modern represen-

eight to twelve feet, and
one to three or four tons,

Parsons’

Congregational

Spring
Hill, Somerville; Rev. H.S. Kimball, pastor
Congregational church, Boyleston Center;

It will at all times and underall circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
“For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks
may be restored to sound health if such a thing
be possible. Sent by mail for 8

her

"Hillsdale , Mich. . She was called to part with
Dr, Kée in less than a year after her marriage.

{. Smith,

It removes faintnéss, flatulency, destroysall craving

RICH BLOOD

pastor

Rev. John

Baptist church, Mansfield;

B. Ferry, pastor

Balpimore, Md., U. 8, A

NEEW

W.--H.- Dowden,

pastor

tion, Falling and Displ

SOLD BY ALL DRUBQISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

A. VOGELER

Rev.

plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation
and Ulcera

its claims. prREeTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

to Dr.

of

Rev.

church, South Boston;

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight

No Preparation on earth equals St, JAcons OIL as a SATE,
medy. A trial entails
SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External
‘but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering with pain can have oheap and positive proof of

church, Yarmouth;

al church, Springfield; Rev.J. Scott, memberof
the Massachusetts, House of
Representatives;
Rev. H. L. Kelsey, Brockton; Rev. R, H.
Howard, Saxonville;
Rev, ‘W. F. Farrington,
st
Bridgewater; Rev. 8. M.. Andrews, North Dartmouth; Rev. S.8. Mooney, Salem; Rev. M. Emory;
Wright, pastor M. E. church, Roslindale, Boston

1s a Positive Cure

and backache, is always permanently

At the age of 18 years she
Kee

tor FirstiCongregational

J. H. Docher, pastor Sanford-s:reet Congregation-

hill;
Rev. B.F.Grant, Plymouth; Rev.G.W.
er,
Hyannis; Rey. O. 8. Builer, Georgetown; Rev. C.

il OTHER HIS

Hér place in:the house of God, and in the choir,
wus rarely vacant. Some eight years ago," she

length
Africa,
up the
River;
Tchad;

Shirwa; and

in the East African Lake

the Tara Sea, in Abyssinia.

AXD

Other

Remedy for these Troubles.
t
Read the Following Names of Mass. and N. H.
Clergymen Who Have Testified to the Great
nefit Derived from these Traches.
Masgsachusetts—Rev. A. C. Chi'ds, West Glouces-.
ter; Rev. Geo. H, Cheney, pastor Broadway M.
E. chure , Somerville; Rev. John W. Dodge,
pas-

.Change of Life.
:
:
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin
en early stage of
develor
t. The
tend
to cancerous humorsthereis checked very speedilyby its use,

TOOTH, EAR
~ HEADACHE,

born

with

Two Months as Superior to Any

Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the

confession and-unitedéwith the

In 1836'she eimigrated

For Coughs; Sore Throat, Hoarsness,
and All Throat and Bronchial Affec=
tions. - Commended
by
More
Than
Seventy Clergymen During the Last

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
socommon to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com~

Saar hip Save oly jch Ag remained

* along the coasts and in the riversand inland lakes of tropical Americ ; thé
of the entire opposite coast of
around the Cape ; and as far north
Mozambique coast as the Zambesi
in the upper Niger River ;.in Lake

was

“Ira Kee, brother of the late Dr. Porter

"The manatee, ot sea-cow, is ‘the mast
widely diffused of the sirenians, and, be.
ing American, has"the first claim to coneration.

"Mrs, Rice

| parents to Colebrook, O.,"was married

HABITS OF THE SEA-OOW.

:

-

TRAGER |

her memory as a sweet benediction. T. G.-W.
whether any ohe has ever seen anything
Rices—Died in Greene, O., Jan. 16, Mrs.
«on the moon which could not ba ‘made: ‘Mary P| wife of Mr. Eli F. Rice,
aged seventy

with a

truly

i

- TROCHES!
THE MAGICAL REMEDY

E. PINKHAM'S
(VEGETABLE
COMPOUND.

©

just

-1s sold by druggists: - Price $1; or six. for $5.
(“Preparedhy CL HOOD & Cos, Lowell, Mass. -

[ very ‘much doubt

out,in a clear, stdady atinosphere

the
:

© Lowel, Mass., Jan. 15, 1878.

departure;

it is hardly necessary to seek for a very years'of his mother’s infirmity she was cared
tenderly and faithfully both by his wife
large telescope for any investigalion of Mor
and'himself.
May ber dear ones ever cherish

‘the lunar surface.

was

Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Gentlemen—I was a great sufferer from
Salt-Rheum on my limbs, for a dozen years
Previons to the summer of 1876, at which
jme I was cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
The skin would become dry, chap, crack
open, bleed and itch intensely, so that I
could not help scratching, which of course
made them worse. At the time I commenced taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla (in the
summer of 1876) they were so bad that they
discharged, and I was obliged to keep them
bandaged with linen cloths, The skin was
so tight by the heat of the disease
drawyy
that if I stooped over they would crack
open
and actually
rng tears into my eyes.
)
first bottle
benefited me so much that I continued taking it till I was cured
Iused one
box of Hood's Olive Ointment, to relieve the
. itching. Hoping many others may learn the
value of Hood's SBarsaparilla and receive as
|
much benefit as 1 have, I am,

ulso one brother;and two sisters, oné®ister being 85 years old. The youngest son has had the
care of his parents of tate, and during the

but'more details dre seen, Still,

lessened,

and

so long a source of help and comfort to him in
Jife. She was a true mother and ber love was
fully reciprogated. by her. children.
These:
children (threé sons with their families) and

of

details

a devout

worker while in health.

. If, - howéver,

one wishes to sees the, minute

1t

Why Suffer with Salt-Rheum 2

rally. She bethings at an early

eye is not dazzled as it will be when the
sky is entirely dark. The general as-

skill.

week.

RE THROAT,

WE DO NOT CLAIM

.

2d F. B. church in Belmont (Province Road).
When 48 years old the family moved from

Twilight softens her radiance, so that the

more than human

SORENESS

now.
We don’t wish to have our best. winter
mustache burned off until later in the season.

of eight

Knowles, was baptized by him, and joined

heavens.

in the

objects

PER

from which she did not fully
came interested in spiritual

the

and’one hundred, the moon: is one of

CENTS

cou,

** The muses kiss with lips of flame,” says a recent poet of the new order. Then we are thank--

she was prostrated by a paralytic stroke, since
when she has been nearly
helpless. A few
days before her death she had a second stroke,

and
fifty

ter, about half an hour after sunset,
with a magnifying power between

FOUR

be:

ful that we are not courting any of the muses

Sanborn, died in Belmont, N. H., Dec. 21,
aged 75 years and 9 months.
Her maiden
name was Cate, and she was born in Gilmarcton. now Belmont, Three years ago last July

quar-

first

of

VERSES
are inadmissible,

Sanborn.—Lavina C., wife of Jeremiah

course equally favorable, so far as seeing
‘is concerned, only we must be up aftermidnight to see her in that position.
through a three or four inch teles"Seen
the

rate

dear

Quill.—Mary Estella, only remaining child:
of widow Catherine Quill, died in W. Poland,
_- that HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA will cure everyMe., Jan. 22, aged 20 years and 10 morniths.
thing, but the fact thaton the purity and
Estella was baptized by Rev.
B. Minard and | "vitality of the blood depend the vigor and
united with the F. B. church at Mechanic
health of the whole system, and that disease
Falls and continued “8 worthy member till
> of various kinds is often only the sign that
called to join the church triumphant. She quietnature is trying to remove the disturbing
ly finished thus early her earthly work without a murmur
and with patient trust and
cause, we are naturally led to the conclusion
calm submission.
She was lovely and
heloved
a remedy that gives life and vigor to.
that
by ali who knew her; especially in ti®
home
the blood, eradicates scrofula and other imcircle with her uncle and aunt she was a conpurities from it, as HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA
stunt joy and sunlight.
Her cheery smile and
undoubtedly does, must be the means of prehearty welcome to her pastor and all who visventing many. diseases that would occur
ited her during her illness led us to appreciate
without its use; hence the field of its usefulmore the Christian’s hope on a death
bed.
ness is quite an extended one, and we are
May God bless and help the mourning friends
it for all dewarranted in recommending
to 80 live that they may meet her above.
rangements of the system which are cal
W. T. SMITH.
by an unnatural state of the blood.

The last quarter is of

cope, a day or two before

the

words,

my

treated by a number of physicians and only
grew.
worse.
Her attention was called to Dr.
Pierce’s
“4Golden Medical Discovery” and ** Favorite Prescription,” which she commenced using.
ln one
week she could sit up, and in three weeks could
walk about. By druggists.
A baby m Ohio that was fed on elephant’s milk

: PARTICULAR
NOTICE, Ouituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by pers+n8 who do ‘not patronize the Morning: Star it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy

escaped - the

had

case,

W.E. Huestis, of Emporia, Kansas, says that
his wife had been sick nearly seven years, and
for the last four montis bed-ridden.
She has been

Obitwaries.

expense from the Messrs. Clark, he has
discovered several hundred double stars

You will often find it the

The

boy, that a man who can’t believe the Bible,
lieves anything else.— Burlington Hawkeye.
Bed-Ridden and Cured.

Burn-

S. W.

hat, of Chicago. Provided with a little
six-inch telescope, procured at his own

to accept.

WARREN'S

WILD CRERRY AND SARGAPARILA

:

see

stimulants my wife was taking, and the result
of our treatment so far has been more satisfac.
tery than anything preceding it. She has.
been able to sleep good at night without the
eight inches. One of the most conspicu-a use of chloral, a thing she could never do behow
fore.”
Our Treatise on Compound Oxygen,
ous examples in recent times of
util | containing large reports of cases and full inmoderate-sized instrument may be
formation,
sent free. Drs, Starkey & Palen,
of
“ized is afforded by the discoveries
1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Phil., Pa.

Mr.

ours fraternally,

N..E: HARMON, Pastor M. E. Church, Elsah, Ill.
Ingzersoll has started on his talk of proving that
the Star-route theives are whiter than innocence
itself. It isn’t the first time Colonel Ingersoll has
defended a theory that the American people reso-

one of her troubles. I can

"REMEDY

Sir—

daughter has improved
in flesh, and looks
well.
She sleeps well at night—sleeps all
night, a thing she was unaccustomed to do.
Before taking the Oxygen, wakefulness was

solid
struments, and a goody. deal ot the
is
astronomical work of the present time
done with meridian circles, the apertures
to
of which ordinarily. range from four

double stars made by

Dear

Health of Woman is the Hope of the Race.

ones. The fact is that a large propor-of
tion of the astronomical observations
with what
. past times have been made
we should now regard as very small in-

Y.:

Ne:

sleep is restored; mind clearer, step: firmer, all
healthy action greatly
‘ increased.” Another
lady, referringto her daughter, says: ‘ My

ies through great telescopesis so widespread that we are apt to forget how
~ much can be seen and done with small

N.

g

R. V. Pierce; M. D. Buffalo,

My wife has been taking your ‘¢ Golden Medical
Discovery” and *‘ Pellets” for her liver and generat debility, and has found them to be good medicines, and would recommend them to for sufferers from Liver Complaint, Sour Stomach, and

DR.

MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.

fil GREAT GERMAN

Debility

Woman can Sympathize with Woman.

wy
bod-,

__ TELESCOPE. The curiosity fo see the heavenly

General

in every way.”
Another says: ‘I was perfectly sleepless, often three nights in succession, followed alternately by one night of horrible slumber, known as nightmare...
Now

WHAT CAN BE SEEN WITH A SMALL

QUIPS
ANDand ORANKS,
= “=i.f
Liver Complaint,

improved ; T

>

very much

™

has

Do not con-

appetite

scarcely cough at ail; and in fact, I feel better

Seventy-Five Cents 3 ys for an ent ire Meal.
Hotel Cars.
found these Cars w! ith

my

We run Palace Sleeping Cars for Sleeping purposes, and
Dining Cars for Ealing p urposes only.

PAiscellany.

"

E. 8T. JOHN,

Ge

* it, and Pass,

CARS

for

Ag’t, Chicago.
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James Andrews was thankful:
:
TroY, N. Y., April 8th, 1880.
Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.:
DEAR SIR :—Unull within a recent date I
had for several years suffered greatly
gravel, called by the doctors the Brick-dust
Sediment. For about a year past this sedi-

Bates College Notes.
‘
ment has not passed off.ifr the usual quantity,
ernment rations in large quantities are
but has accumulated, causing me untold pain.
the _southwestern
The daily half-hour meetings of the College
sent to the sufferers by
continHaving
heard of ** Kennedy’s Favorite RemeChristian Association
are
still ' continued.
floods, and urgent appeals for assistance
sufficient for a dozen dogs. - As soon as a dog en- dy,” I tried
:
it my case, and
after using about
Thereis the sume lively interest which was
ue to be received.
ters
the
field,
the
goats
attack
him,
butting
with)
one and one-half bottles, I voided a stone from
THURSDAY, MARCH 9.——The Secretary of manifested at first.
their horns until the dog is tired of it and leaves
the bladder, of an oval shape, 7-16 of an inch
Thursday syenini: March
9, Rev. G.S.
the Treasury has instructed collectors of custhe field, limping and yelling.
The sheep soon
long, and rough on its surface. "I send
you
Dickerman of the
Pine St. Cong. church in
toms to collect duties on sugar hereafter
on its
the
largest piece that you may see of what it is
understand the situation and as soon as a dog apapparent color as imported.
This action is Lewiston delivered an interesting address becomposed.
Since
then
1
have
felt
no
pain,
I
fore
the
Theol.
students
in
the
College
Chapel.
pears, instead of running, they form in line betaken.in accordance with the recent decision of
now consider myself cured, and can not exHis subject was the ‘* Foundation of Power in
the Supreme Court.——The Fourth National
hind the goats and lei the goats fight the battle.
press my thankfulness and gratitude for so sig-:|
the Ministry.”
This is the first of a series ot
Bank of New York city is a sufferer to the exThis is a method worthy of trial.’
nal deliverance from a terrible disease. You
Rev. Mr.
ten of $70,000 through the dishonesty of one of lectures which are te be given.
lp
have my consent to use this letter, should yeu!
its clerks.
he
( Fenn of the High St. Cong. church sin Portwish
to do so, for the benefit of other sufferers.
land
is
to
give
the
next
lecture.
Cows giving milk during winter mustibe kept
FRIDAY, MARCH 10.——Navigationis oper
Friday
evening
Kingsbury
Bachelder
gave
a
Yours truly, = JAMES ANDREWS.
warm aud comfortable in order to secure an abunthe entire length of the waters of Michigan.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
very
practical talk to the students in the chap—By the bursting of the main steam-pipe on
dant flow of mitk. During mild weather it will be
el. He spoke from the text, **8eek first the noticed that cows, with the same food, give a much
the steamer ‘*‘ Sidney” near Ripley Landing,
When we consider that the medicine which
kingdom of God and his righteousness.”....
W. Va., four persons are killed and eight badly
did
this service for Mr. Andrews costs
larger
flow
of
milk
than
during
very
cold
weather.
It
Thursday
the
seniors
read
parts
before
a
cominjured.
5
i
ni
their quarters can be made so warm and com fortonly one dollara bottle, it would seem that
mittee and twelve were selected to parieivaie
SATURDAY, MARCH 11. —The labor troub“les at Pittsburg are adjusted.—Troops are in the public exhibition which is to take place able that the weather within seems mild all the persons afflicted in like fashion, can afford the
the last week of the term.
COR.
time, an abandant flow of milk ean be maintained.
sent to Omabsa to protect workmen from the
expense of testing its virtues. Get it of your
“ap
violence of strikers.
WF
aaa
The Rev. Mr. Dickermun’s lecture was an
druggist, or address
Dr. David
Kennedy,
embodiment
of
practical
and
valuable
suggesSTORAGE CELLARS.—Does your cellar in which
MONDAY, MARCH 13.——The floods are subRondout, New York.
*‘ Dr. Kennedy’s Favtions to ministers.
‘siding in Tenn. and La.
It is estimated that
-you have stored vegetables smell foul ? Then look
orite Remedy™ for sale by all Druggists.
Mr. Lowden of the Junior class in the Thethe Government will be obliged to furnish raout for fevers in the family in the early spring.
logical School supplied in the Free Baptist
tions to 20,000 destitute. people in Ark. for at
We
.
are
glad
to
believe
that
véry
many
church at North Anson Sunday, Mar. 12.
least sixty-‘or seventy days.
There sre more demands for ministers than the farmers are buildiog cellars away from the house
ABROAD.
and that the system of modern storage is a vast
school at preseut can supply.
K.
improvement over the old one. Foul cellars from
TUESDAY, MARCH T.—The results of Mr.
reeking, rotting vegetables make good sized drug"At the Jan. meeting of the Board of Regents
Trescott’s visit to Chili and Peru are made
Boston Produce Report.
public; a protocal has been signed as a hasis of of the University of Nebraska, the following
gists’ bills. - If milk is keptin the same cellars it
resolution was passed:
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commiasion
peace between the two countries.——Congratabsorbs the foulness. And yet we have seen pans
. Resolved, That the best interests of the UniverMerchants and dealers in butter, cheese
ulatory addresses to the Queen upon her esand
of milk and bowls of butter standing alongside of
sity of Nebraska will be served by discontinuing,
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,
cape from assassination were adopted in the
filthy bins of onions, potatoes and other vegeta.
at the end of the academic ‘year, the services, as
Quincy
Market, Boston.
’
House of Lords and the House of Commons
professors in the University, of Professors Geo.
bles.
. BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Mareh 11, 1882.
_ yesterday.——It is ruraored that a convention E. Cburch, Harrington
Emerson, Geo. E. Woodexists
tween France and
Germany, by
berry; and they are hereby notified that their
Water which is impregnated with the organic
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
which, in certain contingencies; Luxemburg 1s services will be dispensed with at that time. The
impurities common to sewerage may be tested by
Western Buperfine....cicoeenecneanssess 400 @ 450
Chairs thus vacated
are the Latin Language and
to be annexed to the former country.
Common exXtraB. sc seesesessrseneessee.d75 @ 525
placing a bottlelofit into which a lump of sugar has
Literature, Modern Languages, and Englisn LitWEDNESDAY, MARCH 8.——A meeting in
| been put, in the light for two or three days. If it Wisconsin...... seaneraee Fecenstsinnns 47 @ 600
erature.
s
Minnesota,
bakers...... Sevacwesuvs weed @ 1
favor of bimetallism at the Mansion House,
In various press comments upon the action
remains clear, and does not grow milky, no pho:Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents..... 72% @ 850
London, is largely attended.——Nine Europeof the Regents, the statement has been made
phates
are
present.
If
water
contains
iron,
it
may
WINTER WHEATS.
ans are said to have been murdered in Tunis.
that the professors were dismissed on
be quickly shown by dropping into a glaes of it Patents, choice.... ... vessenre
nen $750 @ TTS
THURSDAY, MARCH 9.—The Herzegovin- of their religious views, also because account
of their
. Patents, common t0 800d. vue vunen... 700@
72
a
drop
of
a
solution
of
prussiate
of
potash,
when
ian insurgents have been defeated again, the
favoring the elective system of studies. NeiOhiot rita renters ses crn
8 875
it will immediately turn biue by the formation of Michigan... coeraseeerinecraaneanss ea600 @ 650
Austrians having captured Ubli.—There are
ther of these reasons can be the true one; as
Prussian blue.
rumors of a possible war between Russia and
Indiana.
625
@ 675
no religious tests are made in the appointment
Illinois. .
«675-8
12
Austria.
of professors, and the entire University FaculSour milk is an excellent bleacher. Place the St.
Lonis.......
675
@
750
ty
favor
the * elective system.”
FRIDAY, MARCH 10.—A new
pestal sysIn the abgarments in an earthen bowl or wooden pail, and
Corn Meal
¥ bb
310
@ 32
tem is contemplated in Mexico, and a govern -sence of ether information, it is to be presumed
Rye Flouri....
525 @ 57
cover entirely with the milk. Let it remain two
ment commission has been organized to for- that the action of the Regents was based upon
Oat Meal, com. to good West.
HI
@ 67
or
three
days,
taking
pains
now
and
then
to
shake
the general ground stated in their resolution.
Oat Meal, fancy braunds.......
700 @ 72
mulate a plan.——MacLean,the would-be assasit thoroughly. Then after washing and boiling, it
The above is from a special correspondent.
sin of Queen Victoria, is arraigned in London
BUTTER.
NORTHERN,
He
further writes in a private note: * The
will be found of pure white. For tablecloths and
and remanded for trial -on a charge of high
Creamery choice fall made ¥ B.... .......
@
Regents are sustained by the Christian and
treason.
napkins that have become stained and yellow, this
"Do Fair to goods ccaeeenrisnnenenseean32 @ 35
moral
sentiment
of
the
State.”
SATURDAY, MARCH 11.——The negotiations
is a good cure.
|
Po
summer made....
eeeea28 @ 30
for international copyright
between Great
Dairy
Vermont new....ceeeveeeiee33 @ 40
Messrs. Thomas and Henry Sloan of New
Make surface drains to let off the water from the
Do
New York, lots, fall made.....
@
;
Britain and the U. 8. have been suspended.—
York are about to erect a laboratory. for Yale
low places in the wheat fields.
Good wages can
Do,
do,
do,
. Winter..... ees
@ 28
The French Senate votes against teaching
College as a memorial to their father, William be earned by attention to this matter.
Do
N.Y.
#
Vt.
long
dairies....
..
23
@
28
school children their duty toward God and
Sloan, to cost about $50,000.
Do
common
to fare. eeeeeennas «18 @ 28
their country.——Eight hundred persons have
A little greese or kerosene on the legs of fowls
Canada choiceeseene. el setverarasnsnssass 4
@ 25
_ The Rev. George) D. B. Pepper, D. D., presbeen expelled from Moscow.
:
Do,
common
to
good...euvuaass 20
@ 2
will
remove
scabs
in
a
short
time.
Two
applicaident
Theological Seminary, has
MoNDAY, MARCH 13.——The Tunisian in- been of Crozier
tions
are
sometimes
needed.
WESTERN.
invited by the trustees of Colby Universi. surgents have proclaimed their Jeadér,Ali Kality to become president of that institutivn.
Creamery choice, fresh made........
a 48
Never iron a calico dress on the right side; if
Aa, Bey of Tunis. The Italian Cobnsul-General
Do
fair to good.........
B40
ironed smogthly on the wrong side" there will. be
at Tunis will hold him responsible for the loss
The city of Brooklyn has a school population
Dairy packed, choice..........
a .3
no
danger
of
white
spots
and
gloss,
which
gives
a
-of Jtalian lives in that city.——The headquar0
Do
common
to
g00d.......
a
Bl
aad accommodations for only 60,000.
ters.of the Herzeggyinian insurgentsin CrivosLadle packed, fresh made..... svrisived 30
@ 353
new dress “done up” for the first time the appear_
Senator
ayard,
of Delaware, is soon to deDo - ‘do
fair to good..... FRO | SAE
i] |
cie liuve been'pecupitdby the Austrians.
ance of a time-worn garment.
s

Ahe

W

The Senate, by a majority of 14, has passed a
bill providing that thetoming of Chinese la<borefd: 16. ‘this country ‘for - the next
20

years''Shall be

suspended.

Chinese

mer-

chants,
feathers, istudénts, travelers . and
diplomatic. :: agents
are
excepted;
but
are regdired to produce passports’ from the

4
:
N
~ Professor. Frost,of Oberlin College,in making:
4

Chinese government in order to secure adtis-

au urgent plea for the teaching

appease” the clamor
Pacific
- coast who

own country: is so. essential, so necessary, so
indispensable that every urchin who will ever
cast u vote ought to be caught and taught
perforce.
eg

sion to ts

otiatry.

This bill was

of the inhabitants
are espeeially

passed to

of the
incensed

against the’ Chinese,.as Jaborers. ~ New
England Senators constituted the larger part of
those who opposed the bill. It is the prevailing opinion that the bill will pass the
House.
A majority of the Com. of the House on ter* ritories has insfrueted their chairman to report
2 biil to admit Washington territory as a State.

The Democratic members of the Com, and one

Republican voted against iv on the ground that
the territory has an insufiicient population for
becoming a State, there being only 75,116 inhabitants in 1880. We think the objection was
well founded and that the report of the Com.
will not become a law.

The Senate Judiciary Com. after mature de-

liberation has reported an elaborate bill to establish
a wuniforin system of
Dankrapicy
throughout the U. 8, It is clear that there

should

be some such law, but

to frame one

that shall be just and equitable to both
and creditor is extremely difficult.

debtor

Personal.

of patriotism in

the public schools, says that the history of cur

y

:

Fine

Art.

her up.

An art note in one of our exchanges tells of
I emer of the Paint and Clay Club of
0!
who has carried out an idea in decoration"¥ut
has sometimes been suggested but
seldom if ever made actual. The interior of a}
room has been treated in shades of color gradually deepening and changing to another hue.
The walls of the room in which the club
meets are treated at the floor in dark chocolate.
Shades of chocolate graduate upward until the
middle wall shows a deep Indian red. As the
ceiling is neared the shade orange is reached,
and the highest note of that color is applied
near the skylight. It has been the dream of
some decorators to apply similar schemes of
color to the outer surface of buildings; but
probably the public is not yet ready for such
departures from the conventional.” = The same
a little further elaborated by a
idea has been

student

who

at the ‘ Benedick

has rooms

to Washington,

apartment house in this city. The walls of the
room have been treated in shades graduating
from a black green at the floor to a pale yellow
at the ceiling. This as a background has then

-been presented to the city and will be placed
in Independence Hall.
Wie

to match the Turkish hangings of the reom.
The ceiling is also graduated from green to
yellow diagonally from one corner to the op-

Ex-Senator

A.

A.

Sargent,

confirmed

as

Minister to Berlin, began the work of life as a
journeyman

printer.

A sofa which once belonged

and which for many years has been the property of the Union League of Philadelphia, has

Queen Vietoria is not without

womanly

su-

perstitions, - She is said to be averse to having
her son Leopold mary in May because that
was the month in which the
r young Princess Charlotte was wedded to King Leopold.
“Francis Murphy, the Pennsylvania temperance advocate and

originator of the ** blue rib-

bon” movement, bas been conducting
ful temperance mass-meetings

J. R.“Green, the English

in

success-

Manchester,

historian, is dan-

gerously ill.

General” Charles F. Sedgwick, who

died in

Sharon, Conn., Thursday,
eighty-seven,
was a classmate of William
Cullen Bryant at
college, and the two were life-long friends.
Oscar Wilde, commenting on the criticism of
his lecture made by Professor Swing, of Chicago, said: “I awn surprised that any one with
the name of David should be found fightingin
the ranks of the Philistines. He ought to take
a pebble from the banks of the Chicago River

and hurl it at that monstrous Goliath of Chica-

go architecture, the walch-tower, instead of
praisiog it as being, as he calls it, calm and rational. Those two epithets are very unfortunate in this connection,”
?
Miscellaneons,

In the last 25 years Michigan has produced
nearly $300,080,000 worth of ingot copper, pigiron and iron ores.
The President has authorized the use of the
United States troops in Nebraska to aid the
' Governor of that State to Suppress the disturbances reported as existing in
Omaha.

Sergeant Mason, who fired at Guiteau, has
been senteneed to eight years’ imprisonment.

been covered with figures of Turkish

posite, The general effect
Christian Union.
The death of Charles

pattern,

is very striking.—

Blane, the French art

critic, leaves a void which it will be hard indeed for France to supply. He was a Ruskin
without the eccentric Englishman’s foibles.
‘ He was an engraver, an étcher, a painter and a
journalist.
ith his superior technical knowledge, acute critical faculty, and literary ability,

he possessed such qualifications for

Before sailing for Europe, where he

the summer,

the Hon.

expects

Robert

C.

Winthrop will have his portrait painted by
Mr. Daniel Huntington, at the invitation of
several Boston gentlemen, who intend presenting the picture to Congress as that of one
of its former Speakers.
A fine portrait of the late Dean Stanley has
been engraved from the painting by Professor
Angeli, in possession of the Queen at Windsor
Castle.
Mr. Holman Hunt

portrait
Gladys.

of

has painted

a full-length

his little golden-haired

daughter

Science.
¢
i
Two new asteroids have heen discovered
since the beginning of the new year, both by
Palisa, of the Austrian Naval Observatory, at
Pola, near Trieste.
Both of them are of the
thirteenth magnitude and among the smallest
so far known.
Meteoric stones sometimes fall in one or
two masses, and other times in a large number of fragments—thousands perhaps—which
are scattered over acres or even miles of

territory,

while on

some

occasions

the

fall

The Legislature of Michigan has passed a takes the form of showers of fine dust, The
bill appropriating $265,000 for the relief of suf- quantity of mineral matter thus falling is cften
very considerable. In 1511a shower of many
ferers by the forest fires,
hundred stones occurred in Crema, one of the
It is denied that there is any ground for the
rumorsof .a possible war between Russia and . pieces weighing 260 pounds and another 120,
On the west coust of Greenland were found
Austria,

:

vr

the largest unbroken masses on record, and the

The most radical temperance legislation of largest specimen, weighing 25 tons,
recent years has been passed in such strong the Bo ul Academy
of Stockholm.
Republican States as Kansas and Iowa.
; oun:

is now

A

in

well-

The floods in Ark. and Miss. have been very
destructive. In Ark. 20,000 persons are .ina

destitute and suffering condition.
In most
of the larger town
of Germ
s
rt
classes have been’ established for Techanion,
and are largely attended.
2

Dixon's American Graphite

.

pencils (Jerse

City, N. J.,) are Raexehed La any
oi
For be uty of finish and smooth
ness
they are
not equaled. The’ Star editors find them satis:

BE a bat ewarve aboot: prises ure offer]
their pencils.
Wings
Awe.

wade with

oN

The retention of any waste matter in the system
produces injury. The collection of *¢ phlogin”
or
diseased mucus in time of cold or throat affection
8!
be promptly removed.
Dr. Bull’s Cough
does it more Sick
beRYTUp
4
ana effectnally than

er cough syrup ma

:

1: them.

E. B. HEIMSTREET,
Of all druggists or by mail, $2.

=

i

:

of time, furn hing

tending belief that
terial additions

cumulation of
It is said
practical tests
of power, snd
ory.

grou

1

the earth has derived

to its substance from

the

mu-

ac-

meteoric matter.~ Sel.
that the Japanese ‘have made
of paper belts in the transmission
the results have been satisface
:

~ (Jackson Daly Patriot)
Happy Friends,
Rev. F. M. Winburne, Pastor M. E. Church,
Mexia, Texas, writes as follows: Several months
since I received A supnly of St. Jacob's Oil. Hetaining two bottles, I distriputed the rest among
friends, It is a most excellent remedy for pains
and aches of various kinds, especially neuralgia
and rheumatic affections.

204°

@ 2%

:

“My wife said I was a fool when I brought
a bottle of Parker’s Ginger

Tonic.

But

Poor

$192

it

$21;

Good $16 @ $18;

$123414;- Swale

1

Fine $15

Grouse,

¥ pair,

It was in 1844 that

graph line from

Morse

Washington

opened

or

blood,

another

Hay

:

first

tele-

To-

day there 18 a complete net-work of telegraph
wires over the globe, with a total length of nearly
4,000,000 miles.
Young, middle-aged, or old men, suffering

from

lunatic asylums,

The Emperor William entered the army as lieu.
tenant when he was not quite ten years old.
Do not delay, but bear

in

mind

80 @ 100; Quail ¥ doz. 225
¥

b.,

$

10 @

or Cough.

.Adamson's Botanic

Use Pearl’s White
Fore.

I caught a severe cold and, remembering
you
told me to use * Downs’ Elixir,” I bonght a
bottle
and in less than three days my cough and sore
throat had yanished! It’s good.
UBLISHER
‘
.
New Market,
N. H., Advertiser.
Please send me six bottles
Dr. Baxter’s Man~,
drake Bitters. I never used a medicine that did
me so much goodas this,
IRA TAYLOR, Rolland, Mich.
Henry & Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment 18
the best lamily liniment made.

L N T S

@

¢ Mother,

of the Bible,” Bishop

Home

an

gress,” Bibles, ete.
Still . E.B. TREAT, Pub. 757 Broadway, N. Y,

fu to plant any

PRICES. —<One-third pint package,
quart, $1.00; by mail, post hackage,

202 cedts; i pint,
pint, 55 CSaiey
cindy ©

B. K. BLISS & SONS

HAND

BOOK for the FARM AND GARD
EN.
300 Beautiful IMustrations,

‘With a richl
lored
plate of
tive price-liot of pore
Lo CL

a

- Seeds, Bulbs, Plants, etc., with usefiy
ure.

150 pages.

BE Ewgiven
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postage.

GARDEN,

thi
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omen
Valuable
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Mailed to all enclosing 6 cents to pay
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BEETHOVEN
2 00
Lives dione
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Sewing.

HALK (81.50), of HANDEL ($2.00), of
ROSSIN
($1.75), of SCHUMANN (81.50), of VON WEBERI

THE BATES STUDENT

(01.00;
sre mtiary, aud of MENDELSSOHN
and very readable books,
By
y

Ie

the Back, ~~
Faintness at the Stomach, Kidney Fompiain te, Female Weakness and General. Debility.

H

is well represented

($1.50), Sulipast

and:

OF MUSIC

complete,

Well witlen
by
RITTER’S

2 vols. each

while.

Elson

serves 1 in his capital collection of CURIOSI
.
~TIES OF
MUSIC Lon a fine entertainment.
Urbino’s
BIOGRAPHICAL
SKETCHES
OF
EMINENT COMPOSERS
($1.75), incl
history of some hundreds of nota Tides
Bo

InVOICEGuilm
ette’s Fasit
AS A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

A FEW MORE
energetic
salesmen. Our new cir8
culars explain all
about the best pay.
the season.
Just ai this time there

.
business of

ex

History HISTORY

4

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
y

naard,

and Sieber's ART OF SINGING (50 EN
most directions for the care and training

tna
of the

are immense quantities of pictures to be framed,
and ageuts are meeting with wonderful sales. Full
Particular and an elegant outfit free. Address,
t8
Picture Frame Co., Auburn, Me,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
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J
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FOR LAND WARRANTS.
Address W. C. HILL, Washington, i C.
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CURE for
A,
RRH,
CONSUMPTIOASTHM
N. AddresCATA
s E. W. An

A cold Or sore throat t may not seem to amount to much,
and if promptly attended

u

to can easily
be cured; but neglec
is often Totlowed by pi
or diphihora > No
medicine ‘has ever been discovered which acts so quick!
.
and surely in such cases as PERRY DAVIS
PAI
KILLER.
The Jrompt use of this inaluabie remedy has
saved thousands of lives.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN
KILLER is not an e:
ri
te
It has been before the public for forty years, , and 1s most valued where it 1 best Known,
A few extracts from voluntary testimonials read as follows:
Ld
\
ove!

I

own

for
have

ecting a cure.—

have last recovered
from

Wh Tt Bet Tor coon,

: BOVE!

1d,

A veLy notere cold,

trode fmmellably” Th perc tel be
I tri

our
A

PAn

ILLER, which

Have used PAN K1LLER
in my fi
on. ave neverk Xnown analy

for forty
for forty

1 began using PAIN KiLLER In my family twenty.
five years
and ha
it

found nomedi
Druggist,

go+X.fake

ary SHOU

often
bo Mh

Place. JW Dan
”~
air

AP
For
Redicine nd

1 was suffering severely with bronchi

Tp best
an
Wiltaington.

KILLER cured diphtheria end sore ay
ingly prevelen

t
here, and has not been
known to
fal
in a single instance, This fact you should
© known to the world,
Mrs, ELLEN B. MASON writen: ay FON Was taken
0. Imi
cl
afraid
to’ call

a

It cures when everythi:
Jolie isn sar | .
per bottle.

In the
otile of F at 2Be.,ILLER
50e., and

co!

‘ever, and

child

PhYEIGAD,
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Wednesday his thr
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other matter as is generally
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0. L. FRISBEE,

BUSINESS EPITOR,
Lewiston,
It is published in the interest of the College,
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ME.

300 Cheice Poetical Selections for Autoptuph:
Albums, nowily bonnd; 280 spicy
Motto
Verses, and 385 popular Songs, all for 15¢.,
post

pald.
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1
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“oh
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in some sections of the country, that sheep raisers
are sometimes driven out of the business.
Va
rious means have from time to time been proposed
as means of protection against the dogs. The latest
is a method said to be successfully practiced by
farmers in Hunterdon and Somerset counties in
New Jersey. Itc onsists in keeping goats with the
‘sheep to protect them. Two goats are said to be
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the bench of the U. S. Supreme Court.——The
vacancy on the Supreme bench has been tendered’ to Senator Edmunds of Vermont and it
has been declined by him.

the co-operation of the president of the Lake
Shore and Mich. Southern R. R., has recently
put into the waiting rooms of the depot in
their city, tables upon
which are deposited
religious newspapers and other reading of a
like character.
.
/
:
President Durgin bas been absent during the
whole of the vacation on a lecture tour,
delivering his lecture on Iceland in some places for
the second time.
.
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“~——The Hudson is open for navigation.——
Mr. Conkling has declined the nomination to

The Y. M. C. A. of Hillsdale College, with
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TUESDAY, MARCH
7,—The
village of
Prince Frederickstown, Md., has been burned

and Bladder Expelled—Long Suffering of
One of Trey’s Best People—A "Lucky
an.
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OATS AS A PROTECTION OF SHEEP AGAINST
DoG8.--Dogs are a serious obstacle to sheep husbandry. Large numbers of sheep are annually
destroyed by dogs and the sheep owner generally
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